ABSTRACT
MADDALENA, SARAH KATHERINE MCKINNEY. Mediating Atomistic Ontologies:
LEGO, Synthetic Biology, and a Digital Episteme. (Under the direction of William Kinsella).
This dissertation contributes to ongoing conversations in technical communication,
rhetoric of science and technology, interdisciplinary science and technology studies, and
media theory. It explores the concept of “the digital,” a term we commonly associate with
computers and new media, as way of making knowledge that is not necessarily computerbased. The dissertation comprises a theoretical essay that proposes a concept to describe the
digital way of knowing, “a digital episteme,” and two case studies, (1) LEGO toys in
education and (2) protein sequencing software in genetic engineering laboratories (where
protein sequences have become a form of new media). A digital episteme is characterized as
the production of objects of knowledge which are discrete, non-semantic and manipulable
and which entail a technoscientific maker ethic that encourages taking-apart and (re)building
as ways to interact with the world. Lego and protein sequencing are considered as sites where
the digital functions as a knowledge-making worldview. The LEGO case study is a critical
analysis focused on how LEGO educational materials function as translations of particular
sets of epistemically digital values; the genetic engineering study focuses on how some of the
same epistemological values are manifest in the relationship between the scientist and his/her
modeling software and real-world materials.
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction
Before bedtime, a mother and her 3-year-old son take apart the LEGO village that they built
together the day before, tossing the LEGOs into a bin stored under the son's bed. The little
boy stops and plunges his hands into the container of smooth, bright, sharp-cornered plastic
bricks.
“Mom?” he says, “where are the houses?”
The mother pauses, realizing that this seemingly simple question is more of a brainteaser than she thought. “Well, I guess the houses are in this bin, in a way.”
The kid's brow furrows. He gazes into the bin. There aren't any houses in there.
The mother tries again: “The pieces of the house are in there. We decided to build a
house yesterday, but tomorrow we might make a dinosaur. Everything is made of pieces, and
when they stick together, the pieces make things.” Oops. That last sentence was a mistake,
and she knows it. She waits to see how it lands. It doesn't even satisfy him. She can imagine
multiple paths that the relentlessly Socratic 3-year-old questioning might take from here, and
she isn't sure if she has a good map for any of them.
The son thinks for a moment, then asks: “Am I made of pieces?”
Damn. Is he thinking of being taken apart and put away in a storage bin? In that case,
the best answer is no, to avoid nightmares and tears. But this question is a big one! It's where
thinking about atoms, genes, cells, and organs starts. If she answers no, does her son's future
as a scientist end here?
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“Yes,” she says. “Well, kind of. You are made of little tiny pieces, but we can't take
you apart right now and put you in a bin.”
Not very far away, a researcher in a genetics lab uses her computer's mouse to click
on a representation of a linear string of As, Cs, Us, and Gs. She clicks at one point in the
strand to “cut” the sequence, and then makes another “cut” at the other end. The section of
sequence she has chosen, she knows, codes for a protein that will produce a certain kind of
enzyme in a living cell. She cuts and pastes the string of letters into a program that tells a
machine to mix synthetic nucleotides in exactly the order that the letters specify. At the end
of the process, she has a vial of “pieces” of genetic code that she can insert into a bacterium
in order to “build” a function into it.
*****
Child's play and genetic engineering are both examples of how human beings use materials
to make and remake a world that they simultaneously inhabit. We get many of our ideas
about how that world should work (and how it does work) from media—the materials
through which we see the world and by which we extend ourselves and our power into the
world. The relationship is a complicated one because, though we see the world “through
media,” we also make our media and thereby extend ourselves into the world. Media
theorists Jay Bolter and Richard Grusin (1991) call these two related functions of
remediation “immediacy” and “hypermediacy.” Our interactions with houses help define
what we expect a living space to be, and our interactions with mediated concepts of DNA
help define what we expect a living thing to be. The choices we make in designing a brick
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partly determine what a house will be, and the changes we make to a gene sequence partly
determine the behavior of a genetically engineered bacterium.
Media theory, science and technology studies (STS), and rhetoric of science and
technology are three academic conversations that take up the constitutive and co-constitutive
relationships among media and realities in their respective fields of inquiry. This dissertation
strives to bring perspectives from these three fields together to consider how media designed
around the idea of the “basic building block,” or what I call atomistic media, come to
constitute certain kinds of of realities. The ethical and epistemic implications of such
atomistic media are especially important now because of the current seemingly wholesale
remediation of global culture into digital media. All media, many scholars argue, are
becoming digital media. And digital media operate upon atomistic principles. Digital
remediation is a process of breaking information into smaller functional pieces (filling the
bin with bricks). Digital remediation is also a process of (re)making objects with those same
pieces (putting the bricks together). The human action that decides where to make the breaks
and what to (re)make with the pieces becomes the action that produces a given reality.
That human action, the production of pieces, and the media that those pieces become
are the focus of the theory and analysis that I work through in the following pages. The
action, I argue, is what theorist John Law (2002) calls “fluid work” to produce and maintain
objects, and the objects themselves, “network-objects,” are the relational effects of this work.
There may in fact be more work than there is object, but the object is the point of stability,
and the fluid work is evanescent. Media (such as databases and software systems) can be
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seen as network-objects themselves, but they are also tools by which other objects (such as
genomes and proteins) are perceived, produced, and maintained. As soon as objects are
enlisted as media, they begin to affect the action that produces a given reality. Digital media
(re)produce an atomistic reality made up of small, basic pieces. A major warrant that
underpins this entire dissertation is that LEGO bricks and genes are epistemically digital
media. Building toys that afford the building and taking-apart of virtual worlds come to
constitute how a child thinks about and exists in the world. Proteomic tools that break genetic
code into modular “bricks” that scientists can rearrange are an example of the same way of
thinking and existing. Our relationship to building toys and developments in genetic
engineering are ripe intellectual territories for media theorists.
This dissertation considers two examples of epistemically digital media—LEGO
bricks and the genetic “bricks” produced by synthetic biologists—in terms of “a digital
episteme,” a term I coin to describe the atomistic orientation that produces and is produced
by digital media. My conception of a digital episteme is intentionally broad in order to
include media that predate contemporary computing technologies and exist outside of or
alongside our ubiquitous, electronic, “digital” devices. I maintain that the digital has
pervaded our ways of knowing and being for much longer and in many more spheres than
these devices have.

Organizational Preview
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The dissertation is organized as follows. The present chapter serves as a discussion of critical
methods and includes a literature review enabling the productive integration of critical media
theory, rhetoric of science and technology, and STS. Chapter 2 establishes a theoretical
argument that ties both of the subsequent chapters together by introducing my core
theoretical concept, a “digital episteme,” as a way of characterizing the relationship between
certain kinds of epistemic media and their constitutive ways of knowing and being. Chapter 3
is an extended case study in which I trace/excavate/explicate a digital episteme in the
materially digital medium of Lego toys. Chapter 4 describes a group of synthetic biologists
who work with shared software to produce manipulative models (and strive to produce
designed living things) with standardized genetic parts. In it, I strive for an exploration of
science in action that focuses explicitly on the material media that constitute distributed
objects of knowledge for a specific epistemic culture. These three projects together make
their own theoretical contributions to the fields described in the literature review: media
theory, rhetoric of science and technology, and STS.
Although each chapter considers its own set of specific questions, the work is driven
by one basic, open-ended theoretical question: how do media technologies that animate and
are animated by a digital episteme (a concept to be fleshed out in detail later) become objects
of knowledge? This question further informs a critical perspective that asks: (1) what kinds
of knowledge and actions do such technologies make possible and/or privilege, i.e. what
affordances characterize these media, and how do those affordances translate into power? (2)
what kinds of knowledge and action do such technologies not facilitate, i.e. what constraints
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characterize these media, and how do those constraints constitute power? My critical
questions are not meant to disprove or de-throne any specific vein of scientific inquiry;
moreover, this work is not meant to consider any digitally-enabled scientific claim as
particularly controversial. Rather, I wish for my work to support and clarify the scientific
endeavor by continuing to examine how media, as cultural forms, affect scientific visions and
revisions of the world. Critical consideration of the systems and structures with which we ask
and answer questions helps us ask better questions and find better answers.
In the rest of this chapter, I first review the broader bodies of literature to which this
work contributes and upon which it draws. I then outline the dissertation by describing my
approaches for the theoretical chapter and the two subsequent case studies: one a critical
media history that stops in the present, and the other a qualitative exploration describing a set
of technologies as they are used in a community of practice.
Literature Review: Conversations and Contributions
Each core chapter of this dissertation is oriented towards a distinct body of scholarly
literature as its primary audience. However, the chapters’ arguments are interdependent, and
the dissertation as a whole synthesizes perspectives from media theory, technical
communication, rhetoric of science and technology, and interdisciplinary science studies, or
science and technology studies (STS). This introductory literature review summarizes and
synthesizes those broad fields as they pertain to the dissertation as a whole. Each core chapter
begins by addressing its own more specific set of concerns—digital theory, toys as media,
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and genetic engineering as treated by science studies, respectively—in terms of current
scholarship.
Media Theory. This dissertation contributes to more than one ongoing conversation
in media theory and related veins of media history and theory of communication. It also
proposes two relatively new objects of study as material media: building toys and engineered
genetic material. Though Chapter 2, my theoretical argument positing a digital episteme,
addresses current issues in media theory explicitly, I see the whole dissertation generally
contributing to conversations about media as material culture. My perspective defines media
as cultural forms, forms shaped by and, in turn, shaping human ways of being. Specific
conversations that my focus on a digital episteme and synthetic biology can enrich include
discussions of material culture, Foucault studies, and emergent critical methods in media
studies, specifically the uptake of Friedrich Kittler’s work in the same. By engaging the
critical-cultural media frame, this dissertation also works to continue efforts to include media
theory as a productive lens for interdisciplinary science and technology studies (STS).
Finally, the treatment of the building toy, or “the open-ended toy” as a medium to be studied
by historians and media theorists is relatively new territory, as is the treatment of genetic
engineering as mediated manipulation of time, space, and matter. My concluding chapter
considers both in terms of Harold Innis’s foundational theory of media and proposes that the
virtual space of play and the inner space of biological bodies are new territories for media
theory. Neither of these specific sites of inquiry has yet been adequately addressed by
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communication and/or media theory, and both are potentially productive, especially in
connection with a Foucauldian/Kittlerian brand of epistemological critique (Packer, 2013).
My consideration of digital media as a material cultural form extends ongoing
conversations about materiality in communication studies broadly and media theory more
specifically. Since the emergence of a field of media-interested cultural studies established
by Raymond Williams and James Carey, considerations of digital media as a cultural form
have been many (Acland, 2007; Evens, 2012; Galloway and Thacker, 2008; Hayles, 2012;
Peters & Rothenbuhler, 1997; Sterne, 2012; Marvin, 1990). My own theoretical argument
resonates most with those who consider the material differences between mediation by digital
versus continuous and/or analog (continuous and analog are not synonymous) formats. Eric
Rothenbuhler and John Durham Peters (1997), for example, describe a “flattening” of sound
as they compare the phonograph to digital recording. They say that “the digital storage
medium holds no analog of either the recorded signal or the resulting playback” (246).
According to Rothenbuhler and Peters, the physical storage (digital+electronic, bits/bytes
which translate to waveforms) does not recreate a time/space analogous to that of the first
playing of the music. Where the grooves of a record are continuous and directly re-produce,
in vinyl, the continuous space/time characteristics of the playing, the digital data are pieces of
time—fragmentable, re-constitutable, a Lego sculpture of a song. The same can be said of
digital photographs. While the photoelectric capture of light is the signature of light, the
pixels (no matter how tiny) are spatial data, reconstituted and glowing with their own
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electronic light. Rothenbuhler & Peters ultimately interrogate the aesthetic and therefore
cultural effects of these differences.
Johanna Drucker (2001) extends a similar analysis to images, but with an epistemic
rather than aesthetic set of questions, concentrating on how the mathematically-based digital
file that renders a digital image is related to the “ideality” of abstraction. She aligns the
strong association of mathematics and images with truth, and asks how the embedded
remediations of digital files and their “analog” renderings affect the way we might assess an
image's truth value. Drucker ultimately argues that the rendering (the image that appears on
the screen from the file) is the only mediation that we experience, and that therefore the
underlying code that produces the image has no bearing on its truth value.
Other scholars, myself included, disagree. Such work concentrates on how the basic
protocols of digital media might reflect or constitute a way of seeing and being in the larger
world, and these perspectives are most closely tied to my own contribution: a digital
episteme. Katherine Hayles’ (2008, 2012, 2013) work concentrates on the interplay between
semiotics, linguistics, and computer science. Her concept of a “digital worldview” (which I
describe in more detail later) as a way of seeing the world as basically reducible to binary
processes is a differently-articulated starting place for my theoretical conception of the digital
as a way of knowing and being in the world. Aden Evens (2012), who has also considered
sound in recent work, has written an “ontology of the digital” that posits the digital as a way
of being, from bit to subject. “As idealized,” Evens (2012) argues, “the properties of a digital
object act like bits: discrete, self-identical, and defined according to a limited conventional
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vocabulary within an expressed field of discrete differences” (para 20). Evens’ argument is
resonant with my own theoretical position, although I extend a similar argument to media
that exist outside the world of the web—technologies that pre-date computers and exist in the
physical world alongside them. My consideration of genetic science also diverges from and
extends Evens' view by ultimately concentrating on the production of knowledge through
material practices (epistemological action) rather than the production of culture through
social behaviors (ideological action).
A shift in critical focus from ideology to epistemology is an important aspect of my
theoretical approach, and answers Jeremy Packer's (2013) recent call, via Friedrich Kittler,
for such work. Packer (2013) asks for a focus on media apparatus and epistemology because
“digital media power is first and foremost epistemological...it is computational. It predicts,
collects, assesses, guides...” (p.295). Knowledge production is difficult to critically consider
entirely separately from ideology, however (though Kittler's entire oeuvre does attempt to do
so). Ways of knowing in genetics are a prime example of the entanglement of episteme with
ethic: “a molecular-genetic knowledge of the body affects how we understand our own
bodies as part of the processes of embodied subjectivity. The extreme version of this is that
dominant scientific paradigms (such as the popular notion of an individual being 'written' in
his or her genetic code) actually condition subject formation” (Thacker, 2004, p. 6).
My work contributes to the body of scholarship in epistemological critique by reinvigorating Foucault’s conception of the episteme, a term that Foucault himself abandoned
after he finished The Archaeology of Knowledge, as he pursued its philosophical
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complement, ethic, in his later work on technologies of the self, governmentality, and
biopower. Foucault develops his concept of the episteme in The Order of Things, in which he
argues that overarching styles of thought limit how and what certain societies can know.
Foucault defines the episteme in different ways at different points in his work, but I prefer
the definition he gives in The Archaeology of Knowledge:
the total set of relations that unite, at a given period, the discursive practices that give
rise to epistemological figures, sciences, and possibly formalized systems … the
episteme is not a form of connaissance or type of rationality which, crossing the
boundaries of the most varied sciences, manifests the sovereign unity of a subject, a
spirit or a period; it is the totality of relations that can be discovered, for a given
period, between the sciences when one analyses them at the level of discursive
regularities. (Archaeology of Knowledge, p. 191)
Foucault uses “episteme,” drawing from its Greek root, in the way that Aristotle uses it, with
the idea that all thought-styles are ways of making sense of the world and are therefore
“sciences.” An episteme, according to Foucault, comprises the similarities between those
thought-styles. An episteme can be enacted by more than one apparatus, or a system of
materials and discourses arranged to produce certain types of subjects and knowledges, and
an apparatus can be seen to reflect or help constitute an episteme. Foucault’s episteme, like
the apparatus, is a discursive-material assemblage that determines what a subject can know.
Ultimately, in a move that media theorists concerned with materiality should take note of, the
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episteme becomes an apparatus, and the act of knowing is constituted by its mediation. “I
would define the episteme retrospectively,” Foucault says later,
as the strategic apparatus which permits of separating out from among all the
statements which are possible those that will be acceptable within, I won’t say a
scientific theory, but a field of scientificity, and which it is possible to say are true or
false. The episteme is the ‘apparatus’ which makes possible the separation, not of the
true from the false, but of what may from what may not be characterised as scientific
(Foucault, “Power/Knowledge,” p. 197).
The idea of a mediated “field of scientificity” that permeates, through material practices,
more than one knowledge-producing discipline is a useful concept for those who want to talk
about how media, or groups of media, or media assemblages, or media apparatus (which also
often cross disciplines), emerge in knowledge-making micropractices.
By treating gene sequences as media, I also apply Freidrich Kittler’s concept of
technical media to a relatively new context, which will be of interest to scholars who
appreciate and use Kittler. Important to me, in terms of media theory and media history, are
Kittler’s distinctions between “technical media” and the accepted understanding of media in
general. Kittler’s technical media are binarized messages that human experience can’t “read”
at the level of signal. Technical media, according to Kittler, “make use of physical processes
which are faster than human perception and are only at all susceptible of formulation in the
code of modern mathematics” (1996). The messages of technical media, says Kittler, are
information “decoupled” from communication. Kittler notes that technical media predate
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computing. “[T]here must always have been technical media,” he writes, “because any
sending of [coded] signals using acoustic or visual means is in itself technical.”
Where Kittler’s own examples tend to concentrate on technical media as implements
of war (though he always includes science as one of technical media’s primary milieux), I
concentrate mostly on technical media as operating in the epistemic action of science,
specifically molecular biology/genetics/biophysics. Kittler’s (1999) version of the
language/ethic relationship present in the digital apparatus is evident in his extended
discussion of the process of abstraction that defines technical media as both object and
action: “Computer algorithms, instead of simply reproducing a logic [which is the base of the
digital sans apparatus], consist of ‘LOGIC+CONTROL.’ No wonder that governmental
ingenuity invented the impossible job of the data security specialist to camouflage the
precision of such data control” (248). This way of seeing the digital, I argue, is as applicable
to science as it is to the security mechanisms of war machines. In the case of the biological
sciences, the territories ripe for control are living populations like groups of individuals
(Thurtle, 2008) and living cells (Thacker, 2004).
Manovich (2013) has recently proposed that all media theory, and indeed all criticalcultural critique, must consider software as a layer of mediation because all of our devices’
interfaces function through software. Software, according to Manovich (2013), is “cultural in
a sense that it is directly used by hundreds of millions of people and that it carries 'atoms' of
culture—is only the visible part of a much larger software universe” (p.7). He goes on:
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I think of software as a layer that permeates all areas of contemporary societies.
Therefore, if we want to understand contemporary techniques of control,
communication, representation, analysis, decision-making, memory, vision, writing,
and interaction, our analysis cannot be complete until we consider this software layer.
(Manovich, 2013, p. 15)
In the interest of tracing a history of digital ways of knowing, my own concept of a digital
episteme addresses Manovich's software layer—the control mechanism of most
contemporary digital systems—by seeing ways in which human users are enlisted as software
in epistemically digital systems that predate or lack automated control mechanisms. In a
digital episteme, humans can act as objects within a media apparatus. Examples of such
enlistments are telegraph operators and human “computers” who carried out computational
functions within a larger system.
My perspective on genetics and what I come to call genetic sequencing media also
extends Thacker's (2004) coinage, biomedia. Thacker foregrounds my own argument when
he observes the resonance between computing logics and genetic logics:
computational biology and biological computing … are informed by a single
assumption. That assumption is that there exists some fundamental equivalency
between genetic 'codes' and computer 'codes,' or between the biological and digital
domains, such that they can be rendered interchangeable in terms of materials and
functions. (Thacker, 2004, p. 5)
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I ultimately name the genetic sequences that are the ideal end product of synthetic biology
“gene sequence media.” I categorize them as epistemically digital media, and they are
certainly biomedia.
Finally and more generally, I see my work as continuing a trend of media theory's
productive intersection with STS. Science histories by Peter Galison and his colleagues, most
notably Lorraine Daston, in the “Stanford School” of history of science exemplify this work.
Galison’s (2004) book, Einstein’s Clocks, Poincare’s Maps: Empires of Time, does a science
studies version of media history. In it, Galison uses the scientific micropractices of Albert
Einstein and Henri Poincaré to talk about how competing apparatus—standardized weights
and measures, train timetables and village clocks, mine-shaft engineering, and patent law—
informed their personal theoretical imaginaries. My dissertation considers communities of
practice whose ethos is play, media as toys and toys as media, software engineering, and
open-source communities as having a similar influence on the character of the synthetic
biology community, its constituent scientists, and ultimately, its products.
Technical Communication and Rhetoric of Science and Technology. Rhetorical
perspectives operate in the background of this dissertation. Dividing my literature review into
a section for technical communication and rhetorical studies and a separate section for STS is
problematic because the two fields inform each other. Scholars in both technical
communication and the rhetoric of science and technology have taken up Latourian
perspectives—first established in social studies of science—in order to describe networked
rhetorical action in recent years (Graham, 2009; Spinuzzi, 2008; Swarts, 2008). Others have
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argued that rhetoricians of science and technology should push for the reciprocal uptake of
rhetoric in STS (Ceccarelli, 2013; Kelly & Maddalena, 2013), and evidence that such an
uptake is happening is plentiful. Sergio Sismondo included a chapter on rhetoric in the most
recent edition of his STS primer, An Introduction to Science and Technology Studies, and the
opening article of the September 2013 issue of Science, Technology, and Human Values, a
major journal in STS, is a rhetoric-oriented treatment of phronesis in arguments about stem
cell science (Kewell, 2013). Compounding such productive disciplinary entanglements is the
fact that there exists a similar division despite overlap between technical communication and
rhetoric of science and technology, the fields I combine in this section. I address these two
fields together first, and then move to a section that addresses STS separately. The common
thread in my approach to all three of these subtly different perspectives is that I see a distinct
need for the reinvigoration and maintenance of critical/cultural theory and methods in all of
them, despite common trends away from politicized cultural critique (Latour, 2004).
My characterizations of building-block media and epistemic action in both Chapter 3
and 4 contribute to scholarship in technical communication and rhetoric of science and
technology as well as visual and material rhetorics more broadly. Though rhetoric of science
and technology (RoST) and technical communication overlap and intersect at many of their
disciplinary edges, I generally read scholarship in RoST as the theoretical exploration of the
ethic and underlying value-laden commitments in play in the enactment of technical
communication. I read scholarship in technical communication as a more applied treatment
of the praxis of those same communicative texts and events. This facile division echoes the
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old (and still instrumental) binary identity of rhetoric itself—as theory or praxis, as rhetoric
of a field or a field’s (instrumental or prescriptive) rhetoric. Both are in play in the work I
present here, but my lens, because it is critical, is mostly colored by the former. In Chapter 4,
I take an object-oriented approach that strives to account for the material/discursive tensions
of knowledge work and the dynamic/stable tensions of objects (or network-objects) of
knowledge.
Manipulative models—LEGO bricks and protein visualizations—can be seen,
through the lens of rhetoric of science and technology, as rhetorical technologies. In Charles
Bazerman’s (1998) famous call for a rhetoric of technology, he notes that “technologies
embody interests, negotiations, and struggles, as well as the enlistment of users … ultimately,
[in the case of technology], it is the material object that conveys the primary rhetoric”
(Bazerman, 1998, p. 385). “The obduracy of the technological object” (p. 385), according to
Bazerman, is the first puzzle that a rhetorician of technology must try to solve. I see
Bazerman’s puzzle as resonant with Eric Francoeur’s well-reasoned call to “look at [science]
in terms of manipulative practice and material culture.” Bazerman (1998) puts it, perhaps too
simply, that “technology produces objects and material processes; science produces symbols”
(p. 384). Alan Gross (2009) maintains that visualizations can allow us to think “with” space
in ways that prosaic language cannot: "in the case of natural and artificial languages, internal
connections exist among their fundamental components. In contrast, in the case of images,
contiguity rules: they and their components are organized spatially into synchronous
hierarchies or nested sets.” Manipulatives—LEGO bricks, models of proteins, and other such
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meaningful materials—combine the affordances of natural languages and visual ones;
materials designed to have protocols relate both internally and spatially.
One common site of analysis for rhetoric of technology is, obviously, the arguments
that engineers, designers, and various other technical experts make about the objects they
produce and use—argumentative rhetoric “about” technology. Bazerman (1998) notes that
locating a focus for study in such a corpus of texts is difficult, as “the words of technology …
seem to flow all over the discursive landscape” (p. 384). Studies that focus on texts, like the
project on Edison that Bazerman describes in “The production of technology and the
production of human meaning,” take as their object “the rhetorical productions that surround
a material technology … the rhetoric of the patent system and civil court proceedings …
financial investment and stock market reports … newspaper and circulation magazines …
[etc.]” (p. 381). My project will look at the human communication around the media
technologies, as well as considering the media themselves as rhetorical objects and, in some
cases, rhetorical actors.
Technical communication and field work. The past two decades’ changes in object
of study and political climate have somewhat complicated the critical and ethical role of the
ethnographer of technical communication. In the recent past, ethnography in technical
communication has mostly traced the traditionally “textual” artifacts of discourse in
professional communities of expertise. Research in this vein is dedicated to determining the
genres and conventions of those communities, and in watching how texts mediate and
legitimate knowledge production. Dorothy Winsor is an example of a researcher interested in
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social-constructivist conceptions of knowledge work. In a recent review of Winsor’s career
of ethnographic scholarship, Sarah Read (2011) characterizes Winsor as the quintessential
technical communication scholar, a researcher who identifies as “the ethical disciplinary
outsider” (p. 366). That is, Winsor, as a self-described ethnographer, sees the texts produced
by scientific and technical communities as evidence of those communities’ particular,
peculiar knowledge practices, and draws conclusions from them alone, ostensibly not from
any pre-existing knowledge of her own.
The social constructivist approach in RoST and technical communication, which
paralleled a similar turn in STS with the work of Latour and Woolgar (1986), Kuhn (1962),
and the Strong Programme, made what was then a controversial claim and is now the footing
of entire subfields in STS and technical communication: highly technical knowledge is
socially constructed. This point in the work of technical communication informed by
ethnography, which overlaps conceptually and methodologically with rhetoric of science and
technology, focuses on two main discursive phenomena (1) textual responses to technologyoriented discourse’s unique rhetorical situations were seen to produce knowledge that was
distinct from scientific knowledge (e.g. Miller, 1980), and (2) the texts and genres used
within a technical community are different than the ones that community uses to present
itself to the “outside” world. Winsor (1998) and Miller (1980) also observe that technologyoriented discourse operates under a competitive ethos, driven by a community requirement to
make, rather than “discover,” something new: “(t)he knowledge [technologists] create must
be jointly held by those within their own organizations and largely withheld from those
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outside” (Winsor, 1998, p. 345). Though knowledge is produced for competitive purposes
and guarded “from” an outside community, the knowledge an organization itself produces is
collaborative. In a study conducted much earlier than “Rhetorical practices in technical
work,” Winsor (1989) notes the difference between an engineer’s day-to-day writing
practices and the preparation of a technical paper for a conference. She notes that the
production of the text is extremely collaborative: “communal shaping of purpose …
authorship … text … [and ultimately] corporate knowledge” (“An Engineer’s”). The last
trend to note in social constructivist scholarship on texts is what Winsor (1998) calls a “backand-forth” between the documents under study and the objects they describe. “[A] mixing of
paperwork and artifact,” writes Winsor (1998), is typical of engineers’ offices and work.
Early field work did well to establish the socially constructed nature of knowledge
and to recognize the importantly complicated way that the circulation of certain kinds of texts
managed knowledge, but more recent efforts recognize that early ethnography lacked a
sufficient entanglement of science and technology and also, because of a focus almost
entirely on verbal discourse and texts, lacked attention to technological objects and objects of
knowledge as agentive parts in knowledge-making communities. That gap in theory was
soon filled by Actor-Network Theory.
Actor-network theory and the material turn. Perhaps because of the sheer scale of
the “new” digital territory, which includes the constantly emerging affordances of
communication technologies in asynchronous, geographically diverse, mobile, multi-modal
networks, much technical communication scholarship about digital tools has become focused
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on describing and effectively designing new media networks, environments, and
communities. One response to the recent proliferation of digital network-objects is technical
communication’s turn to “flat ontologies” as a means of theorizing the agency of designed
materials that make up networked action as well as a means to characterize the stable or
semi-stable networks that might be seen to constitute objects.
Actor-Network Theory (ANT) and Object-oriented ontologies are part of what
scholars in many humanities and social science disciplines have recently called a “material
turn” for media studies, communication, and rhetorical scholarship (Barnett, 2010; Bennett,
2010; Harman, 2009; Packer & Wiley, 2012). The material turn is a reaction to the social
constructivist approach that has dominated considerations of knowledge production since the
1980s. These treatments of materiality should not be equated with the realism/essentialism
that drove Enlightenment thought. On the contrary—the new materialism, or, as Graham
Harman has dubbed its philosophical aspect, “Speculative Realism” (though this name is
much contested), is very self-consciously vexed by questions of ontology. Jane Bennett, in
her book Vibrant Matter, sums up the philosophical exigency of the new material turn like
this: “[i]t seems necessary to rewrite the default grammar of agency, a grammar that assigns
activity to people and passivity to things” (Bennett, 2010, p. 119). Actor-Network Theory
(ANT)'s response to this problems is to see objects as the effects of actions. Objects
themselves, which are privileged as the starting place for what is in more positivist
ontologies, are on the same level as action; what objects are, here, is a sum total of the
actions and relations that maintain them. Objects are the effects of relations, and they in turn
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affect relations. “Actors,” says Harman, “become more real by making larger portions of the
cosmos vibrate in harmony with their goals, or by taking detours in in their goals to capitalize
on the force of nearby actants … The more connected an actant is, the more real; the less
connected, the less real” (Harman, 2009, p.19). In Science in Action (1988), Latour’s
argument for his own nascent methods, he asserts that all scientific claims and all scientific
knowledge production must be understood in context, “in action.” The more removed an
observer is from the lab (or organization) in which the knowledge was produced, the more
esoteric the knowledge becomes; Latour means “esoteric” quite literally—he means that the
knowledge is not “material,” at least not the same kind of material it was at the outset. In
order for knowledge to become material and join the network of relational effects, it must be
inscribed, or mediated. Scientific practice becomes network-building to develop and
legitimate science’s products, or inscriptions.
Actor-Network Theory has been communicated from the work of Latour, Law and
others into a set of always-emerging frameworks for analytical methods in technical
communication. Treatments of this kind have proliferated productively as the field has dealt
with communicative action that happens, as is afforded by increasingly efficient and
ubiquitous networked technologies, across space and time. Carolyn Rude (2009), taking
stock of the field of technical communication in terms of its central research questions,
categorizes critical/ethical sets of concerns as questions of “practice,” such as “how should
texts be constructed to work effectively and ethically?” and “how should content be managed
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for reuse?” and questions of “social change,” such as “how do texts function as agents of
knowledge-making, action, and change?” (176).
Though early ethnographies focus on speech and text as sites of rhetorical action,
none deny (and many note) that an engineer or a user’s interaction with the object itself is
also rhetorical, or discursive, or social. Winsor (1998) writes that the interplay between text
and artifact is typical of engineers’ offices and work. Winsor (2001) later characterizes the
distinctive nature of knowledge production and defines distributed cognition as “[thinking]
that is distributed among the individual, other people, the physical environment, and the tools
the person uses” (p. 6). Winsor's grounded theory characterization of distributed cognition
links rhetorical perspectives on collaborative writing practices like those of Catherine
Schryer and Andrea Lunsford to theories of networked material practices like those of Edwin
Hutchins and Bruno Latour. Winsor goes on to say that tools are “the material and conceptual
artifacts that people use to extend their own capacities” (p. 6). With global information
networks on the rise, the potential power and complexity of knowledge-making networks
was a daunting but fascinating set of problems for technical communication to address. The
networked link between text and artifact is now commonplace, and most frameworks have
moved beyond the idea of the human writer, designer, or user as the only agency-wielding
node in a given network of communication (Hawk & Mara, 2010).
ANT is most commonly used as a very effective means of mapping or visualizing
human and non-human agents at work in a given communicative context. Texts, which are
commonly the focus of research in technical communication, are characterized as
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inscriptions. Inscriptions are basically texts: images, DNA sequences, statements that record
observations. The process of inscription converts an object of interest into a text that can be
circulated in a knowledge-producing network. ANT-based mappings are often focused on the
process of translation, or the conversion of a meaningful and agentive inscription into an
equally or differently agentive object in a separate network. With such translational objects in
play, networks themselves can become actants in larger networks, or ecologies (Potts, 2009;
Spinuzzi, 2007, 2008). Treatments of this kind have proliferated productively as the field has
dealt with communicative action afforded by increasingly efficient and ubiquitous networked
technologies, across space and time. Work akin to that of Jason Swarts (2008, 2012), Clay
Spinuzzi (2007), Liza Potts (2009), and others employs the core concept of the actor-network
to characterize distributed work.
Distributed work is directly related Winsor’s (2001) distributed cognition, as
distributed cognition can be seen to be one type of distributed work. Spinuzzi, whose
research focuses mostly on how digital networks do distributed work in organizations across
space and time, defines distributed work as “coordinative, polycontextual, cross-disciplinary
work that splices together divergent work activities (separated by time, space, organizations,
and objectives) and that enables the transformations of information” (p. 265). The focus of
the uptake of actor-networks into technical communication research has been to describe
effective networks in order to determine what makes networks work. Swarts (2012), for
example, conceptualizes reusable content in the form of “recycled” text as the activation of
an actor-network to maintain stable meanings across space and time. The points of stability,
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for Swarts and Spinuzzi, are textual objects, and the “measure” of stability is typified texts.
Fraiberg’s (2013) study of a high-tech Israeli corporation’s multi-modal and multi-lingual
literacy practices links “tools, texts, and people across space-time” (p. 11), ultimately
accounting for a “media ideology under construction” that was maintained by a practice of
networking diverse online platforms (Twitter, Reddit, Facebook), objects (blogs such as
Gizmodo, online dictionaries) and face-to-face interactions to produce and maintain one
discursive object: an effective online poll.
A related but different perspective on flat ontologies, the object-oriented ontology
(OOO), sees objects as things-in-themselves before the network takes them up. In Chapter 4,
I employ an object-oriented perspective of distributed work, in order to envision a distributed
object of knowledge. Harman (2009) distinguishes OOOs from ANT by saying that OOO
sees a more stable, powerful object as less networked, whereas ANT would claim just the
opposite. Most articulations of OOO grant what we call in quotidian terms “material objects”
(hammers, trees, bodies of water, pencil erasers, pieces of silly putty, broken glass, linoleum,
water vapor, bodies) a new or renewed degree of agency in the world of relations. Objects—
which can still be defined as relatively stable sets of the relational effects of actions, just not
always human actions—are capable of actions and inertias, themselves; a non-human or even
non-sentient object can cause effects much like a human with human-type “intention” can. It
may even be productive for us to imagine, as scholars like Bennett (2010) and Ian Bogost
(2012) suggest, that objects we previously assumed inanimate can perceive and intend,
themselves, in more than a metaphorical sense. A tool seen in this light becomes an entirely
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different animal. Moreover, most new materialism insists upon the materiality of everything.
Concepts (at least as they are experienced by an individual's mind) are electro-chemical
connections in the brain, which are remediated into words, which may turn into sound waves
in the air or symbols on a page. If the “page” is an electronic one, then those symbols are
remediated further into bits and bytes by MOS-gate transistor technologies… and so on. The
“making sense” or meaning-bearing, meaning-maintaining work, then, is constituted largely
by the action of remediation. Attention must be paid to the (sometimes seemingly endless)
enchainment of materials required for producing and knowing the world, especially if the
researcher wants to get at critical, cultural questions about how knowledge and power
relations are produced and reproduced in materials. My own critical perspective in Chapter 4
attempts to take a more object-oriented approach to the network of a lab in order to see how
objects are produced and maintained and which objects are privileged. In Chapter 4 and
Chapter 5, I argue that such an orientation is beneficial for considering the actions of
technoscience in terms of larger natural ecologies and pre-existing non-human objects for the
sake of critical arguments pertaining to ecological and environmental concerns.
Science and Technology Studies. Clearly, my objects of study, one philosophically
meaningful toy and another emerging biotechnical assemblage of material media that allow
scientists to design living things, lend themselves to interest from science and technology
studies (STS). As evidenced in the preceding section, it is impossible to describe my own
flavor of scholarship in rhetoric and technical communication without beginning to explain
some currrent trends in STS, as well. But I see the interlocking pieces of my dissertation as
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contributing strategically to a few specific ongoing conversations about STS methodologies
and working to push the uptake of rhetorical perspectives in STS that Ceccarrelli and others
argue for.
One of this dissertation’s contributions to the larger field of Science and Technology
Studies is a methodological one. My third and fourth chapters, as representatives of separate
but related qualitative methodologies put into productive conversation, are an example of
what Christine Hine (2007) calls (after Robert Merton) “adequate” “middle-range”
ethnographically-informed methods for theory development. Hine sees multi-sited
ethnographies, which investigate the multiple “spaces” (online, embodied, and nonlaboratory spaces as well as more “traditional” lab observation) as developing more rigorous,
conscientiously situated, and adequate characterizations of what a given knowledge-making
community does. Moreover, comparisons between related communities like my own
comparison between the use of Lego for philosophical play and synthetic biologists' designs
for standard biological parts provide even more robust accounts. Merton’s call (and Hine’s
recent evocation of Merton’s call) for self-reflexive and situated field work resonate with
what Donna Haraway (1990) calls a “partial perspective.” Partial perspective “is about
limited location and situated knowledge, not about transcendence and splitting of subject and
object. In this way we might become answerable for what we learn how to see” (p. 190,
emphasis mine). Haraway (1990) calls for such perspectives especially when dealing with
meaning-making technologies like my scientific toys:
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“Our” problem is to have simultaneously an account of radical historical contingency
for all knowledge claims and knowing subjects, a critical practice for recognizing our
own “semiotic technologies” for making meanings, and a no-nonsense commitment
to faithful accounts of a “real” world, one that can be partially shared and friendly to
earth-wide projects of finite freedom, adequate material abundance, modest meaning
in suffering, and limited happiness. (p. 187)
My own methods contribute to literature that documents middle-range, partial accounts of
scientific knowledge production, with both critical and practical goals.
In their recent introduction to a special section of Science, Technology, and Human
Values, Lisa Garforth and Tereza Stockelova (2012) call for STS to begin to examine what
they call “other epistemic places.” They are talking about considerations of science policy,
but I see a similar need in “internalist” science studies and sites of knowledge production, as
well. The current critical perspective, they argue, should be “treating … sites of [Big
Science] Western technoculture as privileged methodological and epistemological fields for
STS as well as natural science” (p. 230, emphasis added). That is, by focusing entirely on
action that occurs in what they call the “heartland” of Big Science in the US—labs at Ivy
League Universities, Research I Universities, and National Labs, STS reinforces the power
differential between them and “other” places where knowledge is made. If STS does all of its
work at big labs, it reproduces a culture in which Big Science is equated with Real Science,
and betrays its mission, largely agreed upon since the inception of the Strong Programme
approach to the sociology of science, which Robert Merton (1979), Harry Collins (in
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Pickering, 1992) and others call impartiality and reflexivity. My consideration of a smaller
lab is a response to Garforth and Stockelova’s call. Interestingly, the lab I desribe in Chapter
4 is networked with Big Science through the National Center for Biotechnology
Information's (NCBI) database, the community that maintains the database, and the emergent
network-objects that are NCBI’s associated visualization software. But the small lab I
describe remains an “outpost” of Big Science; it is arguably underfunded, and more
importantly the two researchers I interview are users (not developers) of the databases and
software in question. They may contribute to the maintenance of powerful computational
media objects by supplying data and discourse, but they do not benefit considerably from
these contributions. Rather, their “progress” and successes take place in a separate discursive
space, one that focuses on the in vitro media—the synthetic sequences themselves—that
these two scientists might ultimately design to code for proteins. As I explore the action that
maintains these media as objects of knowledge, I contribute to literature about the
contributions of the labs at the edges, away from the Big Science center.
I also want to make a theoretical/philosophical contribution to science studies by
considering media as objects of knowledge. Philosopher of science John Carroll (2011), in
his entry for the 2012 online edition of the Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, lists
“discursivity” as a point to be addressed in future philosophical scholarship on the nature of
scientific laws: “more attention,” he writes, “needs to be paid to the language used to report
what are the laws and the language used to express the laws themselves.” I maintain that the
equation, the diagram, and the manipulative are materials intrinsic to that language. Peter
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Galison’s (2008) essay “Ten Problems in History and Philosophy of Science” lists
knowledge-making structures and their (representative/constituitive) inscriptions as “Problem
number 3” for contemporary philosophy of science. He calls models and manipulatives
technologies of argumentation. “When the focus is on scientific practices,” Galison writes,
“what are the concepts, tools, and procedures needed at a given time to construct an
acceptable scientific argument? We already have some good examples of steps toward a
history and philosophy of practices: instrument making, probability, objectivity, observation,
model building, and collecting. We are beginning to know something of the nature of thought
experiments—but there is clearly much more to learn … So, cutting across subdisciplines
and even disciplines, what is the toolkit of argumentation and demonstration—and what is its
historical trajectory?” (emphasis added).
Some scholars, specifically in the social cognitive sciences, are concerned with
modeling as representation. Stephan Hartmann (2005) uses a case study in high-energy
physics to define the term “model”; he determines that there are four types of model, and the
“toy model” is one. Toy models and developmental models, he maintains, are “considerably
useful in the process of theory construction” (p.1); that is, toy models are a means of
practicing scientific inductive reasoning. Even more recently, Adam Toon has used
ethnographic sociology of science approaches to explore modeling. Toon watches scientists
use models and interviews them about their attitudes towards them. In two articles explaining
his findings (Toon, 2010a; Toon, 2010b), he uses a theory of make-believe from art studies to
describe how scientists “imagine the models to be molecules, in much the same way that
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children imagine a doll to be a baby” (“Playing,”p.580). The “make-believe” step between
the real and the representation resonates well with my own question about whether models—
and model pieces—are thought of by scientisits as propositional: discursive enframings of
what is that ostensibly behave just like what is. The next move, I propose, is to consider and
ask questions about the models as objects in the world in and of themselves.
The best approach to this that I’ve found, and the kind of work that I wish to extend
in my consideration of software interfaces in synthetic biology, is Eric Francoeur’s (1997),
which makes the shift from looking “through” to looking “at” the model itself. He argues that
modeling is a “constitutive yet overlooked element of chemical practices” that relies on
previous models of (mostly visual) representation in scientific practice. “It is what the model
stands for that is [often seen to be] of prime importance,” argues Francoeur. But “[i]t [the
model] is the molecule: its secrets that the scientist has unraveled or is trying to unravel; its
power that he or she has unleashed or is trying to unleash. The molecule is what everything is
about” (emphasis added). The casual observer, says Francouer, tends to “look through [the
model] rather than at it” (pp.7-8). Looking at models as mere symbols, says Francoeur,
ignores a whole set of forces that models access and employ. “It is quite clear that if one is to
make sense of physical modeling, one needs to take a step back from a view of scientific
activity as strictly rhetorical and look at it in terms of manipulative practice and material
culture. Two key concepts seem particularly relevant here: namely, the idea of material
manipulation, in the sense of an embodied manipulation of the material world; and the
related concept of interaction between human and material agency.” Some of the rhetoricians
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I cite later would call manipulative practice and material culture perfectly in keeping with
“strictly” rhetorical action.
Approaches like Francoeur’s and my own call for a philosophical jump that puts
objects into something more like a flat plane rather than popularly accepted human-tool
hierarchy that seems inextricable from the layperson’s imaginary. A shift away from explicit
cultural and social constructivist critique has also happened in STS, a field that theoretically
informs technical communication, though the reasons behind the shift might be more
political than motivations for the trend in technical communication. In 2004, Bruno Latour
famously proposed some reasons why critique as it was employed in STS might be “running
out of steam”: the products of critique were often interpreted as evidence for the wrong kinds
of arguments; namely, arguments for “uncertainty” in science were being used to undermine
public perceptions of scientific consensus about complex phenomena like climate change and
other anthropogenic ecological issues. More recently, Paul Rabinow (2012) has argued that
science itself, an inherently modern-minded practice, is basically unprepared to engage with
critical theory. Because STS finds itself explicitly placed in conversation with more positivist
conceptions of the object (particularly conceptions of the object as “natural” phenomenon
separate from the “made” object which perceives or, if you prefer, produces that
phenomenon), the object as relational effect, or network-object, is already a primary problem.
In Biographies of Scientific Objects, Lorraine Daston (2000) comes up with four properties
common to scientific objects of study which “endure.” Daston discusses objects as they are
brought into being and constructed via scientific practice and makes the object-oriented and
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ANT-minded distinction between “the obduracy of quotidian objects” (the experienced real)
and the scientific object (socially constructed) (p. 3). “Sometime in the eighteenth century,”
she writes, “the distinction between what is and what is made became unavoidable, a
metaphysical axiom” (p.4). Scientific (made) objects which endure, Daston finds, are salient,
emergent, productive, and embedded (p. 6). Daston’s themes are certainly resonant with
Bjiker & Law’s (1992) observation that immutable mobiles—inscriptions like peer-reviewed
publications that gain agency in actor-networks—are durable, mobile, reactive, and
reproducible. Science historian Peter Galison (2008) calls such network-objects
“technologies of argumentation,” or the components of acceptable scientific arguments, and
also presses upon the problematic distinction between the “made” and the “found” as objects
of knowledge (pp. 114-8). Specifically, Galison argues that since science is producing
entirely new objects because it can and simultaneously constructing arguments for why it
should, critical considerations of science must do double the work to describe those objects
and the epistemic and material cultures they produce and reproduce.
When it comes to what Latour (2004) calls “matters of concern,” or topics of broader
public consequence that demand critical perspectives, the diverse fields of technical
communication and interdisciplinary science studies have many more productive points of
intersection. One other aspect of epistemic work that object-oriented critical considerations
must continue to address is the diverse and dispersed spatial and institutional arrangements
that new media networks, together with public data sets and open source software, afford.
STS has much to learn from technical communication about such questions. As labs share
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data and software-based approaches to that data, the interface becomes the “place,” the
database a central “space.” As they look at such spaces, STS should be ready to import
perspectives from technical communication.
I see the concept of “the user,” from technical communication and usability, as a
potentially useful one for middle-range considerations of “other” epistemic places (Gartforth
& Stockelova, 2012). Consider the post-doctoral fellow as the single employee of a relatively
minor grant. He or she is usually negotiating a role that modern social-constructivist frames
might call “subject/object” and that actor-network theory might call “action/object.” On the
one hand, the postdoc is making decisions and thinking, asking questions as he or she works.
He or she is expected to contribute to the field—to produce action that re-organizes the
relational effects, or the objects of knowledge, that the community maintains. But in the
normal science of that post-doc’s day-to-day life, much of what he or she does is to use those
frames as existing mediation and maintenance of objects of knowledge. He or she is, daily,
the action that constitutes the object. What happens when we ask questions about the
“usability” of networks and network-objects in terms of the normal scientist as “user?”
Approaches
In this section I describe the three core chapters of the dissertation with attention to their
critical and practical methods.
Context and Approach for Chapter 2: Theoretical Essay; A Digital Episteme.
The first building block of my dissertation’s contribution is a theoretical argument. In the
essay that is Chapter 2, I provide a detailed definition of what I am calling a “digital
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episteme”: a particular media apparatus that constitutes a distinctive way of knowing. I
should take a moment here to define both terms in that phrase, and to explain what I mean
when I put them together. By “digital,” I do not mean only “based on binary code” or
“involved in contemporary computing.” I mean, rather, the rise of discontinuous, nonsemantic, and modular media for the sake of constituting large amounts of information and
for taking apart and remaking that information to interpret it (to make new knowledge) and to
deploy it (to make new objects). These media are a material set of commitments to the
process of abstraction, discrete categorization (Evens, 2012), and modularity that allow for
optimal data collection, storage, and processing by knowledge-making systems (Kittler,
1999). These commitments and their concurrent media practices also function as ways of
being, making, and knowing.
I am particularly concerned with that third process—knowing—and how it is
entangled with the other two. I mean to use “a digital episteme” as a phrasal noun, which
could be synonomous with “a way of knowing with atomistic media.” That is, I claim that
certain manipulative technologies (e.g. LEGO blocks) are a part of the networked action
animated by and animating a digital episteme—a way of knowing constituted by the
technologies. I do not mean to claim, at this point, that all of the objects that a digital
episteme comprises are digital. For example, the Latin alphabet reduces a variety of sounds
into abstract, modular, and in-themselves unmeaning symbols to represent a spoken
language. Although I would not argue that the alphabet is a digital medium, I would argue
that the reduction of a language into an alphabet is a process animated by a digital episteme
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(Friedrich Kittler, whose work I will cite in greater detail later, makes a very similar
argument). The database as a text, which has been treated by Lev Manovich (1999) (in digital
theory), and the study population as defined by genetic study of population statistics, which
has been considered by Philip Thurtle (2008) (in cultural studies) are two other examples of
epistemically digital processes and the media that constitute them.
I am concerned with media as they function in knowledge-making networks. A third
area of concern and focus in my analysis is the fact that such mediated knowledge-making
networks operate along power differentials. In terms of theory I need (1) a way to talk about
objects, (2) a way to talk about networks, and (3) a way to talk about power. My argument
uses terms from Latourian Actor-Network Theory (ANT) (Latour, Law, Harman) to
conceptualize both objects and networks, the cultural critique of Michel Foucault and
Friedrich Kittler to conceptualize power, and the applied perspective of technical
communication to define epistemic communities as knowledge-producing cultures in which
the objects and forms of power interact. I propose that the digital is a modern “mode of
ordering” ubiquitous and cross-disciplinary enough to be called an episteme. By “episteme,”
I do not mean, or I do not mean merely, Foucault’s modern episteme, the one-and-only,
overarching set of limits to possibility for knowledge of a particular historical epoch. I mean,
rather, one set of epistemic limits, one that may be an integral part of modernity. John Law
(2002) proposes that actor-network theory’s approach to objects “is different [than
Foucault’s] because it is less concerned … with the limits to the conditions of possibility set
by modernity … In ANT there are many possible ‘modes of ordering’ in modernity, not just
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one” (p. 92). Karin Knorr-Cettina (1999) writes about “epistemic cultures” that limit a given
community’s knowledge-making capacity. The digital episteme I want to define is larger in
scope than Knorr-Cettina’s and smaller than Foucault’s modernity-in-science. To emphasize
this distinction I will refer to “a” digital episteme, not “the” digital episteme.
The epistemic action of a digital episteme, I argue, includes and entails contemporary
computing technologies, but “begins” long before those technologies are invented, when
science (and, as Kittler argues, war, and, as Carey argues, commerce)
(1) began to require non-semantic information-bearing objects to reduce “noise” in
inscription, transmission, and replication (Hayles, 2005; Kittler, 1999) (that is, objects
without semantics, as semantics is conceived of in linguistics—their signification is
fixed and unambiguous).
(2) began to see the knowledge-making implications of inscribing, interrogating, and
manipulating larger and larger amounts of data (Manovich, 2000; Thurtle, 2007),
(3) began to see that natural phenomena, once established as phenomena, could be
turned into simple symbolic objects, and that
(4) in turn those objects could be arranged to produce artificial systems that predicted
the behavior of natural ones (DeLanda, 2011; Dyson, 2012).
A digital episteme’s media apparatus, therefore, includes material media that we do not
usually characterize as “digital” in our colloquial idiom: blocks, boxes, a forest of tagged
trees for population study, semaphore signals, and living bodies.
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My argument for a theoretical conception of a digital episteme is positioned to
contribute to conversations in digital theory, media theory, and science studies in four
specific ways. It directly incorporates and responds to Aden Evens’ (2012) recent
publication, “Web 2.0 and the Ontology of the Digital,” by proposing a way of knowing that
goes along with digital ways of being; it reinvigorates Michel Foucault’s conception of the
episteme as a way of doing critical theory in Science Studies; it applies Freidrich Kittler’s
concept of technical media to science rather than war (a move he anticipates but does not
often make in his own work); and extends Eugene Thacker’s exploration of Biomedia.
Context and Method for Chapter 3: Case Study; LEGO and a Digital Episteme.
The second analytical chapter of my dissertation explores LEGO bricks as an extended
example of a medium that operates in/with/by a digital episteme so defined; that is, LEGO
bricks are abstract, discrete, and atomistic—a set of basic materials with which to build
worlds. The argument exploits an archive of advertising materials that allows me to trace the
trajectory of the design of LEGO bricks, the company’s control of its own image, and its
product’s balance of determinism and open-endedness. One part of the archive is historical,
and it includes records of related building toys and open-ended toys and their integration into
child development literature in the same historical moment that the kindergarten educational
model was being adopted in the US. The second part of my LEGO archive consists of
marketing materials for pedagogical products designed by LEGO for contemporary
classrooms. The most important part of my archive, though, is a box of LEGO bricks. My
argument interprets the material, designed protocols of the LEGO brick as a medium of a
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digital episteme. The LEGO brick, I maintain, operates at the level of abstraction (until it is
networked by simple protocols into a more complex whole), is standardized, syntactical but
not semantic (a criterion I define in detail later), and modular—all aspects of digital ways of
being and knowing established in Chapter 2.
My method for Chapter 3 is critical historical and rhetorical analysis; I only have
direct contact with texts and artifacts. The chapter addresses the following guiding questions:
(RQ1) how can I characterize LEGO bricks as a medium (i.e. a cultural form that
emerges from a particular socio-historical moment and is simultaneously reproduced
by and instrumental in producing an epistemic culture)? As I critically consider
LEGO as a medium, I address where the medium came from (the brick itself, that is,
in terms of other related building toys), with distinctive qualities, affordances, and
constraints. In order to address this question, I strive to thoroughly describe its
apparatus (per Foucault), or network (Latour)—the interrelated cluster of other
materials that give Lego meaning and power, and the kind of objects of knowledge
that Lego produces. These last two critical moves allow me to ask
(RQ2) how might I operationalize the concept of a digital episteme via the extended
analysis of LEGO? Here, the pedagogical materials in the LEGO archive—lesson
plans, instructions, LEGO books, and explicit arguments made about LEGO’s value
in developing children’s cognitive schemata, contribute to make LEGO an example of
a system of standardized, interoperable (modular), abstract, non-semantic objects that
are used to build more complex, virtual worlds.
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One key implication that emerges from seeing the LEGO brick as an epistemically digital
medium is that LEGO’s corporate practices have historically been proprietary in much the
same way, and for the same reasons, that proprietary software companies are. LEGO’s
control of its patents and brand identity make a capitalist market one aspect of the impetus
for its design and evolution. The synthetic biology software I compare to LEGO bricks in
the next chapter—Geneious, BLAST, and Biobricks—operates on market models that
compare and contrast with LEGO’s in many interesting ways; Geneouis and BLAST are
proprietary softwares that function to query a relatively open database that belongs to a very
specific community of genetic researchers who are concerned with the interoperability and
standardization of gene sequences as working parts with which to engineer organisms.
Biobricks software, on the other hand, depends upon an open-source community that makes
its money from the (complex) products that the (simple, standardized, abstracted, modular)
digital objects help individual interested parties produce. Even so, the user communities
share many comparable practices, including community-produced national and international
competitions, celebration of innovation, and an ethos of geeky playfulness.
Context and Method for chapter 4: Synthetic biology and a digital episteme.
The third and final core chapter of the dissertation considers conceptually LEGO-like
manipulatives—epistemically digital media—in the context of a scientific community that is
creating them with both computer software and organic chemicals. In order to explain my
approach to this study, I must first describe the basic concepts of synthetic biology and its
special relationship to worlds produced by digital media.
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Synthetic Biology. Synthetic biology is an emerging technoscience under the larger
umbrellas of microbiology and genetic engineering that researches and manufactures “from
scratch” genetic tools to function in living organisms. The continuum of what “synthetic”
genetic material is, as opposed to what the layperson might deem “natural,” is large. In some
cases, genetic material from one organism is repurposed and inserted into another; the
resulting organism or material is most often called transgenic. In truly synthetic cases, base
chemicals that code for proteins are produced artificially in a lab and then inserted into a
living organism. A common and useful analogy is often made with building materials.
Transgenic organisms are like houses built with stone; the material was found elsewhere “in
nature” and re-mixed to make a house. Synthetic organisms are like houses built with plastic
(or LEGO bricks); the building material did not come already formed from the “natural”
environment like stone did, but was produced elsewhere and inserted into it. I include scare
quotes around “nature” and “natural” because, of course, those terms are fraught and loaded.
Similar issues arise with the term “biological.” An argument about where to draw those
semantic lines is not my primary concern, here. I am very much interested, however, with the
fact that all of these cases—my own objects of study and the analogy I’ve just used—are
ones in which materials become media.
The Media of Synthetic Biology. For my purposes, there exist three realms of media
that form apparatus to maintain objects of knowledge in the synthetic biology community:


in silico computational tools like software and communal databases,
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in vitro materials like the sampled sequences that are taken from living organisms and
reproduced in order to manipulate



in vivo organic systems where these media are “read” and come alive

Because the process of coding for proteins in silico, reproducing, preparing and folding
proteins in vitro, and then finding out how they behave in vivo is a long and dauntingly
complex set of tasks, the synthetic biology community has taken many steps to standardize
its taxonomies, data reporting, and even its means of acquiring and using biological raw
materials (Mackenzie et al., 2013). Standardization processes are a long story of distinct
interest to a media theorist and have been studied recently by STS scholars Adrian
Mackenzie and her colleagues. I discuss this topic, how genetic codes and their functions
become formalized and codified as media, in more detail in Chapter 4.
Jose Bruno’s Synthetic Biology Lab. The bulk of chapter 4 describes a qualitative
study of a synthetic biology laboratory at North Carolina State University headed by Dr. Jose
Bruno-Barcena. I interviewed Dr. Bruno and his postdoctoral fellow, Jesse Noar, three times
each for the purposes of this study, and I visited their laboratory several times over the course
of one semester to collect video, audio, and written data. Bruno and Noar are working to
genetically engineer a strain of yeast with one synthetic sequence to produce a protein that is
more similar to human breast milk for use in baby formula. Their methods employ the public
and standardized National Center for Biotechnical Information (NCBI) databases, and
Geneouis and Basic Local Alignment Sequencing Tool (BLAST) softwares to identify key
sequences that they wish to replicate and experiment with. I describe their methods in more
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detail in Chapter 4; their media practices include all three of the realms (in silico, in vitro,
and in vivo) I have described above, and each step invokes the issues of mediation and
standardization to which I have alluded. The lab I’ve chosen to focus on exemplifies what
Lisa Garforth and Tereza Stockelova (2011) call the “other epistemic places” that science
studies scholars should strive to consider more thoroughly.
Research Goals and Instrument. My analysis of the research in Jose Bruno’s lab is
animated by the following critical questions.
(RQ1) What media does the lab use, and what characterizes them as media? Where
do these media come from? What are their distinctive qualities, affordances, and
constraints?
(RQ2) How are objects of knowledge produced by these same media maintained?
What actions maintain them?
(RQ3) How might I operationalize the concept of a digital episteme via the extended
analysis of these media?
I ultimately argue that the sequences that are isolated by BLAST and Geneious in Bruno’s
lab are an albeit complicated example of a system of standardized, interoperable (modular),
abstract, non-semantic objects that are used to build more complex worlds. I don’t qualify
those worlds as “virtual,” as synthetic biology ostensibly creates “real” things, living things,
and functions within living things. The implications of that distinction are many, and become
much of the focus of the discussion in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 5: Conclusion. Chapter 5 briefly summarizes the dissertation and then
revisits each of the three broad fields that I have described here, in Chapter 1. Chapter 5
returns to the fields of the literature review in order to connect to new conversations and ask
further questions. Each section addresses potential future work in media theory, RoST and
technical communication, and STS.
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Chapter 2: A Digital Episteme
In this chapter, I reconceive of the digital as way of thinking and knowing that entails
certain practices of mediation. Or I might say, because the relationship works both ways, I
reconceive of the digital as a set of mediation practices that entails certain ways of thinking
and knowing. When I talk about a way of thinking, I mean not so much a mindset, but rather
a set of materials and practices that enable us to imagine certain kinds of realities; when I talk
about a way of knowing, I do not only mean a method of inquiry, but a set of materials and
practices built up around that inquiry which enable and limit what questions we are able to
ask and what we are allowed to say we know. My argument relies on the assumption that
thinking and being cannot be considered separately from each other or the materials (the
media) that constitute thought and existence or action.
Such assumptions might seem simple or obvious, but as far as they relate to our
everyday way of talking about the world and science, they are actually quite radical. It is easy
for us to think of the world as one thing, of our sensing body that perceives the world as
another, of data as a rendering, or a representation, of the world as we perceive it, and of
thought as another (immaterial) thing that makes sense of one by means of the other. The
popular and easy way of thinking is that a change from one type of data, or rendering, to the
other is merely a different way of representing the same phenomenon. In conceiving of the
digital as a worldview I want to assert, as others have, that remediation is actually
transformation. In the context of science, remediation of the data that produce a phenomenon
ultimately produce a different phenomenon (perhaps slightly different, perhaps wildly
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different). I challenge the mindset that says: here are the data in continuous form, and here
are the same data in digital form. They mean the same thing; they are just represented
differently. Rather, I say that the only reasonable claim about the relationship between
information, media, and knowledge is: these kinds of data (in digital form) and the
conclusions we reach from them are only able to exist because we think in certain—
epistemically digital—ways, and we mediate those thoughts digitally.
In terms of the history of Western thought, my conception of the digital confirms and
enriches the narrative outlined by Mickunas and Pilotta (1998) that begins with Aristotle and
gains irrevocable cultural momentum during the Enlightenment. They argue that
Enlightenment thought sealed a Western commitment to seeing our role in the world as
instrumental. That is, humans are here to interfere, to make and rearrange things. Key to such
instrumentality is the fact that we chose to see the world in atomistic rather than wholistic
terms—we break the world into pieces in order to exercise (technological) power over it.
Mickunas and Pilotta go on to argue that the atomistic worldview explains our tendency to
value numbers over stories (in terms of truth claims) and “hard” sciences over “soft” ones.
Our corresponding attitude towards the world, they imply, has also become “hard” and
separate. We are technocrats, not democrats; we dictate and cause things with instruments
rather than participating with ourselves and/or our bodies.
My argument, in keeping with Mickunas and Pilotta’s larger one, sees the digital as a
part of the atomistic telos. My use of the term “digital,” for the purposes of this argument, is
distinct from the way that the same word is most often used in day-to-day discourse. In
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everyday speech, we’ve adopted the term “digital” to mean anything that is mediated through
contemporary electronic devices. I might say that I have a “digital identity” on my Twitter
feed; research in the “digital humanities” approaches humanities research with computational
tools; this document, as I type it, is in a digital format. But instead of simply using the term
“atomistic,” as Mickunas and Pilotta (1998) do, I want to talk about a digital episteme, which
functions as a way of knowing that includes these things we might call digital objects and
practices but is not limited to them. Seeing a digital episteme allows for some objects and
practices that we might not automatically categorize as digital in everyday conversation
(LEGO bricks, signaling flags, graph paper, and genes) to fit under the conceptual umbrella
of “the digital.” I include “digital” in the term, however, to press upon the fact that the tools
we refer to as “digital” when we refer to them colloquially are some of the most powerful
extensions of digital ways of knowing, the end points, for now, of the atomistic telos. The
ways of thinking and knowing that I want to evoke are closest to Foucault’s episteme as I
have described it in the preceding chapter, that is, a strategic apparatus that determines
whether or not statements are “in the true.” The topic of this chapter is, then, a digital
episteme. Thinking of the digital as an episteme will help me begin to consider the media
apparatus driven by the digital from outside of itself. I want to talk about how certain kinds
of knowledge are produced, reproduced, privileged, and empowered by digital ways of
knowing.
My argument is a relatively simple one. I submit that three features characterize
mediated knowledge production operating within a digital episteme:
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1. The discrete, atomistic production of epistemic objects. The idea of information
being rendered in discrete pieces is more important to my argument than the reduction to
binary that many associate with the digital. However, the process of making objects of
knowledge discrete is a combination of either/or exercises. Discrete objects are dependent
upon binary epistemic processes.
2. The standardized, non-semantic nature of those objects inside the epistemic
apparatus. I am using the term “semantic,” here, in a structural linguistic sense. When
discursive objects have semantics, they evoke and activate dynamic meanings that change
according to context. More importantly, those objects' meanings can be actively changed by
the speaker or user according to his or her purposes. The individual pieces of digital systems
are expected not to change meanings and even not to mean outside the system that employs
them. Digital objects operate in this way in order to avoid “noise” that would interfere with
an efficacious interface between information storage and the control mechanisms of
information retrieval and deployment. They allow for a machine (or a machinic system) to
“read” the same way every time. There is no possiblity for double-entendre or exegesis with
a digital object inside the apparatus.
3. An entailed “maker” ethic that enables and is enabled by these first two
characteristics. The maker subject position enabled by a digital episteme sees the digital
world as a sandbox in which to build. As the digital is extended into interpretations,
transmediations, and transformations of the world (the genetic world, for instance), the
world at large becomes a place to form and transform. A world made of atomistic building
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blocks is to be rearranged and played with. It should be noted, also, that with a coconstituitive view of mediation and knowledge production, the “maker” ethic entails its
converse, which is the “unmaker” or, perhaps more accurately, the “taker-apart,” the “remaker,” or the “manipulater.”
The first two of of these three characteristics conform with most theories of the
digital in the current literature (e.g. Manovich, 2002; Hayles, 2005; Thacker, 2004). The third
characteristic, though implied by many of these perspectives, has yet to be sufficiently
engaged from an intentionally critical position. Ultimately, I want to interrogate this last
characteristic, the maker ethic, as a teleological component of a digital episteme and explore
the extent of its deterministic tendencies, especially in the context of genetic engineering and
synthetic biology. A way of thinking with atomistic, non-semantic, manipulative media
produces an attitude towards the genetic world that makes the genetic world atomistic, nonsemantic, and manipulable, also. Conversely, a way of thinking with atomistic, non-semantic,
manipulative media produces an attitude towards the genetic world that makes the genetic
world not holistic, ambiguously and dynamically meaningful, or autonomous in itself. That
attitude, in turn, may become inscribed and be reproduced in the material results of genetic
engineering with invisible and troubling results.
My argument is one version of a “science answer” to Friedrich Kittler’s “war answer”
to the language/ethic and language/knowledge relationships present in the digital apparatus.
The last chapter of Kittler’s book Grammophone, Film, Typewriter highlights the telos of
war, framing digitality as the ultimate media apparatus of logics of security, governmentality,
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and the control society. I am more concerned, here, with knowledge construction and a
digital episteme’s entanglement with a scientific ethic and logics of objectivity and biopower.
(And my conception of biopower is one that considers “populations” at a new level and in a
new territory: the micro-populations of genes and gene sequences within a given genome in
the space of living bodies, an idea I return to in the conclusion of the dissertation.)
This chapter first treats several theoretical definitions of the digital in current media
theory. I then describe each of the three features of a digital episteme that I’ve listed above in
more detail as media in practice, that is, in terms of their material epistemic affordances and
constraints. I list and discuss two main philosophical implications of a digital episteme so
defined. One is the potential erasure of the subject (and the privileging of the object), and the
other is the inverse of that “objectivity”: a valuation of the subject as maker that devalues the
material world. In the interest of epistemological critique, I ultimately focus on this second
implication. In doing so, I begin to illustrate the three key features of epistemically digital
media with the examples of LEGO bricks and gene sequencing, the two case studies that are
more extensively treated later in this dissertation.
Defining “The Digital”
In talking about how media constitute ways of knowing and being in the world, I
cannot avoid acknowledging that there is a long tradition of Western philosophy that
considers questions along these very same lines. Specifically, theories of what is (i.e.
ontologies), philosophies of knowledge and how we know what is (i.e. epistemologies),
philosophies of language, and the logic-driven philosophies of science that intersect with the
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development of computing technologies (i.e. analytic philosophy) all have something to say
about these issues. By “these issues,” I mean the relationships among the realms that we can
at least intellectually choose to distinguish as what is, our experiences of what is, the media
through (or in, or with) which we experience what is, and what we can say we know. My
purpose is not to promote, refute, or even explicitly engage any of the perspectives within
these traditions. This dissertation is not intended to respond to any particular vein of
discourse in what some might call “high” or “pure” philosophy, rather it is meant to engage
media theory, rhetoric of science and technology, and science studies—all fields whose
currents flow downstream of the same river. I do not take up with the atomistic philosophers,
Leibniz (whose “monads” ressemble the non-semantic LEGOs I describe as the basic object
of a digital episteme), Merleau-Ponty (who grappled with the impossibility of using language
to speak truth in the context of embodied human experience), or Heidegger (who argued, as
does every good media theorist, that human existence cannot be considered as somehow
separate from the world, and that our technological tools are exceptionally important
connections to it).
My argument can also be read as extensive of poststructuralist perspectives,
especially since it hinges upon symbolic objects that are at first “non-semantic,” and
ultimately derive meaning from syntactical arrangement. Such objects could be productively
compared to Levi-Strauss’s “floating signifiers,” and building with them could be seen as a
material manifestation of Saussurean/Derridean poststructuralist semiotics. Though I would
encourage and invite future conversations along these lines, I do not see establishing my own
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conception of the digital in terms of poststructuralist theory as a primary purpose of this
dissertation. I take up, rather, with the already media-focused perspectives of Foucault,
Kittler, Evens, Drucker, and others, all of whom owe much to the philosophical predecessors
I have just described, and consider what productive critique of very specific media-in-use I
can produce.
Many scholars discuss the digital in ways that resonate with and inform my own
perspective. These scholars, in turn, employ some version of the digital concept as a key telos
in the war machine (Kittler), as the key driver of technoscience (Kittler, Hayles, Dyson,
Thacker), as a worldview (Hayles, Evens, Manovich), as a set of knowledge-making tools
and methodologies (Drucker, Thacker), and as a functional ontology of the web and webbased communities (Evens, Thacker, Manovich). My own conception of a digital episteme is
not necessarily in conflict with any of these perspectives. It differs with most of of them,
however, in that it ultimately allows for material media that are not typically associated with
“the digital” (like LEGO bricks) to be categorized as digital media. It also pushes all of these
perspectives to a critical methodological purpose: to problematize certain aspects of the
digital as a worldview, to ask how we might see outside of it, and, ultimately, consider some
implications of doing so.
The word itself is already a problem: “digital” is not a noun; it’s an adjective, most
often used to modify a noun that has to do with “information” (another problematic word).
“Digital” can’t be the subject of a sentence. I’ve conveniently put an article before it in order
to noun it in the way that theorists do, but that semantic trick avoids some subtle issues that a
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good ontology should tackle. The recent obsession with digitality (another common nouning)
is partly because digital media (there it modifies a noun) are the next wave of remediation,
arguably the most game-changing since mass-produced paper, ink, and printing press. But
considering the wholesale conversion to and investment in digital media, “mere” remediation
is ignoring a more complex power game. The game involves remediation, but also shifts in
epistemes, ethics, and paradigms—the ways in which we see and make our world.
A common gloss on the digital is to equate it with computing. A recent trend in
language and history departments calls itself “Digital Humanities”; I much prefer an earlier
version of the name: “Humanities Computing,” as the doing of humanities scholarship it
describes (which is a huge group of pursuits as diverse as linguistic corpus research,
manuscript preservation and analysis, and public histories, to name a few) is not always
“digital,” per se. I asked John Unsworth, one of the most outspoken champions of humanities
computing and a founder of the Digital Humanities, “what is digital, exactly?” His response
was (after a chuckle and a moment to think): “electronically stored information.” If that’s so,
our own brains are partly digital, and many theorists agree that they are, but a default to
electricity is an incomplete answer. Enacting a similar gloss, mass communication scholar G.
Thomas Goodnight, in a keynote address to the Communication, Rhetoric, and Digital Media
research symposium at North Carolina State University in 2011, defined “digital” by what it
wasn’t. “The unique moment,” he said, “being here now, talking throughout the day—is not
digital.” Neither is it print. Both of these perspectives elide the question: what makes digital
what it is?
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There are other, more sophisticated perspectives, and all refuse to reduce the digital to
mere mediation; rather they see the digital as the basic logic of a larger system. Lawrence
Lessig (2006) links computer code to ethic by comparing it to legal code. On the web, argues
Lessig, “law” (code) controls objects as it constructs them. Katherine Hayles’ work
concentrates on the digital as a primarily linguistic shift that co-constructs an ethic, a position
that aligns with German media theory and is most commonly associated with the work of
Friedrich Kittler, who marks the transition of spoken language into alphabet as a process akin
to digitization. Hayles (2005) submits, via mathematician Stephen Wolfram’s concept of the
Computational Universe, the idea of a “worldview of code.” According to Hayles,
[The worldview of code] reduces ontological requirements to a bare minimum.
Rather than an initial premise (such as God, an originary Logos, or the axioms of
Euclidean Geometry) out of which multiple entailments spin, computation requires
only an elementary distinction between something and nothing (one and zero) and a
small set of logical operations. (Hayles, 2005, p. 23)
Hayles goes on to observe that Wolfram and those like him see logical operations as the basis
of everything from biological to computational processes.
Historians have also treated the history of computing as a slow and difficult
revolution in thought that resulted in the emergence of our primary technologies today; the
most compelling of these treatments situate the history of computing in a larger ecology of
thought that drove and was driven by computational media (what I would call an episteme).
George Dyson (2012), in his book Darwin Among the Machines, establishes the years around
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World War II as the crucial moment of an intellectual trend to code and to looking at the
world as encoded in ways that enabled our subsequent imagination of genetic code (hence the
entanglement of Darwin with the machines, though the book's title is also a commentary on
the evolution of technology). Dyson's treatment finally focuses on the networked nature of
contemporary computing technologies and the ways in which a new kind of global
intelligence, dependent upon evolving networks, may be emerging. Popular historian James
Gleick begins his history of information technology The Information: A History, a Theory, a
Flood with mass communication technologies: talking drums and telegraphy. He, too, links
military and mathematical code-breaking, as well as the lexicographer's desire to document
and “fix” languages into dictionaries, to a way of thinking that was able to produce our
contemporary information technology ecology. Gleick (2013), like Dyson (and Kittler),
points to Alan Turing as the man who truly defined the “digital computer”:
[T]he digital computer comprises three parts: a “store of information,” corresponding
to the human computer's memory or paper; an “executive unit,” which carries out
individual operations and a “control,” which manages the list of instructions, making
sure that they are carried out in the right order. (Gleick, 2013, p. 254)
Gleick continues to say that Turing's idea was “a machine made of logic: imaginary tape,
arbitrary symbols” (p. 256) that could be reconfigured to answer any question. Both of these
compelling characterizations of the emergence of digital machines hinge upon the difference
between information rendered and conceived of as discrete and information rendered and
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conceived of as continuous, and they maintain that the act of thinking of information as
discrete and infinitely manipulable was new and revolutionary.
Lev Manovich (2002) begins his “Principles of New Media” (in The Language of
New Media) with his definition of digitization: “converting continuous data into a numerical
representation” (28). Manovich is wise to take up “digitization” as a process—“digital,” as I
said before, is not a noun, and the operators that deploy the process depend upon the
apparatus. Manovich (2002) goes on to discuss “new media” apparatus as a convergence
between what he calls “computation” and media, a convergence of media forms that echoes
and draws upon Kittler's same argument. His five principles of new media, or “tendencies of
a culture undergoing computerization,” are numerical representation, modularity, automation,
variability, and transcoding. My own conception of a digital episteme agrees with
Manovich's principles, as the discrete lends itself to numerical representation, and the nonsemantic entails modularity. More important to my argument, though, is the form that the
storage takes as continuous data are converted into a numerical representation—the database.
Manovich (1999) argues, in “Database as Symbolic Form,” that the future of meaningmaking scholarship in the humanities should concentrate on the database, the truly
digitized/digital rendering of (perhaps) previously continuous information. He contrasts the
narrative, which is a sequential, continuous form “privileged … as the key form of cultural
expression of the modern age,” with databases, which “are collections of individual items,
where every item has the same significance as any other,” and have become the privileged
cultural form.
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More recently, Manovich (2013) (again via Kittler) has specified that software—the
executive and control units of Turing's imaginary machine—are the functions into which all
media have become folded. He asserts that cultural studies must begin to address software as
the primary cultural medium. Moreover, he presses upon the structural features of software
as the crucial object of study:
While various systems of modern society speak in different languages and have
different goals, they all share the syntaxes of software: control statements 'if then' and
'while do,' operators and data types (such as characters and floating point numbers),
data structures such as lists, and interface conventions encompassing menus and
dialog boxes ... If we don't address software itself, we are in danger of always dealing
only with its effects rather than the causes: the output that appears on a computer
screen rather than the programs and social cultures that produce these outputs.
(Manovich, 2013, pp. 8-9)
A digital episteme is one way of seeking a kind of cause of “social culture,” as Manovich
calls it—a field of scienticity co-constituted by media and knowledge-making practices that
relies upon and reproduces software's syntax.
Finally, in “Web 2.0 and the Ontology of the Digital,”Aden Evens (2012) traces the
binary basis of the digital into symbolic manifestations on web interfaces and the behaviors
of web users with respect to them. Specifically, he argues that the 0 and 1 distinction
becomes a “hegemony of choice” that requires all objects on the web (an icon, a link) to be
self-identical and “equal.” The result, according to Evens, is a privileging of syntax over
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semantics. Evens's argument for how the digital co-constitutes the cultures it permeates is the
beginning point for my own:
[T]he digital does not produce the binary but co-originates with it, and both rely most
fundamentally on the (ontologically) prior operation of discretization. That is, the
digital (and the binary code) depend on a way of conceptualizing the world and the
objects in it as discrete, isolable entities, with independently determined, malleable
properties. Digital technologies do not first create such a world nor do they produce
the conditions of such a conceptualization, but they do reinforce this contrived
perspective. (Evens, 2012, para. 20)
Evens's analysis concentrates on the web environment, an electronic space comprised by
electronic and computational media. My own analysis extends outside of this space and time
to media which predate the Web (LEGO) and exist alongside it in the physical world (genes).
The focus of a digital episteme is the “contrived perspective” that Evens refers to in the
quotation included above, a way of knowing and being that necessitates and is necessitated
by the logics he describes.
The machines that we use to read and manipulate (control and execute) our most
common digital objects are electronic, but, as the perspectives summarized above establish,
the “digital” quality has more to do with the conversion of information into a format that can
be read by those machines. We are concerned here with a means of mediation that requires us
to think of what we may have previously perceived as continuous information in discrete bits.
(I've italicized those two words—think and perceive—because they imply another sticky
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entanglement of epistemology with phenomenology.) The processes of such a mediation
involve reduction: the picking-out of important words in a narrative to put on a telegram
because the message must be carefully parsed into dots and dashes by the telegraph clerk, a
section of a light-wave spectrum being read by a detector and put into one data “bin,” the
checking of a box marked “male” or “female” in order to be coded in a database as a number
associated with one of two recognized biological sexes. Digitally epistemic information is
necessarily reduced from a more nebulous, continuous world of experience. In terms of
media, digitally encoded information includes flag telegraphy, smoke signals, and Morse
code. The deployment of a digital apparatus even enlists the human body as a part of its
media assemblage. As Jeremy Packer and I argue in a forthcoming article, “The Digital
Body: The U.S. Signal Corps, Telegraphy, and the Discourse Network of 1865” (Maddalena
& Packer, 2014), the human body in a soldier subject position acts, through flag telegraphy,
as an object in an apparatus that functions by a digital logic, an apparatus that long predates
contemporary computing. The defining features of what makes something “digital,” then, are
not primarily material; they are, rather, conceptual: the atomistic and non-semantic attributes
of digital symbolic objects.
A Digital Episteme
Here I further describe the three characteristics that use to distinguish a digital episteme.
These characteristics in combination afford the episteme its power and constrain the episteme
in its scope, as well. The remainder of the dissertation serves to develop certain material and
ethical implications of those constraints and affordances.
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1. The digital is discrete. In the digital world, a hill is made of tiny incremental
steps, not a sloping, unbroken line. All digital objects (the hill or each step that composes the
hill can be seen as an “object”) must be distinguishable from other objects, and their “shape”
is partially determined by the smallest unit available to a given system—the pixel, the bit, the
dot, the integer. Many media theorists are concerned with how the digital differs from other
media materially, and the material distinctions begin with the difference between the discrete
and the continuous. Sound recordings are good exemplary remediations by which to play out
these differences; John Durham Peters (1997), Aden Evens (2012), and Jonathan Sterne
(2003, 2013) have all addressed the new media of sound in their work. A recording on a
vinyl record is continuous, and an MP3 recording is digital. One re-creates an unbroken timespace (the groove) in order to store a song, the other stores the song in discrete pieces and
relies on a set of control operations to reconstruct it every time we want to play it.
But more important to my argument is the distinction in ways of thinking that make
the digitally material possible, that is, the way of thinking that caused us to design what we
now call digital media in the vernacular. These are epistemic distinctions. I can illustrate my
point with a few more musical examples. The way we experience music may be
continuous—we don't always sing, play and hear notes with breaks between them (unless we
only ever listen to stuff like bad polka)—but the way in which we write modern Western
music scores is epistemically digital. The difference between our hearing one note or another
is a matter of a continuum that includes the increments of pitch between two notes on the
Western scale. Modern Western musical notation takes a central point on the (continuous)
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line of that experience and marks it on a staff as distinctly separate from the notes above and
below it, thus rendering it discrete. Taking the influence of the episteme further, we might
argue that a song made of samples (by the Beastie Boys or Jai Paul, for example) might be
seen to manifest a digital episteme, as well. The act of composing consists of taking apart
other works and re-making a new song with the “blocks.” Such a practice, it could be argued,
utilizes the modularity that marks the ethic of a digital episteme.
2. The digital is non-semantic. As important as the need to differentiate between
objects, which discrete information affords, is the need for those objects to maintain their
function (or meaning, in one sense) over time and across contexts. The study of play and shift
of signification and meaning in spoken and written language is the study of semantics, and by
it I mean to refer to the fields of cognitive and conceptual semantics (Jackendoff, 1976;
Lakoff, 1980) which seek to describe the human use and experience of what linguists call
natural language. A term's semantics—or a word's slippery changeabilities—are a socially
negotiated set of phenomena that allow for connotation, play, double-meaning, and even the
complete alteration of what a word may mean over time. Scholars who are interested in
producing knowledge have understandable issues with such changeability; the problem
comes down to the engagement of language with a world presumed to exist before or beyond
language—that is, it is a problem of meaning in mediation. The group of philosophers of
science known as the Vienna Circle were interested in the truth-value of propositions and
whether such propositions could be combined to produce new truths. Their legacy of analytic
philosophy and logic continues to be obsessed by the idea that a perfect language undisturbed
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by semantic ambiguities should be the language of truth in science. The languages of logic
developed by A.J. Ayer, Thomas Bayes, Bertrand Russell and mathematician code breakers
in World War II, most famously Alan Turing, are all legacies of the holy grail of the
language above semantics. While Ayer's language hinged on denotation of the truth-value of
propositions and the enchainment of those propositions in proofs to discover true causes,
Bayesian reasoning depended upon the calculation of the probability of a given proposition
and led to the emergence of statistical reasoning to establish correlation and (probable)
causation.
Many aspects of both languages of logic and statistical rationality function squarely
within a digital episteme because both hinge upon the non-semantic, entirely equal, and, at
the outset, unmeaning nature of the terms of their statements. The logical operator's meaning
never changes; it only functions to link terms in potentially truthful ways. Likewise, one data
point in a set to be analyzed via statistical probability cannot mean anything, by itself. (I will
return to this last example more than once, as it is one very productive illustration of the
critical crux of a digital episteme.) At best (and our “at best” is very good), we have learned
that logic is an extremely powerful tool for designing efficient systems (e.g., machine-minds,
computational tools) to do things for us, but it is not very good at finding out the “truth”
about the real world around us. And we have learned that statistical reasoning is quite
excellent at helping us arrive at truths about the world around us, although I will explain later
that it is very poor and even dangerous when applied to truths at the level of human
experience. We have also discovered that logical operations (a computer program, for
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instance) applied to a statistically robust data set (a standardized, well-ordered database) is a
powerful tool for just about anything, with the right control mechanism, or software. The
power of logic and statistics, and the mega-power of logic+statistics, is entirely dependent
upon the separation of a given language from its slippery semantics. Ultimately, though both
logic and statistics give us powerful ways to parse propositions to produce predictive
reasoning that very nearly approaches truths, and though both are undeniably our best bet for
reasoning rationally to find out certain kinds of things about the world, neither fully solved
the problem of a “true induction” that David Hume and Karl Popper are most famous for
raising. The dream of a perfect language remains unrealized.
Leaving aside the question of whether the sun will in fact rise again tomorrow
because it always has, as well as the troubling and unsolved notion of a perfect language as a
container for Truth, the non-semantic nature of the digital object also becomes important
because of the need to code for functions inside thinking machines. Once the phenomenon of
semantics and all of its related processes of interpretation, approximation, and cutting-to-fit
are discarded, non-semantic objects can be placed within logic-driven systems and made to
do things and answer questions better than we can if we are semantically encumbered. A
simple example of this is the ability to translate objects into numbers. As soon as objects are
rendered non-semantic, equal, discrete pieces, they can be counted (for comparison to other
sets), and rearranged (for reconfiguration or representation). Take, for example, a single,
two-nub LEGO brick as depicted in figures 1-4 (I identify the two-nub brick as the basic
brick, as it provides the basic affordance of the stair-step connection):
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Figure 1. Two-nub brick. The basic brick whose affordances enable building up and out.

Figure 2. Two two-nub bricks connected. This arrangement shows the connective affordance
of the two-nub configuration.
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Figure 3. Two-nub stair. Another potential configuration from the basic piece.
As long as the bricks are all the same, I can count how many of that brick type there are and
ask how many more there are than of another type. I can also group those two-nub bricks into
new configurations in order to make functional objects:

Figure 4. A horse stall made with the two-nub bricks. If I wanted to build up and over for a
roof, I could—just with the basic two-nub brick.
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Or, if I take the one-nub piece as the basic unit, as depicted in figures 5-7, I need a field—a
flat nubbed surface—for the sake of new configurations:

Figure 5. The one-nub brick. This is the basic binary unit of LEGO, but it has fewer
connective affordances.
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Figure 6. The nub field. The flat field affords a completely connected base for building.

Figure 7: One-nub building. Though a single-nub brick contains the binary protocol LEGO is
based upon, the single nub configuration can be built up, but lacks the affordance of building
out and/or over.
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All of these simple examples of epistemically digital objects remain in what Kittler,
Manovich, and others would call the data rendering and storage domains of digitally based
new media. That is, they depend only upon a simple unit of material (a switch, a nub) and the
persistence of its state over time. The rendering of information into non-semantic data pieces
is the key aspect of the epistemic action to which I want to call attention by naming a digital
episteme. I should note, though, that more complex questions and actions become possible
when we add a control function (the function of software) to the system to produce
arrangements, to perform syntactical action. Such control functions are the very software
systems that Manovich calls the new carriers of culture. In a digital episteme that includes
pre- and para-computational media, such control mechanisms are human users' minds and
bodies. The “control” aspect of new media interpreted through the lens of a digital episteme
always either requires the human user to (1) internalize and behave according to digital logic,
or (2) be replaced by a mechanism (software). Both remove knowledge-making action from
the realm of experience. I will discuss this implication in more detail later on, in terms of a
digital episteme producing a certain kind of subject.
A digital episteme is concerned mostly, though, with the level of data production and
storage. Tools that fill control functions at that higher level (e.g. the human user or software)
require a data and storage design made up of discrete, non-semantic objects. At the level of
function, it may also be helpful to think of a non-semantic object as standardized. Walter
Ong (1982) and Friedrich Kittler (1990) have both linked media history to the
standardization of natural or oral languages. Ong sees a major cultural shift from oral to
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written languages resulting in, among other things, the relative stability of educational
institutions and communication practices. Kittler sees the move from oral to literate media as
a reduction, one step in the teleological line that leads to integer-based digitality. Peter
Galison (2003), in Einstein's Clocks, Poincare's Maps, similarly historicizes the
standardization of time, weights, and measures as a major moment in the history of the
physical sciences, a moment at which interoperable theories and interdisciplinary
communication becomes possible. More recently and directly related to this dissertation,
Adrian Mackenzie (2013) and several colleagues in STS have critiqued standardization in
genetic engineering as problematic engagements with “the biological.” Mackenzie et al.'s
perspective presses upon the ways in which standards are user-made structures imposed on
natural systems, i. e. mediations: “Standards generate forms of infrastructural liveliness.
They invest heavily in formal material arrangements such as databases, registries, catalogs,
and web interfaces that superimpose other cross-validating regimes of engagements with
divergent consequences” (Mackenzie et al., 2013, p. 704-5). The infrastructures that
Mackenzie et al. describe are the object of study taken up in Chapter 4 of this dissertation.
The concept of standardization or syntactical units in a digital episteme is also tricky
because we must agree on the scale at which we are identifying (and rendering discrete, and
standardizing) the “object,” itself. A standardized object could be seen (in terms of LEGO) at
the level of nub, brick, or brick assemblage. A standardized object could be seen (in terms of
language) at the level of letter, word, or phrase. In genetics, the base pair is one level of
standardized object, but then so is a sequence of these pairings, which is popularly called a
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“gene,” the equivalent of a word in the genetic world. Finally, the gene-environment
assemblage that produces a certain protein and protein fold is a higher level function, the one
that synthetic biologists strive to make into standardized “blocks.”
3. The digital is intended for making and re-making, for manipulation. The first
two characteristics of a digital episteme that I've described here are not particularly
controversial; there is some version of the discrete (binary, numerical, self-identical) and the
syntactically modular, or non-semantic, in most robust theories of the digital. Moreover, both
of these features can be categorized as structural features and affordances of the digital as a
way of knowing. My third characteristic, the “maker ethic,” which is in many ways a cultural
entailment (rather than a structural component) of the other two, is less often focused upon in
the literature I've cited here so far. Kittler and others tell the creation story of computing by
casting the digital as a way of deciphering code and solving problems: that is, as a way of
answering explicit questions and making predictions. Claude Shannon, the mathematician
who laid the groundwork for bitmapping at MIT, contributed to cryptography projects at Bell
Labs during World War II. The Von Neumann project—a key piece with the Manhattan
Project and Los Alamos—put the interpretation into the machine with the first Central
Processing Unit. Those first machines, of course, fulfilled three exigences: a scientific desire
for a perfect language with which to test theory, and military desires for the encryption of
natural language and a way to perfectly calculate the behaviors of bombs. The two
communities’ desires meshed well: science, war, and technological progress. Of course, as
the apparatus gets used, it answers and invents new exigences. Computer-based digital
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apparatus are now being designed to map the trajectories of individuals’ buying habits,
cellular phone users' geospatial trajectories, and the dispersion of a cloud of oil in ocean
water with the same precision that they map the trajectories of supernovae, shrapnel and
missiles.
One new exigence that these perspectives ignore, however, is the fact that the
affordance of modularity begs manipulation and (re)invention, as well. Building blocks ask
us to play with them; they want us to build. Most readers will be familiar with maker cultures
that have grown up around digital tools. Applications exist to accommodate all levels of
expertise and interest—from Sploder.com, where a novice can use an easy drag-and-drop
interface to “design” his or her own video game, to the Arduino community, an open-source
platform that promotes do-it-yourself physical computing at multiple levels of coding and
engineering complexity. Hacker collectives, Linux-based open-source communities, digital
art movements, and now physical computing communities are all examples of manifestations
of a digital episteme's maker ethos. I would also add self-made citizen science groups such as
Safecast, which designed its own digital tools for monitoring radiation levels at Fukushima
(Kelly, 2014), and biological “hackerspaces” that seek to bring the genetic tools of synthetic
biology to a public user community.
Much scholarship has documented the emergence of contemporary maker cultures,
and much of it has focused on the benefits of open source tools and communities of practice
and technical support. Research in computer-human interaction (CHI) has recently focused
on maker communities around standardized, open-source digital media as new environments
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for teaching and learning (Chorianopoulos, Jaccheri, & Nossum, 2012). Scholarship along
these lines generally purports the open and accessible technological practices of such
communities as a “democratization of design and manufacturing,” that “unifies playfulness,
utility, and expressiveness, relying on some industrial infrastructures while creating demand
for new types of tools and literacies” (Tanenbaum et al., 2013). Scholars who focus on
learning design extend these claims to learning in the sciences specifically. Dougherty (2013)
calls a maker ethic the “maker mindset” (in Honey & Kanter, 2013), and Washor and
Mojkowski (2013) encourage the use of technologies like Arduino to “create a generation of
tinkerer-scientists” (in Honey & Kanter, 2013, p.5). Tocchetti (2012) describes a community
of DIY biologists who self-identify as a maker community and work to construct “personal
biologies” in order to manage health problems and benefit from global networks of biological
data. The maker ethic becomes important in this dissertation as I explore the second
implication listed below, the privileged subject. A critical consideration of what such makeroriented subjects do as they produce objects of knowledge is the crux of my argument.
Implication 1: Objectivity and the Erasure of the Subject
The first philosophical implication of a digital episteme so defined invites us to
consider the production of subject positions via Foucault. As I noted, the extended example
of LEGO that I describe above, which illustrates the non-semantic nature of material media
in a digital episteme, lacks the control feature of software. Software's more complex control
functions, however, do depend on discrete epistemic conditions and non-semantic
structures—Boolean true/false logic. Simple computational examples of these control
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functions are loops: a “while” loop that performs an action as long as a certain condition is
true; similarly a conditional “if/then” statement that requires an action if a certain condition is
true. The only way control functions like these could be represented by my LEGO illustration
is in the action of the child who builds something with bricks. Assuming that the child knew
the desired outcome and wasn't engaging in purely experimental play, she could conceive of
a stack of grey, two-nub bricks, and she could use pattern recognition and her fingers to find
and stack them. A computer’s command line controlling robot fingers, programmed to
imitate the control function of that child’s mind, would need to execute a command
something like:
stack = 0
pile = all legos
while stack < 4:
lego = next in pile
if lego grey and lego < 2:
append stack
else:
delete lego
(pseudo command line composed by Damian Maddalena, personal
communication, 2014)
The process would end with a stack of grey, two piece bricks. The analogy is clumsy with
LEGO, but the idea recurs in more than one description of digital and proto-digital systems.
Hayles (2012) describes telegraph operators who had so completely internalized the dits and
dahs that they translated every day that they “heard” messages in ladies' heels clicking on
pavement. Jeremy Packer and I describe the disciplined body of a flag telegrapher as a
functioning part of digital communication network (Maddalena & Packer, forthcoming,
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2014). The human operators of all of these systems are controlled by the logic of the system:
the LEGO bricks' material protocols (and maybe the instructions), the structure of telegraph
syntax, and the structure of flag telegraphy syntax. The fact that a human actor fills the role
of the action in the control mechanism is, in fact, one major crux of my point: the human
(subject) must internalize the logic of the medium in order for the system to be functional.
The digital apparatus responds to the problem of noise: material noise and semantic
noise. Material noise is an issue of sampling, transmission, and replication. Semantic noise is
a problem of interpretation, thus involving subjectivity. The grand epistemological frames
that the digital originally served were military precision and science, and the truth-games it
fits are objectivity, accuracy and positivism. Human error and human interpretation count as
noise. Human embodied experience is not digital experience (although Hayles and others
might argue that some of the mechanisms that produce human experience act by digital
processes). Ostensibly, then, a digital episteme can be seen to privilege objects and objectbound systems. It is a practice of thinking with objects. It doesn’t recognize, inside of itself,
the existence of subjects. In Foucauldian terms, the digital privileges objects because it plays
the truth game of objectivity.
A digital media apparatus operating within a digital episteme might consist of a
digital language, like flag telegraphy, and a human decoder—the officer on the watchtower.
Within the apparatus, I would argue, neither flag nor officer is a subject; the subject only
touches the system by inputting the message—the officer who sent the message is a subject.
Naturally, the officer can make himself a subject by breaking the apparatus (and would
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probably be doing so to benefit another, conflicting power structure). Machine control
functions (i.e., software) make this less likely to happen; they are more of the apparatus’s
cushioning against subjectivity. One result of the electronic computing machines we use
now, however, is that the medium has become manifestly immaterial—the subject (and here I
mean a user, not a programmer) does not see or feel the digital aspects of the system; I can’t
see the waving flags on watchtowers inside my Dell machine, and I don't have to interpret the
messages. The digital apparatus, then, consists of a medium that avoids (subjective)
materiality and a language that eschews (subjective) semantics. As Kittler (1999) puts it,
“[e]very microprocessor implements through software what was once the dream of the
cabala; namely, that through their encipherment and the manipulation of numbers, letters
could yield results or illuminations that no reader could have found” (p. 247). That “reader”
was once a human control mechanism.
To extend the Foucauldian ethical critique to its full reach, I might say that human
subjects in a digital regime are subordinate to discrete, non-semantic objects and even begin
to emulate them. Good subjects, in a world controlled by digital apparatus, are data
producers—we feed data into digital machines. More to the point, we are data—numerical
data. The evidence of digital subjectification includes the social security number, the creditcard number, the IP address, the digital object identifier, the street number on the mailbox,
the GPS coordinates in our phones, the voting district number, the tracking number on our
UPS packages, the phone number, our pets’ micro-chip scanner identification numbers, our
account numbers, the number of dollars in our accounts, the ISBN numbers of the books we
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have bought, the call numbers of the books that we have checked out of the library, every
bitmap of every word typed into GoogleDocs (and therefore the first draft of this
dissertation), our property’s tax identification number, our cattle’s brand, the number branded
onto the arms of German concentration-camp inmates during World War II.
Implication 2: the Privileged Subject (User)
But a digital episteme can also be seen to privilege (human) subjects when those
subjects are programmers or makers, users who strategically configure the apparatus to their
own ends. In the same way that an objectification of the subject requires critical attention to
the ways in which the subject position is produced and re-produced (an ideological critique
out of concern for the humanity at stake), this second implication requires a focus on the
object that pays attention to the ways in which objects are produced and re-produced (an
epistemological critique out of concern for the non-human world at stake). This second point
of view, which ultimately strives for an object-oriented rather than purely humanisitc way of
seeing, is critical for a philosophy of knowledge (and an approach to science) that values
balanced biophysical ecologies, sustainability, and environmentalism.
I should be clear: one common criticism of maker cultures, especially the digital and
biological hackerspaces that I have described earlier in this chapter, is that they are
subversive and dangerous. Popular discourse reveals an exceptionally pointed fear of artists
or terrorists hacking mainframes and bringing down financial systems or producing some sort
of strange bacterium in a petri dish that escapes and takes over the world. Though I do not
call these fears completely unfounded, these are not my arguments. In fact, I think that many
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of the artistically-minded communities working with digital and biological materials have
some of the most sophisticated critical perspectives about what it means to be able to make
worlds. Moreover, I think that much of the work they do is in the spirit of the very kind of
critique I mean to call for, here.
My point is rather that the maker way of being that comes with a digital episteme is
present in institutionalized science as well, in well-funded labs at research universities with
technoscientific aims. Technoscience plays with bricks, rebuilding things, because that’s
what bricks are for. More specifically, the technoscientific orientation of synthetic biology
(and genetic engineering more broadly) tends toward limit-testing. According to Thacker
(2004), “what we find with biomedia is a constant, consistent, and methodological inquiry
into the technical-philosophical question of 'what a body can do'” (p. 6, emphasis added).
Often the limits are tested with a specific end product in mind, and here I mean “product,” as
in a product to be commodified on a market. This market could be a commercial one, or the
parallel market of grants and patents associated with an emerging model of corporateacademic research. Mackenzie et al. (2013) observe how the BioBricks Foundation's mission,
the standardization of biological parts, contributes to such a product-oriented telos:
This engagement [the registry of standard biological parts]…urges people to make
and shape BioBricks and to coordinate their actions in a networked time space that
looks more like a market than a laboratory. The attribution of a fixed property to
biological parts…aims to ease their production. In isolation, BioBricks have little
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worth. They only count when combined in novel or useful biological devices.
(Mackenzie et al., 2013, 710)
A critical perspective should be suspicious of systems that behave under the auspices of
knowledge-making but in fact serve economic interests. All too often, economic interests are
diametrically opposed to ecological and humanistic ones.
A critical look at the subjugation of objects that could result from a digital episteme's
maker ethic is also in the interest of the noble if esoteric scientific endeavor to produce good
knowledge. Though we should not think of knowledge as a positivist or universal end, we
should also strive to see ourselves as only one kind of worthy actant in a world that does, in
many ways, prexist us. Rabinow (1997) sees the technological tendencies of the genetic
sciences as moving away from seeking knowledge about nature and towards seeking simply
to manipulate it. “The truths of molecular biology,” he writes, “emerge from model systems
and the techniques used to create and study them. Biotechnology's hallmark, it could be said,
lies in its potential to get away from nature, to construct artificial conditions in which specific
variables can be known in such a way that they can be manipulated. This knowledge then
forms the basis for remaking nature according to our norms” (Rabinow, 1997, p. 19,
emphasis added). A digital episteme's mediations of distinct pieces can be disassembled and
reassembled in new configurations. These configurations are, in technoscientific contexts,
often models of the natural world and determine what we can know about the natural world.
Arguably, they may also quickly begin to influence what we do to the natural world.
Conclusion
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The structural features that characterize a digital episteme inform various tools for
making knowledge and making worlds. These features—(1) the reduction of information into
discrete pieces and (2) the non-semantic nature of those pieces—entail (3) an exigence to
take apart, re-construct, make, and build. These three characteristics, though productive and
powerful, are also potentially problematic in two main ways. Firstly, like all technologies,
epistemically digital technologies can configure the user into a subject position that removes
knowledge production from the realm of experience. Secondly and conversely, a digital
episteme reifies a “building block” mentality that privileges the user and sees the natural
world as a realm for making and remaking, a lens that may need to be balanced by one that
considers natural objects on their own terms.
The next two core chapters of this dissertation extend the idea of a digital episteme
into two very different case studies: the patent history and commercial and educational
promotional materials of LEGO bricks, and a synthetic biology lab that uses a set of data
analysis tools to produce chemical “bricks” for use in (re)building living cells. The case
studies are not meant to fit together as neatly as LEGO bricks do. They are meant, rather, as
examples of ways in which a digital episteme might be used as a lens for recognizing and
critiquing certain tendencies of epistemically digital media. Both of these examples of
media—LEGO bricks and living genes—do not operate inside computer technologies. They
are, rather, examples of material media that function alongside such technologies and coproduce the same epistemic commitments and knowledge-producing logics. The LEGO
example, largely an ideology critique, ultimately illustrates how the protocols of a digital
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episteme might empower and/or constrain a given user and cast the user in a subject position.
The synthetic biology example, in the interest of epistemology critique, evokes an objectoriented ontology and focuses on media objects and practices in order to place value on the
object as actor in a knowledge-making system.
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Chapter 3: LEGO as Educational Play in a Digital Episteme
This chapter is a critical media history that considers the LEGO brick as an
epistemically and materially digital medium. I first provide a brief analysis to establish
LEGO bricks as epistemically digital according to the definition of a digital episteme
described in Chapter 2; LEGO bricks, I maintain, are discrete, non-semantic media which
produce and are reproduced by a maker ethic. I then explore the implications of this claim by
piecing together some historical snapshots of LEGO and open-ended toys at three different
cultural moments: the inception of modern educational culture, LEGO's ongoing design and
patenting processes, and LEGO's marketing practices for both commercial and educational
audiences. I ultimately locate a conflict between the “open-ended” affordances and ethos of
the basic brick and the gradually increasing specialization of pieces to fit stories for the
purpose of marketing. Put simply, in the public commercial market, LEGO toys become less
and less ideally epistemically digital as the company’s marketing practices depend more and
more upon semantically situated objects as well as objects that fill specific material functions
in a given system (a wheel, a window). I then locate the maker ethic in LEGO's larger
corporate ethos, and I compare LEGO’s decisions about the design of their products to
software companies’ approaches to design and marketing, specifically in terms of the
concepts of interface and proprietary versus open-source development models. Finally, I
briefly compare LEGO’s co-constitution of a digital episteme with that of contemporary
genetic science, specifically synthetic biology, in anticipation of the next chapter.
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As a critical media history, this chapter’s argument highlights what Jeremy Packer
(2013) describes as a tension between ideology and epistemology that occurs in (especially
digital) media and a resulting problem in the critical perspectives of many media studies and
cultural studies scholars. Cultural studies primarily focuses on ideology critique, argues
Packer, by which media are seen to constitute meanings, values, cultural norms, and
narratives. But “the digital and the ideological are fundamentally opposed to one another.
Ideology adds noise into the system” (Packer, 2013, p. 296). The issue with such a
dichotomy, from the standpoint of science studies, is that ideology and epistemology can
never be so cleanly parsed. LEGO is an example of how both of these entangled aspects of
culture play out across one platform.
This chapter’s tracing or interweaving of moments is not meant to be a
comprehensive history, but rather to act as a set of examples by which to describe the
entanglement of materials and manifest cultural ethic and/or a manifest episteme. I employ
terminology largely from Galloway and Thacker's (2007) theory of networked media, The
Exploit, and one set of terms—“constraint/affordance”—from rhetoric and media studies. In
order to avoid confusion, I should define a few terms at the outset. When I refer to
constraints and affordances, I mean to refer to the power of the medium itself at the (mostly)
material level. Constraints and affordances have to do with protocol. Control and resistance,
on the other hand, have to do with users interacting with media. If the individual user uses
the medium for his or her own new, creative, intentional purpose, the medium becomes a site
of resistance. Resistance implies the potentiality for a user and the medium operating
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together to “escape” a repeating, reproducing control structure—Tamsin Lorraine defines
Gilles Deleuze's “lines of flight” as “tendencies that could evolve in creative mutations rather
than a 'reality' that is an inversion of the past” (Lorraine, in Parr, 2005, p.144). If the
individual follows a script or structure dictated by some entity that provides the medium, the
medium becomes a site of control. To be clear: constraints, then, are not automatically sites
of control. Constraints and affordances are located in the medium; control and resistance are
created (physically, socially, culturally, personally) by the medium in use.
Ultimately I argue that, despite all of the deterministic, closed, and controlling aspects
of LEGO's market-driven identity, the design of the basic block itself will always provide
easily accessible sites of resistance to its users. Though using LEGO as an object of analysis
is fun, I don't mean for this paper to be a mere exercise in cultural critical methods.
Ultimately, I want to present LEGO as a problematic and productive model to consider when
designing and discussing media technologies that purport to value lines of flight over the
forced replication of existent control structures, be they narrative, digital or material. LEGO
can serve as a cautionary object lesson in how top-down approaches to interfaces can ossify
the once dynamic and vibrant media that underpin them. It can also serve as a reminder that
the “back to basics” form of resistance is always possible in the context of users’
communities of practice. Problems of control arise with the black-boxing and standardization
of meaning or of function. The same problems face genetic engineers as they seek to
standardize parts in order to design living materials (Mackenzie et al., 2013; Rabinow, 2012;
Thacker, 2004). Finally, the object-lesson of LEGO can serve to question the very idea of
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there being a “back to basics” via these seemingly “basic” media at all. The blank slate is still
a myth, even in the seemingly anodyne virtuality promised by toys and play.
Building Toys as Medium
Toys, as objects of study, were first the territory of scholarship in pedagogy and
developmental psychology and have since become a key area of focus for critical cultural
studies. The study of play spawned the fields of cognitive and developmental psychology. A
few cultural studies scholars, most notably Joe L. Frost in A History of Children's Play and
Play Environments and the scholars he cites therein, have historicized play, playgrounds, and
the intersection of mind and materiality. Other perspectives focus on the re-constitution of
culture through and around children’s play with toys and, of course, parents, companies, and
media outlets that become entangled with the same aspects of play. Gary Cross’s (1999)
work focuses in part on how the relatively recent proliferation of toys in the post-industrial
market mirrors the proliferation of technologies that adults can choose from as tools for
living, and their confusion as to what kind of training their children might need for
contemporary life. Others, such as Ellen Seiter (1993), in her work on toys in advertising,
M.G. Lord (2004), who has written an “unauthorized biography” of Barbie, and Kathleen
McDonnell (1994) who writes about popular culture, parenting, and childhood, concentrate
on how toys and television, and even toys on television, come to constitute ways of being:
being violent, being sexual, being gendered, and being consumer. Although none come to
definitive answers about how parents should negotiate the relationships among toys and play,
markets and selves, all agree that toys and toy advertising are not neutral factors in a child’s
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acquisition and enactment of culture. These perspectives, all ideology critiques, rely on the
concept of toys as media of mass-produced culture—the doll as an enculturating image of the
female body, for example—and less often as open-ended media, like building blocks.
Treatments focus either on the toy as a representation (e.g. Barbie as a problematic
representation of womanhood) or the ecologies of representations (in advertising, packaging,
film and television) that surround the toys, rarely on the toys as material media, themselves.
Epistemological critique of toys is relatively non-existent as far as cultural studies goes.
Nevertheless, toys are also media, and deserve attention from scholars in theory of media,
rhetoric, and communication. Toys produce virtual worlds; they are media of material
virtuality. Where we might think of “virtual reality” as some electronic holodeck or lightemitting visor, children at play are enacting virtual worlds with the help of simple, real-world
toys in embodied space all of the time. And, like all play, the world-building skills we
practice with childhood building blocks are templates for a way of interacting with grown-up
materials, like gene sequences.
Until the industrial revolution, the worlds that toys produced were largely informed
by the resources available in a given community, and they re-produced, in large part, that
community. A culture with access to wood and wool made toys out of wood and wool, and a
child on the Mongolian steppes had a toy goat made of goat hair. Later, when toys began to
be mass-produced, the Mongolian child might also have a set of LEGO bricks that were
identical to a child’s set of LEGO bricks in downtown Tokyo. Mass-produced toys marketed
from “without” instead of invented from “within” are part of a network of communication,
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and the constraints and enablements of the toys co-produce the cognition, value systems,
languages, habits of mind, and aesthetics of the cultures that employ them. It is strange, then,
that so few scholars of media theory have applied themselves to toys as media in-and-of
themselves. The kind of work I'm imagining has been embarked upon by Theo Van Leeuwen
(2009), in an application of his own semiotic theory to Playmobil, but he too observes that
toys are treated “all too infrequently” in his field (299). Scholarship in communication and
cultural studies on LEGO specifically is scant. One scholar in history of technology, Maike
Lauwert, has historicized LEGO's branding history, but her treatment does not much consider
the technology in question as a material medium, a site for negotiation of control. Thorsten
Botz-Bornstein (2005) considers the affordances of LEGO’s 1999 Bionicle line in contrast to
the “old” bricks, but his essay speaks little of those original bricks themselves. Bionicles, a
set of science fiction robots with few bricks incorporated in the system, are more like toy
model Transformers than they are like classic LEGO sets.
Playmobil draws Van Leeuwen because the product design places actors in cultural
roles that can be “read” for narrative and “influence the nascent perceptions of the way that
social actors operate” (299). LEGO could certainly be analyzed for the same features, but
objects that developmental psychologists call open-ended toys (Petersson & Brooks, 2006)
are particularly interesting media because their category implies the opposite. Open-ended
toys promise the kind of potential for perfect imparting of “message” into medium by the
user that communication scholars are trained to mistrust:
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An open-ended toy is characterized through its multiple opportunities for
manipulation and forms of play…The open-ended features of an integrated toy could
be described in movements across different modalities…the modalities [described
here are] semiotic resources, which are organized as choices based on the child’s
interest in the situation. Consequently, each part of the integrated toy provides
different communicative affordances, which enable action concerned with the
emergence of “new and improved forms of thought.” (Petersson & Brooks, 2006, p.
196)
An open-ended toy, it seems, is an empty container for imagination, an opportunity to build
worlds. Apart from basic building blocks, the original interlocking brick technology of
LEGO is the most famous and successfully branded form of open-ended toy. This chapter
assumes the brick as the basic unit of ostensibly “open” meaning in the LEGO system, and
calls that blank-slate illusion into question.
LEGO Bricks as Epistemically Digital Media
I want to focus on how LEGO toys function epistemically as opposed to
ideologically. The key to such a focus is to distinguish the basic brick from other
meaningfully or functionally specialized pieces. LEGO bricks are material media that
function in and maintain a digital episteme as I have characterized it in Chapter 2. The
specialization of parts (LEGO human characters, or “mini-figs,” wheels, plastic trees, and
light-sabers) marks the encroachment of (semantics and) ideology. First, let me establish how
the simple bricks function as epistemically digital materials by illustrating how the three
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aspects of a digital episteme, discrete objects, non-semantic objects, and the maker exigence
and ethic, are present in the basic brick technology.
LEGO bricks are based on discrete, standardized units. The basic, square-edged
LEGO brick is designed around a circular protrusion that sticks out of the smooth surface of
the brick. This protrusion (often called a “nub” by engineers and others) corresponds to a
square container in the hollow body of the back of the brick. The square angle of the hole
grips the circular protrusion, and the bricks can snap together to form a surprisingly secure
assemblage. The size of the brick, then, is determined by how many circular protrusions are
on top, and the same number of protrusion-receptors are on the bottom. A given brick’s
affordances of connection is determined by these numbers, as well. Protrusions and holes are
always multiples of 2, and the bricks increase in size geometrically, not exponentially. There
is a single-nub brick, a two-nub brick, a four-nub brick, a six-nub brick, and so on. LEGO
bricks’ material protocol, which is a binary protocol (nub and square hole), is similar to the
bit/byte information storage concept in digital computing machines, though the latter
protocol expands exponentially. LEGO bricks’ affordances are based entirely on two material
states. Complex structures like houses, dinosaurs, and spaceships are all networked
assemblages of discrete bricks with protocol based on discrete material states.
LEGO bricks, like bits and bytes, are non-semantic objects. They can be combined
to make houses, dinosaurs, and spaceships, all of which have semantic potential and function
at the level of meaning, but the bricks themselves only operate on the level of material
protocol. Material protocol, translated into the language of linguistics to parallel “semantics,”
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might be best expressed as syntax. Syntax is the set of rules by which objects relate to one
another in order to make more complex meanings—the “mechanics” of a given grammar.
LEGO bricks operate according to a strict (material) syntax to become larger, more complex
(semantic) objects. Semantics and syntax become extremely important in this chapter. Digital
objects, according to Kittler and others, are designed explicitly to avoid semantics. Semantics
are ideological noise. In order for a digital system to work, “meaning” must be entirely fixed
and unchangeable within the system. The idea of LEGO as a system based on non-semantic
objects (basic bricks) is what makes LEGO an “open-ended” toy with all of the educational
potential for creativity and cognitive development that such systems can promise. Such
promises, I ultimately argue, are always problematic because epistemes entail ethics.
I hardly need a paragraph to make and back the claim that LEGO bricks were
designed for building and promote a maker ethic. LEGO’s controversial founder, Gotfried
Kirk Christiansen, is quoted on the second slide of the LEGO education promotional
powerpoint, “Lego Education North America: Introduction,” as saying: “[o]ur idea has been
to develop a toy that…develops the urge to create and the joy of creation” (LEGOEd North
America, slide 2). The same presentation puts forward a LEGO curriculum that values
“constructionism,” or “learning by making” on the highest point in a diagram of cognitive
skills, with “instructionism” at the lowest (LEGOEd North America, slide 12); the diagram is
attributed to Seymour Papert, a professor emeritus (though the presentation does not tell us in
what field) at MIT. The pairing of LEGO-enabled play with education and the equation of
construction with learning and knowing is another largely invisible epistemic and ethical
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process that I recognize and want to question in this dissertation. What happens when we
learn the world by (re)making it, by (re)arranging it with what we have mediated ourselves
into knowing are its “building blocks”?
As a last note to end the establishment of LEGO bricks as a medium of and in a
digital episteme, I want to at least gesture towards a connection between toys like LEGO and
the media we more commonly call “digital media.” Both aesthetically and historically, the
rise of LEGO parallels the rise of the digital age. Sculptures made with LEGO bricks are
undeniably pixelated ones, rendered in the too-bright colors of the late-twentieth century
Atari screen. A life-size LEGO sculpture of a dinosaur at the LEGO KidFest, for example,
stands among living festival attendees with its contours of tiny squares as if it was extracted
from a computer screen. Though LEGO bricks won their patent in 1954, LEGO is a nostalgic
toy most readily associated with the late 1980s, when the wave of the digital revolution was
moving to its crest, and its promise of making and remaking with efficacious modularity
arguably translates into the robotically maintained warehouses of Amazon and the pre-fab
housing units advertised as the contemporary solution to urban sprawl in Dwell and Wired.
Container shipping, invented in the 1950s, rose to prominence around the same time. Daniel
Sutko (2013) calls the modularity of container shipping an “enfolded mobility” based on the
digital packet switching of new media, a statement that indicates evidence of a digital
episteme. Google’s first server space was housed in a box made out of LEGO bricks, and
Google claims LEGO as a material manifestation of its corporate ethos, the “[most]
Googley” of toys (Laakman, 2006, Google “talkabout” blog post). Such manifest cultural
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connections attest to a recognizable way of knowing and being in a world that is increasingly
understood to be modular, material, interoperable and manipulable.
Building Toys in Education
LEGO is one particularly successful example of a whole genre of toy I call building
toys or open-ended toys. Web sites that sell educational toys are my source for the name for
this genre. Building toys include Lincoln Logs, erector sets, Tinker Toys, Dado cubes, Bristle
Blocks, the recently successful and controversial GoldieBlox (a putridly pink, gendered,
LEGO-like building toy), and the most basic of all: wooden building blocks. Building toys
certainly existed in situ anywhere anything could be stacked, a child was bored, and an adult
was either resourceful or neglectful enough to allow that child to make use of his or her
environment, but the mass-production of systematized sets marked a change. The change
coincided, of course, with the availability of technologies of mass-production, mass
communication and mass-marketing. Instead of toys and modes of play emerging from
situated (geographically, geologically, culturally, socioeconomically, and even personally
situated) sites of invention, toys and modes of play could be “broadcast” from the top down.
At the same time that toys began to be mass-produced (i.e., during the industrial
revolution) educational systems in Europe and the U.S. were being similarly homogenized to
allow for increased student populations due to child labor laws. Schools for very young
children answered a demand, of course, for a place to keep them while parents labored (the
nannies, tutors, and governesses hired for individual children by the affluent were hardly
realistic options for a newly emerging middle-class). A Scottish teacher, Robert Owen, is
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credited with an early preschool model (Frost, 2010), but the Child Garden (Kindergarten)
was conceived of in 1828 in Hungary by Theresa Brunszvik (Frost, 2010) and taken up by by
Fredrich Froebel, who is most often credited in American histories of education. Borrowing
from the idea of the innocent state of nature per Rousseau, Kindergarten was to be a childfocused, child-driven environment where social development was paired with intellectual
exploration.
But what concerns us for now, in terms of the LEGO story via building toys, is
Froebel's pairing of materiality and play with cognition and learning. Froebel was a teacher
and a scholar of teaching, and his works—Education of Man (published in German in 1826
and in English in 1888), Mother Songs (1885 and 1895), Pedagogics of the Kindergarten
(1895 with an English version published in the same year), Education by Development
(1899), and several coincident published volumes of letters—were quickly reproduced,
commented upon, and implemented in Western Europe and the U.S. (Wollons, 2000). The
building block was formalized and theorized in Education of Man as one of twenty “gifts” to
be given to developing toddlers for teacher-directed play. The blocks were divided into
groups by different forms and their various affordances; other gifts included a soft felt balls,
geometric colored tiles, sewing kits, modeling clay, and rods for 3-dimensional graph-like
shape constructions. Froebel's theory also proposed a fixed order in which each type of gift
should be “presented” to the child in order to promote healthy, “correct,” and “consecutive”
development through sense perception (Brosterman & Togashi, 2007). Froebel's ideas came
to the United States via Harvard (they were later criticized by John Dewey at Columbia, who
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argued for representational rather than abstract play and instruction) (Frost, 2010, p.89). One
of the most popular versions of Froebel was Froebel's Gifts, translated by Kate Douglas
Wiggin and Nora Archibald Smith. A burgeoning academic interest—amongst Dewey and
others—in the study of play, the real need for a working curriculum to occupy very young
students, and the enthusiasm of young women teachers for Froebel's ideas are all credited
with the success of the Kindergarten across the United States (Frost, 2010). Historian Meike
Sophia Baader argues that a focus on “making citizens” made Froebel more influential in the
U.S. than he was in Germany, where his teacher, Johann Pestalozzi, is more often cited as the
founder of the Kindergarten educational system. Pestalozzi's approach emphasized the
family, argues Baader, while Froebel's system emphasized the community. Froebel’s system
was adopted and adapted, and in fact made much less prescriptive and teacher-driven, in
Montessori schools and American kindergartens. The Milton Bradley toy company acquired
patent rights to the gifts, began producing them around 1898 (Wollons, 2000), and have
continued to be the U.S. source for building blocks and other “educational toys” into the
twenty first century.
Critical historical perspectives of education have noted that Kindergarten in its final,
stable expression (manifest in the U.S. by 1950) mainly served as a form of ideological
reification, making them a site of control: in the U.S. version of the Child Garden, children
were ultimately, albeit gently, inculcated with the school culture in which they were expected
to participate for at least 10 years of their lives. Moreover, they were “made citizens,” a role
they were expected to fill until death (Baader, 2004). Froebel's contributions to the
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development of the Child Garden has also been problematized—it was an idea “stolen” from
Hungary by Germany, and from a woman by a man (Muir, 2005). All of these critical
conversations resonate here because they press upon the incorporation of new conceptions of
existing systems into those very systems.
But Froebel's model for play-driven education and Wiggin and Smith's
implementation of it certainly also offer the opportunity for resistance, a way of responding
to control culture by enabling lines of flight. Emergent kindergarten curricular prescriptions
for the “use” of the object gifts insist upon freedom to the point of almost unbelievable
idealism. The material objects themselves, the “real” connection between the material world
and the intellectual one, take on an almost talismanic power. Archibald-Smith and DouglasWiggin quote Francis Bacon in the preface to their 1895 volume: “The education of the
senses neglected, all after-education partakes of a drowsiness, a haziness, an insufficiency,
which it is impossible to cure” (p. 11). The proponents of Kindergarten had a proto-Pink
Floyd's Wall message; they wanted to provide sites of creative invention—lines of flight,
sites of resistance—rather than simply practice control and rote reproduction of existing
structures.
For the purposes of considering the basic LEGO brick, like Froebel's gifts, mostly a
site of resistance, I assume that some of what U.S. Kindergarten culture purports is true.
Firstly, play is important to cognitive development. Secondly, play with building toys (which
are media) helps children develop schemas in several different, important cognitive and
intellectual fields (i.e. material and abstract schemas—mathematics, symbolic language).
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Thirdly and most importantly, self-guided interaction with such toys/media might produce
new ways of thinking and being, channel new power to the site of the individual child, and
enable lines of flight and resistance to control. Market-related design changes, I argue, have
acted to close off many such potentialities.
As soon as LEGO bricks began being sold in the U.S., their marketing campaign
made a two-pronged appeal to U.S. consumers. The first prong consisted of pitching LEGO
bricks as a perfect educational toy for the Kindergarten culture I've described above, a
vehicle for the imagination. The LEGO corporation published its first “Idea Book” in 1963,
The Big LEGO Book in the U.S. in 1968 (a translation from the German volume published in
1966) and subsequent “idea books” have continued to come out over the years. In a similar
move that privileges the resistance-supporting protocols of LEGO technology, the instruction
booklets in sets all come with alternative structures and vehicles that might be built with the
same set. (Although the “alternatives” are instructions, themselves, it can be argued that the
presentation of alternatives constitutes encouragement to improvise.) But the second prong
involved the exact opposite move: to both protocologically and semiotically fix the toy's
possible uses and meanings by selling model “kits” and themed “sets.” Indeed, the
dichotomy seems to trouble the LEGO corporation's very sense of itself, as Lauwert notes in
her history, since the name “LEGOland” (privileging narrative) was changed to “LEGO
System” (privileging protocol) in 1992 (though the theme park retained the name
LEGOLand). LEGO has capitalized on both identities since the beginning of their sales to
U.S. markets.
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The deterministic slide started with mobility. In 1961, wheel pieces that could be
attached to the ends of two-nub-width bricks were introduced. (LEGO users will likely
recognize a later, more specialized piece that uses a metal axle through a brick, as versions of
it come in mighty handy for building any small vehicle out of LEGO bricks). A Space
Rocket set, manufactured by Samsonite before LEGO was its own manufacturer, was
launched in 1963 and seems obviously tied to the timbre of national identity at the time;
Kennedy's “we choose to go to the moon” speech was given in 1962. I put these two already
chronologically close moments in LEGO history together because they mark the beginning of
two paths for LEGO system design and marketing that would continue to a most teleological
conclusion: the wheels began to determine LEGO technologically and protocologically, and
the rocket begins a habit of determinism through semiotics and narrative. The 1964 train set
required even more specialized pieces: an electric motor, a track, couplings, etc. I emphasize
this specialization because the special pieces required by the LEGO train made the LEGO
corporation more able to market a train, but it made the set user less able to use that piece—a
piece of track, for instance—for anything other than what the system intended. The Space
Rocket, though it did not require special pieces, began a vein of semiotically determined
packaging. It was sold to be a made thing—to tell a certain story, to contain a certain
meaning. More importantly to the larger argument of this dissertation, these specialized
pieces served to fill a certain function, and the black-boxing of functions is an epistemically
problematic turn in any ostensibly open system, whether the medium is a plastic toy or a
gene sequence. Genetic materials produced in labs are almost all attached, due to funding
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constraints and research agendas, to predetermined, market-driven functions. Though gene
sequencing media may be conceived of as “open,” the products created with them are largely
not.
In 1967 (the same year that Mr. Robinson told The Graduate Benjamin that “the
future [was] in plastics”) Duplo was introduced. Duplo was a LEGO set made in larger
format, with curved, “softer” nubs. The Duplo decision was clearly a market-driven one:
other, more toddler-friendly connecting blocks were being introduced into the market, and
LEGO made a move (specifically to challenge a Tyco patent) to keep rights to anything that
remotely resembled LEGO. At the same time, LEGO designers strove to expand their market
territory to reach an older age group, as well. The 1977 Technic go-cart, a result of ten years's
worth of design and testing, was the first model of the sophisticated sort that would become
Bionicles and the like. The Technic, Bionicle, and Mindstorm lines are arguably not LEGO
bricks if we define LEGO as a medium by brick affordances and protocols, but they are
LEGO in terms of the branding, and they certainly helped LEGO secure a seemingly
impregnable domain, called a “monopoly” by many plaintiffs, in the toy market.
On the side of narrative and semiotics, the “minifig,” (the prototypical LEGO Man)
was introduced a year later, in 1978. The minifig made LEGO able to place characters in the
virtual worlds of the themed sets. The space-themed sets were introduced in 1979, followed
quickly by a castle in 1984 and pirates in 1989. If we consider each of these sets in sequence
as a case study, we can see a narrative and meaning-driven semiotic determinism of the sets
that started with the Samsonite Space Rocket. The 1979 space-themed sets—most notably
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the “Galaxy Explorer” and the “Mobile Tracking System,” which fantasized manned versions
of the Mars and Jupiter probes that were actually leaving Cape Canaveral at the time—are
still basic LEGO Bricks. The hull of the Explorer has square edges; the blocks that make the
bridge are as bulky and pixellated as an Atari screen. The specialized blocks that come with
the sets are few and simple: a flat landing strip for the Explorer, satellite receiver dishes for
both, window-plates in red and blue transparent plastic, and helmets and simple insignia on
the minifigs. Consider next the Castle. The structure itself is actually less specialized than
that of the space set (although bricks with carved-in arched windows do count as
specialized), but the characters and their accessories are more elaborate. Horses are only
LEGO pieces by virtue of the nubs in their torsos, where a very specialized saddle piece can
fit, and female-piece receptors in their feet. Flags, jousting poles, knight's helmets, swords,
and shields all have no brick-related attributes at all. Lastly, the pirates on their first nubby
little treasure island had cannons, monkeys, trees with brick-nub attachments, boats, oars, a
Jolly Roger flag, a treasure chest full of little doubloons, pirate-style head kerchiefs, and
little minifig faces painted with stubble and eye-patches. The sets were becoming more and
more linked to specific design functions and to narrative “meaning,” to predetermined
cultural actors in culturally determined situations. Moreover, the actors and situations were
Anglo-Euro normative (i.e. white), but that is another vein of criticism for another project.
Here I mean to focus on the use of packaging and semiotic marking, a push to one kind of
determinism, to market the toy.
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In 1984, LEGO began its business relationship with McDonalds, who offered a truck,
ship, plane, or helicopter in Happy Meals. The first Happy Meal LEGO prizes were markedly
not materially determined; they were made mostly from basic bricks. But the television ad
promoting the meal begins, seemingly oddly, with Grimace and Ronald McDonald between
two suits of armor, and the Happy Meal itself advertises the LEGO Castle, which came out
the same year. This Happy Meal toy was designed as a gateway to a large, expensive
product. Even more nefarious evidence of explicit control, by my lights, is the fact that a 6year-old girl had to ask for the boys' Happy Meal to get her own LEGO helicopter; otherwise
she would get a meal with Barbie fashion accessories. The LEGO/McDonald's relationship
continues to this day, and the format follows the same formula: the toys inside pertain to a
larger system or set, and the LEGOs go in the boys' meal. The latest iteration of this
arrangement was the “LEGO Racer” Happy Meal (girls got American Girl dolls). The
gendered meaning of Happy Meal choices is one of the most troubling tendencies in LEGO
advertising, and follows the blatant, ubiquitous, and, according to Seiter (1993), probably
unavoidable trends that she describes in her analysis of gender-targeted advertising for
children. And though Seiter might argue that placing LEGO as the male balance in a pair of
gendered options may not be as egregiously evil or damaging as it seems, it certainly
conflicts directly with the open-ended ethos of LEGO’s building toy oriented advertising
claims.
If you visit a LEGO store now, online or in person, you'll see a seemingly inevitable
culmination of this semiotically deterministic, narrative-oriented type of LEGO marketing,
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and a similar extension of the materially determined, specialized-part-dependent Technica, as
well. On the narrative/semiotic side, 1999 marked the first pairing of an existing popular
narrative and its corresponding corporate superpower, Star Wars, with a LEGO set, and thus
began a very profitable flood of Hollywood-themed spinoff sets. Indiana Jones, SpongeBob
Squarepants, Toy Story, Harry Potter, and Prince of Persia have followed. The movie-related
sets are only five of 32 “product” categories on the LEGO home page; the product categories
are all more or less discrete “worlds” which either semiotically or materially/protocologically
exclude toys from other categories. (I say more or less since, yes, a knight from “Kingdoms”
might interact, to great effect, in fact, with a ninja from “Ninjago,” but neither can interact on
the level of material protocol with the “Bionicle” product, or the entirely digital “Design by
Me” software package or “LEGO Universe,” the massive multi-player online game.) Of
course, LEGO has now made its own movie, and the movie addresses exactly these issues of
set interoperability and creative lines of flight. The plot brilliantly folds LEGO's
deterministic choices for market diversification into a “smart,” self-aware and postmodern
ethos. The corporation emerges above reproach.
There is other evidence of the market-driven ossification of LEGO's corporate
identity into selling a “made thing” instead of a “thing to make with.” Most obvious is their
outright marketing of, well, made things: t-shirts, stuffed animals, theme-park packages,
sheets and curtains; the list of “merch” is endless. Moreover, LEGO's next step from
commodification has been codification, in keeping with another aspect of Galloway and
Thacker's (2007) description of the control society. They observe that a future critical
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consideration should be not just the “alienation of real social relations into objects, but the
abstraction of abstract code from objects” (134). Two of LEGO's major pushes are the
“Design by Me” line, which abstracts LEGO's material protocols into a digital interface, and
a virtual LEGOland, the “LEGO Universe,” a Massive Multi-player Online Game where
players build with digital/virtual blocks in collaboration with other players. Lastly and most
obviously is the material evidence that lines of flight alone are not profitable: in 2000, LEGO
discontinued its last “universal” LEGO set. Since then, you can't buy a new box full of
simple, basic bricks, wheels, windows, and disturbingly uniform pine trees. (You can buy
LEGO by the piece at the store and online, however.) In 2007 LEGO closed its last factories
in the U.S. (located in Connecticut for nearly 50 years) and moved them to Mexico. Selfdirected play succumbs to market-driven commerce.
Built-in Resistance?
Although the teleological end described above seems unequivocal, I want to argue
that, because of LEGO's material affordances and evidence of the medium in practice, lines
of flight survive. LEGO is still, and is perhaps even mostly, a site of resistance. The brick
itself is what Galloway and Thacker (2007) would call the “exploit.” The interlocking
technology seems to reify a worldview of potential connection, of reinvention, to constantly
vex any real control at the level of user-medium interface.
First of all, LEGO is a medium of play, and inventive play engenders invention by
testing predetermined, arbitrary, and non-material constraints. As I contemplated this chapter
and planned another, more involved ethnographic study of LEGO as an extended project, I
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asked several pilot interviewees to remember which LEGO sets they possessed and how they
maintained them. One remembered a friend who was “uptight” (his words) about keeping his
space sets in their own boxes and not mixing pieces. A far more preponderant reply was that
pieces were mixed and matched to make worlds that the corporation hadn't imagined. I also
visited the North Carolina LEGO Users Group (NCLUG) in the Hobbies and Crafts building
at the North Carolina State Fair, where docent and 20 year user group member Will Stroh
informed me that NCLUG required all entries to the Fair exhibit to be original creations
without protocol instructions (personal interview, October 15, 2010). Seventeen international
Flickr photo sharing groups, six of which are in the ten largest LEGO-related groups on
Flickr, stipulate that group submissions be “original” creations, “not just sets” (Flickr.com).
These last two examples imply that a relatively large and dedicated LEGO community of
practice recognizes and rewards conscious resistance. NCLUG’s requirement that
competitors enter only original work into competition is typical of LEGO creative
competition around the world. International First LEGO Leagues (FLLs) encourage real
engineering and problem solving, not the re-creation of pre-designed sets.
Then consider the narrative positioning of LEGO minifigs and product worlds.
Though the narrative-related Hollywood-spinoff sets are more semiotically and
protocologically “fixed,” at least three of the narratives that LEGO has chosen—Harry
Potter, Batman, and Star Wars—may qualify as postmodern myths about resistance. (And the
LEGO movie most certainly is, though it functions to redeem itself for its own market.) Such
an argument is a rather weak defense of the company’s obviously market-based decisions,
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however. In fact, it might just indicate the co-opting of resistance myths by capital-driven
corporations. Again, to find real resistance, one must look to communities of users:
narratively determined Hollywood spinoff sets have become a medium of narrative remix
and folkloric iteration on Youtube. The most famous of these stop-action sequences uses a
minifig Darth Vader to animate an Eddie Izzard stand-up routine called “Death-Star
Canteen,” but the LEGO Youtube film shorts are numerous enough to constitute a whole
genre: the new “Kingdoms” knights re-animate Monty Python's Holy Grail one song at a
time, “Prince of Persia” minifigs lampoon the film itself, and minifigs re-enact famous plays
in World Cup Soccer games, moments in history, and so on (Youtube.com). Such humorous
material is more complicated than simple resistance, of course, as satirical texts both resist
and reify the stories and structures that they mock. A full treatment of how Youtube LEGO
stop-action skits function culturally could be the topic of another dissertation.
Pulling back from the user-medium interface sites of resistance, the LEGO
corporation has recently made two specific choices at the level of advertising and business
practice that better suit the worldview I've located in their original product design; the ads are
nostalgic ones, as I argued at the beginning of this chapter. A recent LEGO ad campaign by a
South African designer, Blattner Brunner, beautiful, designy, and clearly meant for a
consumer of a certain 20th century throwback aesthetic, features super-simple LEGO
constructions made from basic bricks casting shadows of the larger, more complicated
machines they represent. In the same vein, the design collective Studiocanoe of Cornwall,
England, recently created a web-video advertisement called “build anything.” Simple LEGO
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constructions are held by the camera operator's hand, arms-length self-portrait style, to look
as though they “belong” in the landscape: a bristle-tree in a forest, a motorcycle parked on a
street, a table with LEGO flowers on a sidewalk. Both of these representations of the
company identity emphasize a nostalgic return to what was ostensibly the company’s original
ethos: the power of the user to make worlds, not buy stories or follow instructions to produce
predetermined products.
Less nostalgically and perhaps most compellingly, the LEGO Group's general
response to appropriation and redistribution of their digital property has broken from their
prickly precedent with material patents. The first Mindstorm RCX microprocessor, which
animated the LEGO Mindstorm robot line, was disassembled and its design revealed on the
web, leading to open-source versions of software that would run on it (Penenberg, 1999). The
LEGO group did not pursue legal action. Now, LEGO continues to value and pursue
compatibility with Linux operating systems, and even rewards new “homemade” iterations of
software compatible with the LEGO Mindstorm. However, the line here between enabling
resistance and perpetuating control is very fine: as a technology patent consultant quoted in
Forbes says, "LEGO should encourage open-source and even provide them with tools and
applications. Their best customers are, in essence, willing to work for them for free"
(Penenberg, 1999).
Is LEGO truly “open-ended,” or not? For media theorists, the LEGO Group’s
strategic partnerships with open-source software systems and its albeit symbolic gestures
towards what new media scholars might call an open-source ethos beg a comparison between
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the ethereal, computational new media and material media that function in many of the same
ways. LEGO bricks’ protocols—the binary male/female stacking design, the practice of
building complex systems from simple parts—are in many ways analogous to logic-based
machines, and the power of the toy as a medium comes from its recombinatory affordances,
as does the power of the media we more typically call digital. Because LEGO bricks are
open-ended and because built objects are user-produced, the company’s building toy-oriented
arguments, as well as user-communities, would seem to align LEGO with the open-source
movement. And some of the advertising issues with company identity and ethos resonate
with trends that rhetorical code studies scholar Kevin Brock (2013), for example, has
observed in ethos production in the documentation and product presentation of open-source
software companies’ online materials. LEGO's patent history, however, as well as the simple
issue of a brand-designed lack of interoperability (e.g. a LEGO brick cannot connect to a
Lincoln Log), argue for placing LEGO under an umbrella with proprietary media. Media
theorists should continue to compare media in seemingly divergent context, such as like
physical toys and electronic tools, to tease out ways of being and knowing that are coherently
and often invisibly instantiated across platforms and populations.
LEGO Educational Materials: another face of LEGO marketing
LEGO's marketing story does not end only in LEGO versions of movie sets. As a part
of a re-imagining of the LEGO brand that revitalized sales between 2007 and 2012
(Robertson & Breen, 2013), the LEGO Foundation, which had existed as a private entity
since 1986, revised its charter and became a corporate foundation under the umbrella of the
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LEGO Group. At this time, the foundation began to fund research on learning's relationship
with play in accordance with the Foundation's newly revised mandate: “Opening minds to the
transformative power of play. Providing tools and experiences to changemakers to facilitate
their ability to implement play. Creating and sharing new knowledge about play, learning and
development” (LEGO Foundation, 2012). The LEGO Foundation's most high profile funded
project is Mitchel Resnick's Lifelong Kindergarten group, housed in the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology's Media Lab, but the LEGO Foundation funds multiple academic
projects internationally. The LEGO Foundation is involved with a program in Creativity
Studies at the University of Georgia in Athens, an Psychology and Education initiative in the
Psychology Department at Wellesley College, and a partnership between distinguished
teaching scholars and the department of Cultural Anthropology at Kansas State University, to
name a few.
In addition to the academic products of their research, which include curricula,
patents, and publications, researchers funded by the LEGO Foundation author brief white
papers aimed at a general audience to be featured on the LEGO Foundation's website as part
of a “Foundation Research” page. LEGO Foundation research, in turn, feeds another recently
refreshed feature of LEGO's branding: the LEGO Education line. LEGO Education packages
and markets LEGO products as educational tools for schools. Part of this process, of course,
is actively making schools into targetable markets. LEGO Education develops markets by
putting school systems in touch with grant-giving institutions and encouraging them to seek
funding for LEGO programs. For example, six schools (two elementary schools, two middle
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schools, and two high schools) in Wake County, North Carolina were named “LEGO Smart
Schools” in 2012, and funds were provided from the LEGO Foundation and a separate
granting entity, the Education Blueprint Association, for those schools to acquire five
specific educational products, or “systems,” to use in classrooms.
In October of 2013 (during the course of this dissertation project), I communicated
with Kristie Brown, the Southeastern contact for LEGO Education US, about the LEGO
Smart program being adopted in Wake County. She introduced me to all five of the products
being used in the Wake County initiative (Early Simple Machines, Simple Machines,
WEDO, StoryStarter, and Build to Express), and she also provided me with pdf files of
LEGO Education marketing and training materials that would put “LEGO Smart” as a
concept into better context for me. I spend some time here describing and analyzing these
materials as evidence of a corporate ethos that commodifies a digital episteme's entailed
maker ethic. Combined with the discrete, interoperable medium of the LEGO Brick, LEGO
bricks as educational toys help to constitute a compelling and pervasive attitude about what
knowledge is and how knowledge is produced. Specifically, the close relationship—almost to
the point of conflation—of learning and knowledge becomes a key to the maker ethic, in
LEGO's case. LEGO Education also makes very specific claims about how human beings in
science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) fields should approach the world.
LEGO Education's public-facing, ethos-maintaining text is called “Our [LEGO
Education's] Manifesto” and is featured in multiple iterations of LEGO Education marketing
and training materials. The manifesto is a simple, hierarchical, bulleted list that first claims
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that children should be “Systematically creative learners,” “active learners,” and
“collaborative learners.” It then breaks each of these categories down in terms of how such
learning can be supported. The breakdown of the first two catergories is especially pertinent
here, so I include the text of those two bullets in full (see figure 8):

Figure 8. Excerpt from “Our Manifesto” (LEGO Education, 2010, p.5).
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Three aspects of these statements are of note in terms of a digital episteme. First is the focus
on material media as an instantiation of learning and knowledge: “mastering a tool and
giving form to thoughts” and “learning by constructing real things in the world … and
knowledge in their minds.” Second is a close association, as demonstrated in this last phrase,
between learning and knowledge. The act of learning, which is “constructing real things”
seems to equal “constructing knowledge.” Knowledge, in this system, is an object that we
make, physically and mentally. Thirdly and finally, notice the insistence on expression and
“mark-making” of the learner's subject position. A learner should change the world around
her in order to learn and know about it. Learning and knowing is making things happen. We
know we know something new if we can make something new—if we see its effects.
The theme of knowledge as making and knowledge in material manifestation is
maintained throughout both the LEGO Education materials and the LEGO Foundation
research white papers that lend LEGO Education its academic gravitas. The corporation
basically promotes a “maker” orientation towards the world that privileges tools, action, and
direct impact as a way of knowing and being for the present human epoch. One LEGO
Education document, a marketing presentation, can serve as an example of the argument.
First, knowledge-making is valued as an activity over knowledge as a product, according to
LEGO's definition: “individuals benefit more by applying knowledge as a means to expand
their understanding than they do by simply acquiring knowledge” (LEGO Education, 2010,
p.6). Moreover, the activities of world-making and world-manipulating as prime focuses are
framed as a new, cutting-edge way of doing things in the contemporary world: “Twenty-first
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century learning is about providing children with opportunities to experiment with their
surroundings as a form of problem-solving ... It is about improvisation and discovery and
interacting with meaningful tools that expand mental capacities” (2010, p.6). The
contemporary age is about tools, technologies, and producing things with them. In many
instances the present is referred to as the “digital age” or the “digital era;” one section,
entitled “The Digital and Creative Era,” which cites Paul Gee (2004), a celebrated scholar of
Computers and Writing, claims “Young people’s combination and recombination of LEGO
bricks and models, both physically and digitally, nurtures non-linear forms of learning, where
[learners] move between rule acquisition and rule modification” (2010, p.11). Basically,
learners must understand the protocols of the medium in order to learn to exploit its
affordances.
Finally and very importantly, LEGO Education maintains that learners must apply the
learning activity in the world at large and across contexts. LEGO Education brands its thusly
described way of thinking and being “LEGO Smart,” or “motivated to apply their learning in
new contexts” (2010, p.6). LEGO Smart students, claims LEGO Education, “use LEGO
bricks and digital tools to solve problems” (2010, p. 6). This point in LEGO Education's
argument is where it finds and presses upon its pertinence to education for STEM fields.
LEGO Education goes on to propose another LEGO Smart framework that applies directly to
STEM: “Connect,” “Construct,” “Contemplate,” and “Continue” (2010, p. 13). Connection
requires learners to “become solution seekers” (2010, p. 13); construction always involves a
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building activity to enact the solution. Contemplation is a stage of reflection on the process,
and continuation is an extension of the activity to another context.
As a separate entity under the LEGO group umbrella, LEGO Foundation's funded
research serves as academically legitimate backing for the claims that LEGO Education
marketing makes about learning and knowing in the 21st century. Michael Wesch, a cultural
anthropologist and LEGO Foundation Fellow at Kansas State University, cites Seymour
Papert's concept of “constructionism” as a progressive alternative to “instructionism” in
education, giving the material and active focus of LEGO Education's stance an academic,
theoretical backing. In constructionism, “knowledge is constructed by the learner, rather than
transmitted by the teacher [as in ‘instructionism’], and that one of the best ways to inspire
and facilitate knowledge construction is to engage learners in constructing a meaningful
product” (Wesch, 2012, p. 74). Mitchel Resnick, proponent of school and science as a
“lifelong Kindergarten,” cites Friedrich Froebel, the founder of Kindergarten, as an early
constructionist and Froebel's gifts as objects for the new age of knowledge-makers: “Froebel
was making for makers. He made objects that enabled children in his kindergarten to do their
own making and creating” (Resnick, 2012, p. 50). “Knowledge alone is not enough,” argues
Resnick, “[students] must learn how to use their knowledge creatively”(Resnick, 2012, p.
50). The message is constantly repeated: without a material product, a new arrangement or
entity in the world, learning and knowledge-making is absent. “At the core of this creative
process [learning and knowing] is the ability to create. If we want children to develop as
creative thinkers, we need to provide them with more opportunities to create” (Resnick,
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2012, p. 50). The LEGO Group, across multiple corporate platforms, is clearly
commodifying the maker ethic entailed by a digital episteme (according to LEGO, in fact, the
essence of the “digital creative age”) to great effect.
Preview: the critical connection between LEGO and synthetic biology
Readers will likely recognize the “maker ethic” that I've now identified as a
constitutive element of a digital epsiteme and as an explicit aspect of the LEGO Group's
corporate identity as an engineering orientation towards knowledge. In the following chapter,
I take up a radically different group of media that a digital episteme co-produces: the
emerging biomedia of synthetic biology. It is my aim to critique the implications of a digital
episteme's maker ethic in the field of synthetic biology, and to use an object-oriented
approach to question the mediation of the genetic world as manipulable building blocks. The
laboratory I describe in Chapter 4 is doing ongoing research on two projects that contribute
to this aim. The “blocks” of synthetic biology are mediated in more than one way within the
synthetic biology community, which leads to issues in standardization and data sharing
(Mackenzie et al. 2013). I call the different media manifestations “gene sequence media”
because the basic inscription of a nucleotide sequence is the point of translation between
these different remediations.
One remediation of the nucleotide sequence that has been much discussed in the STS
literature is the BioBrick. The BioBrick Foundation uses bricks, sometimes even LEGO
bricks explicitly, as a metaphor for its products, which are gene sequence media: black-boxed
sequences that code for functional proteins in living cells. Though the lab I describe in
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Chapter 4 does not use or produce BioBricks, the sequences it does produce work in the same
way. I take a moment here to describe BioBricks because of its conceptual connection to
LEGO as a way of providing context for the next chapter.
Biobricks Foundation (BBF) is an emergent business entity that is one face of the
Synthetic Biology Network. The network strives to make free and open the designed parts
that make up the ever-growing hardware store of synthetic biology. “The BBF’s mission,”
says the foundation’s website, “is to ensure that the engineering of biology is conducted in an
open and ethical manner to benefit all people and the planet. We believe fundamental
scientific knowledge belongs to all of us and must be freely available for ethical, open
innovation. This is a new paradigm” (Biobricks Foundation). The center of BioBricks’
activities is its Registry of Standard Biological Parts, which catalogues “bricks,” designed
chemicals that perform different biomolecular functions and can be combined to “build” a
living machine (examples of categories of standard parts are promoters, translational units,
plasmid backbones, etc.). Using Biobricks’ standard registry, living machines can be
designed by composing them in code and/or using a graphic interface that represents the
parts’ functions. Once an organism is designed, the corresponding chemical parts can be
ordered; the composed life form can be mixed and made.
Drew Endy, the founder of BioBricks and a charismatic genetic engineer who has
been called the next Steve Jobs (most notably in a Wall Street Journal Article in October
2011) (Hotz, 2011), describes synthetic biology as a technological practice:“[d]espite the
differences in materials and mechanisms, biological devices may often be defined with
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functions that are identical to the functions of electrical, mechanical and other types of
existing engineered devices. Biological equivalents of sensors, logic gates and actuators have
all been demonstrated…” (Endy, 2008, p. 787). At the historical moment in which genetic
engineering was conceived of as a discipline, the name read as a metaphor. Engineering was
a way of thinking about manufactured mechanisms; it concerned itself with production of
technology. Genetics and biology, on the other hand, were “natural” sciences; they concerned
themselves with the description of naturally occurring phenomena. The terms “genetic
engineering” and “biological engineering” worked rhetorically, then, to invite a blurring of
the line between technology and science. In a talk at UCLA (2008) about synthetic biology,
Endy describes a conscious effort to put his own field on the technology side of the divide.
Synthetic biologists, he maintained, “com[e] to biology as technology, not so much as a
science … [we] look at the living world as one of the most impressive technologies that's
ever existed. It's already taken over the planet, it replicates, it's very tiny and it's very big, it
makes all sorts of things” (Endy, 2008). Endy compares the extraction and manipulation of
existing genetic material as “the stone age of genetic engineering.” Soon, he says, we will
stop “building with found objects” and start molding the bricks themselves (Endy, 2008).
An idealized teleological outcome for the field of synthetic biology would be a
standard registry of biological parts from which organisms could be built from scratch—a
universal LEGO set for life forms. What distinguishes synthetic biology from other branches
of genetic engineering is that the “parts” that synthetic biology works with are not existing
DNA sequences within the organism (traditional genetic engineering) or DNA sequences
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imported from another organism (transgenic engineering); synthetic biology uses novel
synthetic nucleotides to write DNA sequences. Currently, only very small pieces of DNA
sequences are being manipulated in this way, and in very simple bacteria. Even so, synthetic
biology is at a technoscientific edge whose import is hard to exaggerate: this field explicitly
strives to design new life forms at the level of genetic code. The aim to reduce DNA code to
function-specific “blocks” that can then be arranged and rearranged is evidence of a digital
episteme at work in the biological sciences. The implications of such a way of knowing and
doing in the context of genetics is powerful, problematic, and fascinating at more than one
level in terms of media's relationship(s) to ways of knowing and being.
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Chapter 4: Synthetic Biology and a Digital Episteme
This chapter considers situated practices in the field of synthetic biology as material
enactments of a digital episteme, a practice of mediation which produces discrete, nonsemantic units and uses those units for making. Synthetic biologists work with open datasets
of protein and nucleotide sequences and inductive sequencing software to design proteins
and, ultimately, organisms. The current practice in synthetic biology is to characterize and
compare the existing genomes of living organisms in order to find common patterns in
deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) sequences, which in turn code for amino acids that build
proteins via a process called transcription. Those proteins then fill common functions in
living cells. The purpose of such comparison is to standardize certain sets of nucleotide
sequences into interchangeable parts that can be manufactured and re-designed (to code for
improved or specialized function) and inserted into biological machines.
That term, “biological machine” is generally accepted in the synthetic biology
community as the name for the field's products. Synthetic biology is a technoscience
(Haraway, 1997; Latour, 1987), and many (though not all) synthetic biologists consider
themselves engineers before they consider themselves scientists. (This is true in the larger
field of genetic engineering, as well.) Synthetic biology operates by and within a digital
episteme; it mediates its materials as discrete, non-semantic and manipulable units (the
nucleotide sequences popularly called “genes”) and manifests a maker ethic (evident in the
technoscientific orientation I have just described.) Even so, synthetic biology's enactment of
a digital episteme is a much more complicated one than my previous example of the LEGO
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brick. The materials in question are not explicitly only media, made for producing virtual
worlds in play, as LEGO bricks are. Rather, their protocols are being derived from existing,
“natural,” non-human systems in order to be configured as and in human systems as media.
Part of the goal of genetic science is to understand the genetic world, which pre-exists
genetic science; a related but sometimes contradictory aspect of the knowledge-making
action of genetic science, however, is to overlay an existing way of knowing (an epsiteme,
or, as Kuhnian social constructivism would say, a paradigm) over that genetic world (Kuhn,
1962).
The blurred line between science and technology is of interest to rhetoricians of
science and STS scholars alike because it entails similarly blurred lines between knowledge
and power and between knowing, being, and doing. Those distinctions become crucial for me
when I critically consider synthetic biology's technoscientific orientation to genetic materials.
A maker ethic fits comfortably into an engineer's ways of being and knowing. But in terms of
science and knowledge, insofar as science and knowledge can be considered separately from
engineering and technology, the maker ethic is potentially more problematic. If we accept, as
I have argued at the end of both Chapters 2 and 3, that the biomedia of synthetic biology
operate by the maker ethic entailed by epistemic digitality, that ethic is thus inscribed into a
genetic medium, as well. That is, as a technoscience, synthetic biology is defined by the
explicit purpose of doing and making (i.e., technology, ontology), not just observing and
describing (i.e., science, epistemology). The border between technology and science has
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always been negotiated and negotiable, but synthetic biology is one of many contexts in
which the stakes of that negotiation are high.
Evelyn Fox Keller (2000) has challenged “the gene” as a powerful but limiting term.
Keller (2000) argues, from a social constructivist position, that the gene as a basic unit of
heredity is a terministic screen through which we have come to see a set of natural
phenomena, to the detriment of our more complete understanding. Specifically, the
environmental and epigenetic factors of in vivo contexts render the idea of a unit of heredity
as “the code” or “the basic building block” of life that expresses itself directly in certain
physical features very simply untrue. Keller (2000) focuses on the concept's continued
salience in public discourse and the damage it has done to public understanding of genetic
science. My reading of a digital episteme in synthetic biology supports and extends Keller's
thesis in two ways. Firstly, it offers the opportunity for a critique of material media as
epistemic frame to accompany Keller's critique of language as terministic screen. Secondly,
my critique implies that the concept/medium of the “building block” as a way of thinking
about genetic material is still salient in communities of expertise as well as publics. I do not
go so far as to say that the concept is detrimental, but it is certainly preponderant, and it
limits as well as it affords.
Other scholarship in STS takes up genetic engineering as an area of particular interest
because of its obvious social, political, and economic entanglements. Recently, synthetic
biology has been considered in terms of issues of technology and mediation (Mackenzie,
Waterton, Ellis, Frow, McNally, Busch, &Wynne, 2013; Thacker, 2004), a larger political
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history of biotechnology (Rabinow, 1997), and public policy (Kuzma, 2010; Rabinow,
1997). All of these perspectives address, in one way or another, the attractive and powerful
potential affordances of modular, interoperable biological parts. Likewise, all of them note
complications, pitfalls, and problematic implications of the same when they come into
contact with the world beyond the lab (and indeed beyond the computer interface, as there
are many issues with simply transplanting designed and prepared sequences in vitro).
Modularity is dependent upon standardized protocols; therefore, much
communication among synthetic biologists is about standardizing biological parts and
processes. As I argued in Chapter 2 of this dissertation, the impetus to standardization is an
impetus to remove the potential for semantic shifts in material or symbolic systems and a
manifestation of a digital episteme. In an article that examines BioBricks and National Center
for Biotechnical Information (NCBI) softwares, both of which I consider here, Mackenzie et
al. (2013) identify three “cross-validating standardization” concerns in the field of synthetic
biology: classification, construction, and identification. That is, synthetic biologists strive to
make sequences into distinct objects that they can sort, name, and build with. Thacker (2004)
similarly sees a mentality from computer engineering (what I would call a digital episteme)
manifest in the practices of genetic engineers in their search for biological standard protocols.
“What computer science brings to the concepts of molecular biology,” he writes, “is the same
thing that genetic engineering techniques have brought to it: namely, a view of 'the
biological' as more than static substance, but relations and functionalities that can be isolated,
extracted, relocated, and designed in a range of experimental contexts” (Thacker, 2004, p.
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53). The promise of distinct, modular, standardized parts, of course, is the promise for a
powerful system for making and manipulating life forms.
It is my aim, in this chapter, to employ a simple consideration of media in use, with a
critical perspective informed by technical communication scholarship as I have described it
in Chapter 1, to see how such issues play out in one small instance of situated, normal
science (normal science that serves technoscience, that is). To that end, this chapter includes
field work to engage perspectives in media theory. Specifically, I describe what I learned
from interviewing two researchers who run a synthetic biology laboratory at North Carolina
State University(NCSU). My interviews have helped me to identify three media platforms,
(1) the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) database, (2) Geneious
annotation software, and (3) Basic Local Alignment Tool (BLAST) search software) to
consider in terms of a digital episteme. These descriptions are not preambled by a media
history, as in my treatment of LEGO; rather they are focused on the affordances and
constraints of the media as they are currently used and as they are constructing a future.
My Approach
I conducted a total of 6 hours of interviews with Dr. José Bruno, director of a
Microbiology lab at NCSU, and Jesse Noar (who requested that I refer to him as “Jesse” in
my transcripts and write-up), a postdoctoral fellow in the lab. I sought and obtained
Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval for research involving human subjects, and both
subjects, when given the option of anonymity, requested that their names be associated with
the images, sounds, and transcripts that resulted from our interviews. Because I am a scholar
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and teacher of technical communication, I framed my initial considerations of the media in
the lab by thinking of the interviews as simple user and task analyses typical of usability
studies. (I describe how this approach contributes to object-oriented approaches to
scholarship in technical communication in Chapter 5 of this dissertation).
I want to focus on the objects in the system more than the people, at this stage.
Though user analysis could be said to imagine the user as a subjectivity, my own objectoriented perspective requires that I consider the user as an action. For instance, when I map
the network in the lab (see Figure 5), I do not include Jesse, the researcher, as an object; he is
present only in the arrows that represent actions. User and task, then, are actions that may or
may not produce objects as effects. When a postdoc enters a sequence of bases to code for a
protein into NCBI’s database of sequences and functions, it may (or may not) alter the results
of a BLAST query and produce a different code for a genetic function—a different genetic
object—for the next user. This object-producing outcome is dependent on many enchained
actions within the system: the preponderance of similar sequences associated with the given
function, the start-and-end points of the sequence, and the start-and-end points of the query
sequence, for example. Moreover, the system is a digital one. It depends on a database of
discrete, standardized units and a query in standardized syntax to manipulate that database.
These are the kinds of examples of distributed knowledge work (Spinuzzi, 2012; Winsor,
2001) that I want to observe being mediated.
As I watch how Jesse interacts with the media in the lab, I am especially concerned
with how inscriptions of complex nucleotide sequences become broken down into fixed,
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manipulable, epistemically digital “bricks” (sequences, popularly: “genes”) and mediate the
production of knowledge and objects. Such inscriptions are a particularly tricky problem for
epistemology because the objects of knowledge can be seen as both “real” and
representational. That is, these inscriptions are mediations of “the real,” seen to contain the
material, chemical “facts” of a given sequence of otherwise invisible molecules. They are
also interesting because a multiplicity of material constraints may alter those “facts” and
change how a protein derived from the designed sequence folds and behaves in the context of
a living system. The majority of a synthetic biologist's research occurs inside the realm of a
digital apparatus, but nucleotides, and the proteins they code for, exist and act in much more
complex systems. The action of this kind of knowledge work is dependent on an
enchainment of both natural and made objects: the models are objects, the proteins are
objects, the databases are objects. Even more interestingly, some of the epistemic action
happens inside non-human objects, that is at the interface between material and sensor, or
software and database—these are Kittler's fully operational (and digital) technical media,
from which the human user is excluded. (I am seeing the human user as distinct from the
programmer in this description.)
My object-oriented perspective sees laboratory methods, both in silico and in vivo, as
an exploratory usability study might. The interviewee (while being recorded on video and by
screen-capture software) uses the tools of his/her trade while describing the process in detail
to the interviewer; and the interviewer guides the interview process in order to understand
how the interviewee interfaces with his/her tools. Rather than working to design an interface,
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as a usability study might, I want to describe emergent knowledge-making interfaces by
looking at how they are used in normal science to produce a reality within that scientific
community. As I do so, I keep the critical questions that an OOO poses at the front of my
mind: What action is happening at the interface (and/or outside of it) to maintain the
network-objects that are public databases and the software that makes sense of those
databases? Where is the action taking place? What is/are the central object/s of knowledge
that are constituted by the relational effects of that action?
I approached preliminary interviews with the aim of a simple user and task analysis
drawing on a usability studies perspective, and I added the conceptual frame that the user was
in fact an action. That is, in the system of the lab, the postdoc finding, entering, and
manipulating data constituted of an action that co-produced (along with other remote users
and the media interfaces) an object of knowledge as relational effect. The next step was to
look at and ask about those actions in situ as a task analysis, with attention paid to what
media enable them, and how those media are used.
During an interview, Jesse gave me a tour of the lab and a virtual tour of the public
data sets with which he works, including a mini-training lesson in the software he employs,
all with his own lab computer. I recorded these interviews in multiple ways so that I could
return to them for analysis. During interviews at computer interfaces, a digital video camera
was recording the interviewer and interviewee as they interacted with the lab environment.
Cam Studio Recorder screen-capture technology recorded the interviewee’s onscreen
interaction with visualization media and public gene-sequencing databases. The video of the
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human faces is not treated here. The screen capture footage, however, became an important
means of distinguishing and characterizing the researcher's interaction with mediated objects
of knowledge—“what the user did.” The images of computer interfaces included as figures
here are stills from that footage. Audio recordings from the interviews were transcribed into
text. These data provided content for user and task analyses. Specifically, I used the narrative
that emerged from Jesse's interview to populate a map of the actions he describes therein
around what I found to be centralized objects of knowledge. Dr. Bruno was a guest on a radio
interview show that I produce; during the two-hour interview, we discussed the ongoing
research in his lab and synthetic biology as a field in general. I transcribed the sound file of
that interaction as a source of background information, as well. Preliminary and follow-up
interviews occurred at the two main coffee shops near campus, and my hand-written notes
from these conversations amended the transcripts of recorded interviews.
The first goal of my time spent in the lab was to establish, with as naïve a perspective
as possible, what the actions and action-maintained objects of the community are. To that
end, my research questions for the lab visits were:
1. What users and tasks (characterized as action) constitute the larger actions of the lab?
2. How do those actions fit in to the action of a larger community of synthetic
biologists?
3. Do the actions described above coalesce around stable network-objects (Law, 2001),
or distributed objects of knowledge? If so, how might those objects be characterized?
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4. How do these objects and actions fit (or not fit) into the theoretical frame of a digital
episteme?
As I continued my observations in this particular lab, a meta-methodological question also
stayed in my mind, and I probed it theoretically as I saw actions coalesce into objects:
1. How can I ask questions of the objects themselves? What does the object see that the
subject (the human interviewee) doesn’t see?
This last question remains unanswered, and can become a focus for future work. I return to it
in the conclusion of the dissertation.
Analysis
Here I describe the objects and media I discovered during my interviews, and I move
to name several distributed objects of knowledge—a term that I adapt from “distributed
work” (Spinuzzi, 2012) and “distributed cognition” (Winsor, 2001) in technical
communication scholarship—that are effects, in part, of the task and user actions that the
interviews have enabled me to characterize. My treatment aligns these objects and actions
with the framework of a digital episteme as described in Chapter 2.
The Work of the Bruno Lab. Jesse Noar is a postdoctoral scholar of microbiology at
NCSU. He describes himself explicitly as a biologist, not a programmer. He volunteers that,
although he knows much about how and why the software that he uses was developed, he is
entirely dependent upon it at the level of interface. He explains that this is partly because he
cannot manipulate the software at the level of code, but also because the programs that his
community uses to produce results from raw, in vitro experiment and then to share data and
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derive conclusions must remain uniform for the sake of consistency (the issue of
standardization, in keeping with Mackenzie et al., 2013). Jesse's self-identification as “not a
programmer,” a user who must obey the data sharing protocols of the community, places him
in the object position I identify in my first ethical implication of a digital episteme: the
attempted erasure of the subject. Jesse has to be a disciplined object inside a digital apparatus
to avoid the semantic noise of subjectivity (Maddalena & Packer 2014). When Jesse enters
data, he is a moving part in the epistemically digital system in which he operates.
Jesse estimates that he spends roughly one-third of an average day working with raw
materials—chemical sequences and bacteria which are in vivo tests of those sequences—
mediated mainly by machinery: the PCR apparatus and the perturber, a machine which
maintains bacteria in an ideal growing environment until they are sampled for genomic
sequencing. Though the culture is a gooey, living medium, it is also very produced and
constrained. It is, in Daston's (2000) terms, a made object. Its making is informed by and
informs a digital episteme: the organism contains a designed nucleotide sequence that is
viewed as a discrete “piece” of its DNA that codes for one specific function. The success or
failure of the culture may affect the research enough to cause the researcher to re-visit the
design of the sequence. It is unlikely, however, that the failure of this one culture would
make the researcher question assumptions about what the sequence is in relation to the
whole. The genetic paradigm (Keller, 2002; Kuhn, 1962) (and a digital episteme, at an even
larger level) would remain intact.
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The main task of Jose Bruno’s lab is to identify protein sequences that will later be
useful in designing robust bacteria that produce a specific set of enzymes. Identifying such
sequences—sequences that can be seen as modular, manipulable “parts” in a larger sequence
of protein structure and code—is a multilayered and cumulative process, made up of several
smaller tasks. I followed Jesse through each step in his daily routine in order to break the
larger task into a set of smaller, component actions. In silico work in the lab includes
identifying existing sequences in the genome of the bacterium that may produce the enzymes
they need. In vitro experiments test certain strains of bacteria for robustness in certain
conditions; the lab is basically testing the efficacy of the bacteria that they have engineered.
Experiments proceed in stages. While an experiment is running, Jesse comes in and measures
the density of his ongoing cultures and dries out a sample to measure the mass of solid
matter. If a Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) process (a process that rapidly copies a
selected sequence, a “brick” medium, for experimentation) has recently finished, he also
measures the number of identical DNA molecules in the result; he does this by a process
called gel electrophoresis of nucleic acids (I describe both of these processes in a bit more
detail later).
Though Jesse collects data manually almost daily, computers are also collecting data
and monitoring culture environments hourly. Probes inside the perturber, which is the
culture’s home for the duration of the experiment (pictured in Figure 11), monitor
concentrations of gases and turbidity. The lab keeps data in Excel spreadsheets; Jesse enters
data manually, and the computers attached to the perturber enter data, as well. Two weeks'
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worth of data collection produces roughly 61 megabytes of simple spreadsheet. Jesse does
most of his computational work in a small, slow Netbook computer. He tells me that one of
his main tasks when he joined the lab was to consolidate data from 3 different computers and
several programs into one main database system.
The rest of Jesse’s day is spent working with computer tools via software on screen
and keyboard interfaces. His main digital environments are a modeling and genome
annotation software package called Geneious, using National Center for Biotechnology
(NCBI)’s Basic Local Alignment Sequence Tool (BLAST). BLAST is a tool for comparing
base sequences, nucleotides, and/or translated nucleotides to a public, constantly maintained
database of genomes. Basically, a researcher can enter any base sequence into BLAST and
come up with a list of close matches to that sequence. “BLAST” is actually used as a verb in
the genetic engineering community, much like “google” is now a verb in much of the webconnected world. By “BLASTing” a sequence, a researcher can find out what kinds of
organisms the sequence may have come from and, in turn, what kind of lineage that organism
may have come from (overlaps in sequences are usually linked to a common ancestor, and/or
what kind of protein coding function the sequence might serve in the cell).
The segments, or sequences, that Jesse BLASTs as he finds patterns in function and
location, become potential functional segments of the genome of a small, relatively simple
species of bacteria that he is sequencing. The next task is for Jesse to annotate that sequence
in the larger genome he is working on, using Geneious. Jesse “writes” his genome and
submits it to the general database. His own annotations include and update annotations of the
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same sequences made previously. As sequences are re-BLASTed and genomes are more
thoroughly annotated, the database and the genome map are updated. Geneious allows
researchers to map new sequences from new strains to a reference genome in order to find
protein coding functions in base sequences. The more annotations that become attached to a
given sequence, the more stable that sequence becomes, until ultimately the sequence is
equated with its function, becoming a fixed “brick,” a standardized part. When Jesse and Dr.
Bruno are able to choose a sequence and test it as a part, that action ultimately places them in
the subject position I identify in my second ethical implication of a digital episteme: the
privileged subject (as produced by a maker ethic).
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Objects.

Figure 9. An object map of the Bruno Laboratory.

The first step of analysis, my own inscription/object of knowledge, is a conceptual
map. Mapping systems is a common ANT approach to design and usability (Potts, 2014;
Potts & Jones, 2011). A map is a valuable way to look at multiple actors/actants in one space
(whereas the linear nature of prose disperses them and frustrates thinking about a network
conceptually). Mapping, as it has been used in technical communication’s adaptations of
ANT, is already an object-oriented process; the “nodes” in an ANT map are typically nouns,
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or objects. The map helped me characterize which kinds of objects of knowledge were being
produced, maintained, and manipulated by Jesse (the user who embodied the main action in
the system I was observing). Several objects on the object map (the bacterial culture, the
PCR machine, the perturber, and the data-collecting computers and sensors) I would
characterize as “obdurate” objects (Bazerman,1998; Daston, 2000), or objects which are
stopping points for my analytical tools. Though my lens cannot “see” to describe and unpack
these black boxes, important knowledge work goes on inside of them. Object-oriented
ontologies define objects in terms of their self-contained separation from other objects rather
than (as in ANT) their networked connections, so the object-oriented approach would call
these objects the most stable, obdurate points in the system. I describe these “obdurate”
objects first, and then move on to the three media platforms which produce and maintain the
sequences, the “bricks” I am most interested in.
Bacterial Culture. The bacterial culture itself remains an obdurate object throughout
all lab processes. Actions serve to manipulate and maintain it, but contact and experience of
the culture is entirely dependent upon technical media, the sensors and attached computers
described below. Even as the culture is a mediated and media-maintained phenomenon, it is
also a medium, itself. It is not a “naturally” occurring life form (Mackenzie et al., 2013), but
rather a very controlled living object produced for a specific purpose, hence the name
“culture.” The machine that maintains and contains the culture is the perturber.
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The Perturber.

Figure 10. The Perturber.

The perturber, the R2D2-esque robotic beaker that contains the Bruno lab's in vitro
culture, maintains aeration, nutrition, temperature, and turbidity for the bacterial culture
under study. The perturber gets its name from the fact that it constantly moves the culture (in
three dimensions) to avoid sedimentation and pockets of concentration. The perturber is a
quintessential example of a Latourian “black box.” It is also at the center of multiple kinds of
material and epistemic action in the lab. Attached to it, a mechanical controller, which is
itself programmed, uses probes and stirring mechanisms to ensure proper aeration,
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temperature, turbidity, and nutrient levels for the organism inside as dictated by the
parameters of a given experiment. Conversely and simultaneously, sensors are exporting data
via electronic signal to three different data collection programs, all of which track the same
factors over time. Jesse also checks data (temperature, mainly) in the perturber manually for
certain experiments.
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Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) Machine.

Figure 11. The PCR machine.

Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) has been described by STS scholar Paul Rabinow
(1997, 2007) as both a process and a technology. Since the PCR process was patented in
1983, PCR devices have become ubiquitous in genetic engineering labs all over the world.
PCR allows researchers to reproduce large amounts of a given sequence in order to prime
and experiment with the sequence in high concentration. At this point, manipulating a
sequence and inserting it into a full strand of DNA to express in a cell is never a matter of
working with individual molecules. It is rather a matter of working with thousands of
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molecules, hoping that a certain percentage of them are productive and can continue to be
cultured. The logic of probabilistic statistics, which I describe as a parallel development in
the history of science along with the development of non-semantic, logic-based languages, is
what gives PCR its power. The nature of that power is epistemically digital: because a few
sets of a sequence can be quickly be made into millions, the sequence (and subsequent results
of the testing of the sequence) can be amplified and made statistically significant—converted
into a number.
Computers and sensors. Two computers (and sensors attached to them within the
perturber) equipped with three different custom-written programs (without graphic user
interface) are a means to monitor experiment parameters and to take data on the culture's
environment regularly. The following is Jesse's narrative describing the data that comes from
these systems:
It's mostly spreadsheets. Simple spreadsheets. I can show you...
This file is all my data from a couple of weeks of running; it's 61 megabytes of
spreadsheet. [We wait for his small Netbook to open the file, which takes a while.] So
it's just a bunch of columns, the time, the exhaust gases coming off... It took me some
time to figure out how to get it all together in one. Because it was two different
computers, and three different programs... it is recording into different files. Like
these ones—they're all in one program, so they're all in one file, automatically. These
ones are from a different computer, and a different file, different program; so I sort
those files into here at a different time... Yeah I'm not a programmer, so. And here's
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another program, that this data is from, here. Time is the important thing—these all
have to be tracked over the same period of time.
So, on the laptop, where I'm measuring density, it's this software that was developed
by Dr. Bruno and his friend, so it's all in Spanish. But that's okay. And the computer's
in Spanish, too. And the other computer has the temperature, and all the other data.
It's in English. You can go in and make comments, make changes...export stuff. It's
not that complicated.
The computers and their environment-maintaining and environment-monitoring software are
particularly tricky and opaque objects in terms of knowledge-making action. The data they
produce are inscriptions, and become integral aspects of the transparent texts that come to
circulate as publications (immutable mobiles, per Latour or Law). But the point of contact
and even the moment of inscription are automated. It should be noted, though, that all of the
inscriptions coming from the sensors are fed into a database. That is, they are immediately
sorted into discrete data to be manipulated by software queries. The database is the
underlying primary structure of a digital episteme. Moreover, when Jesse works to
standardize and render consistent the data from different programs into one database, he is
functioning as an object in the digital apparatus.
Media Platforms
The goal of my interviews was to identify the computer-based media interfaces that
the Bruno lab depends upon to produce and maintain objects of knowledge. I ignore the web
software that accesses these platforms (browsers and the like) to focus on the three media
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interfaces upon which the lab most depends, depicted in pink and purple in the map above
(see figure 9). These interfaces are: the National Center for Biotechnology Information
(NCBI) database portal, the associated Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST)
software, and Geneious sequence alignment software. (One group of media that I do not
address here is the data collecting software, 3 “handwritten” programs, which I call “program
1,” “program 2” and “program 3,” that the researchers designed themselves in order to
monitor, control, and collect data on the physical state of bacterial culture.)
A Database: NCBI's Gene Expression Omnibus datasets.

Figure 12: The entry point to NCBI’s collection of databases.
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The National Center for Biotechnology Information aggregates and makes available
multiple genomic datasets that can be queried by multiple software packages. Because these
datasets operate within a digital episteme, data entry and data formatting protocol must be
standardized. That is, their contents must avoid the noise of interpretation and meaning
change as much as possible—meaning and interpretation happen at the level of control and
data manipulation, and are enacted by software algorithms. To put this exigence in terms of
the LEGO metaphor: NCBI can't have tinker-toys and LEGO mixed in one box. Evidence of
the emphasis on non-semantic objects in NCBI's set of databases is clear in its pages and
pages of data formatting protocols (there is a different set of protocols for each resource,
including research-level resources like databases of journal articles) and data submission and
documentation protocols for every data set.
Take, for example, the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO, which houses datasets on
gene sequence expression and allows users to compare samples to existing data, find
sequences according to function, and create “heatmaps” for sequence expressions/functions).
GEO's page on documentation includes a general data submission guide that specifies data
types in terms of array submissions, RT-PCR (Reverse Transcription PCR, which is a
process that uses PCR to translate RNA to DNA and predict gene expression) submissions,
high-throughput sequence submissions, and traditional submissions. The site has a page
devoted to each one of these data types, with required templates and worksheets by which
researchers must submit in order to render their data in a standardized and therefore usable,
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manipulable format. Submissions of PCR-related data in GEO, for instance, must include the
following documentation in order to be included in the dataset:
1. A Metadata worksheet containing descriptive information and protocols for the
overall experiment and individual Samples. If submitting a new RT-PCR virtual
Platform (i.e., panel of assays), also provide relevant Platform metadata (see template
below).
2. A Matrix-non-normalized worksheet containing non-normalized data (e.g., raw Ct
values).
3. A Matrix-normalized worksheet containing the final processed/normalized signal
data used to draw the conclusions from your study (e.g., target gene signal normalized
to housekeeping genes). If submitting a new RT-PCR assay panel, also include
Platform annotation columns.
4. A Fold-Change worksheet containing fold-change data (e.g., test/control).
(NCBI, “GEO: Recommendations for real time PCR submissions, 2014)

Documentation and data formatting standards are devoted to the elimination of semantic
noise in an the epistemically digital system of the public database. Noise reduction ensures
that the data can be taken apart and put back together—manipulated—in as many ways as it
needs to be.
I should note here (and Dr. Bruno recommended that I note) that the GEO archive in
NCBI's suite of databases and the larger group of databases itself are not by definition an
archive for synthetic biology, specifically. Researchers use this database for many kinds of
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questions about sequence expression. The maker ethic as it is manifest at the level of
composing with living media is therefore not automatically implied by this platform. The
mapping-on of a digital episteme to living genetic material, however, is the very basis and
exigence for the databases' existence, that is, the assumption that genetic material, like digital
systems, is made up of small pieces that can be identified, sorted, and reconfigured
productively. The nature of the reconfiguration, by human means or by evolutionary means,
depends on the field of research that is employing a given database.
A Query Software: BLAST.

Figure 13. A BLAST matching query visualization. The “green zone” represents good
matches.
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The Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST) is one of the most commonly used
query softwares in genomic science. It can compare RNA, DNA, and amino-acid sequences
across data sets and across organisms. Such comparisons, the matching of coding or coded
sequences, are helpful if a researcher wants to see whether organisms share a common
ancestor (evolutionary microbiology) or whether certain DNA/RNA “motifs” code for the
same protein and, potentially, the same function (functional microbiology/genetic
engineering). The “green zone” in this visualization is the prime space in which a sequence
might be selected to be made into a “brick,” or standardized to code for a specific protein that
would fill a specific function. This visualization, then, is key to producing the privileged
subject position entailed by the maker ethic of a digital episteme.
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An Annotation Software: Geneious.

Figure 14. Geneious sequencing and annotation. This visualization of a genome, with
embedded sequences, includes links to annotations of the sequences, as well.

Geneious allows researchers to annotate DNA sequences as functional blocks. The
annotation process involves a form of peer review, and such annotations could be considered
a new technical genre (Casper, 2009) or an emerging para-scientific genre (Kelly & Miller,
2013). Annotations become important because of the constraints of a digital episteme. The
sequence matching software between certain databases excludes data that pertain to
environmental factors that affect a protein's function in a certain in vivo or in vitro context.
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Reading annotations, then, affects researchers' decisions about where to “cut” a sequence on
either side and what kinds of priming materials to use to prepare the sequence for insertion
into an organism.
Distributed Objects of Knowledge
Transparent objects like texts are most accessible to the tools of technical communication,
but because they are heavily networked objects, they are less stable and/or obdurate in terms
of an object-oriented ontology.
Annotations. Annotations of the NCBI software are a networked means of
communication between researchers in different locations pre-publications. In synthetic
biology, annotations are key to a given researcher's decision to mark the beginning and end
of a “block” that will fill a certain function as he or she designs a part for an organism.
DNA sequences. The DNA sequences, arguably the most important objects of
knowledge for this particular community of expertise, are also the most networked and
contested, therefore the least obdurate and the most changeable. Jesse describes a parascientific peer-review-like process for negotiating the networked object that is a DNA
sequence:
In the process of getting my genome submitted to this database, they questioned a lot
of the things that I had marked as a gene. ... You have a sequence, and then you have
what you call annotations—like this section of the gene codes for this protein. … So I
copied all of the annotations for this part of the genome, and then this is the whole
thing in a line. So if I zoom in, this is the genes, all of these sections, and so all of
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these annotations, these things that mark genes, I copied from what others had done
before me. I mean the sequences were like 99.9% identical. And some of those
annotations had problems—the ones that were already in the database. In a jesting
tone: It's not my fault! But still, I had to fix them. That's part of the way the system
works—the genome annotations get fixed bit by bit. It was a while ago since they had
submitted [that annotation], and things had changed since then.
So depending on if there's a change in the sequence from the string I copied it from,
they might change the coding sequence, make the genes shorter, longer, so what I
would do is copy the protein and the DNA string, and BLAST them both, and see
which one matched the other strings that were already in there. And then by that I
could make a pretty good guess about which annotations were good. (Noar, interview,
April 18, 2013)
DNA sequences result in their own validated, formalized genres, as well, in the form of
“genome announcements” Dr. Bruno and Jesse published one very soon after this series of
interviews.
Actions: object-to-object processes
The presence of obdurate objects that are partly made up of and networked by technical
media like sensors and probes entails the fact that there are also knowledge-making processes
that occur across objects. My own perspective has few tools for characterizing them, and they
should be productive points of departure for the development of a more robust objectoriented approach.
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Electrophoresis. Gel electrophoresis is at once an inscription and a point of contact
between the chemical material medium and the sequence (another inscription). The
electrophoresis process is the only point of contact that establishes what a sequence is,
materially/chemically. After that is established, the sequence becomes an inscription—a text.
The sequence, from this point on, is a transparent and networked object. It is malleable and
maintained—less of an object, from an object-oriented point of view.
Interestingly, electrophoresis is informed by a digital episteme. The process is used to
sort pieces of nucleic acid into groups according to size. The researcher moves RNA or DNA
bits from a PCR run into groups through a gel (this is done by applying an electric field to the
gel, which moves different sequences different distances). Then the researcher can check to
see if the concentration of a given sequence is high enough (to see whether the PCR run is
successful). The sequence needs to be pure and highly concentrated—discrete from other
genetic material—in order to be successfully manipulated.
Sensors’ electronic signaling, conversion to numerical data. Like electrophronesis,
the point of contact between sensors and the bacterial culture is one rare moment at which the
“real” (albeit in vitro) substance is a part of the lab’s knowledge-making system. The action
of that sensor, and the subsequent translation into electronic signal and numerical data, is
entirely opaque to Jesse as a user (not a programmer). Like the inscription of the results of
electrophronesis into a DNA sequence, however, the numerical data (a transparent text)
enters the system and becomes part of the active, maintained network-object of knowledge.
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BLAST matching. The BLAST matching that occurs in the NCBI database is
distributed knowledge work and BLAST matches (which later become designed sequences)
should be characterized as less stable and obdurate than the materials of the bacterial cultures
and DNA strands themselves. Even so, the matching process is entirely automated and is
therefore opaque in terms of my own framework. An “opening” or rendering transparent of
the matching process would require reading and analyzing code (i.e. rhetorical code studies:
Brock, 2013; Rieder 2012), and could be a productive site of further research.
Sequences: From Distributed Work to Distributed Objects
An object-oriented approach lets us see objects of knowledge as much more tenuous
kinds of objects than the substantive objects that they remediate. Actor-network informed
technical communication scholarship knows, too, that the pragmatic, situated view of the
technoscience that produces these networked objects of knowledge (i.e., inscriptions like the
DNA sequence) tends to privilege and invest heavily in them.
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The Distributed Object: gene sequence media.

Figure 15. Overlapping sequences in a BLAST visualization: a distributed object of
knowledge.

The section of overlap BLAST database and visualization software, that is, the
sequence that Jesse might annotate as a “gene” (The cross–section of stacked lines that fall
under the green zone in Figure 11), is an example of a dynamically maintained objectnetwork that serves as a central object of knowledge in a knowledge-making community.
Sequences in the “green zone” are close matches to each other, and those sequences, the
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actual ordering of nucleic acids, might be chosen to code for certain functions in a synthetic,
or human designed, genome. The green zone, then, becomes the medium with which new life
forms are composed. The new medium is a technology, while the act of composing is
engineering. The new medium is also seen as a discrete, non-semantic standardized function
for the purposes of further genetic engineering.
Synthetic biology operates on the assumption that a protein sequence paired with the
precise structure of its folding determines its function inside a cell. The matching game that
the softwares Geneious and BLAST use enables the community to produce an epistemically
digital object-of-knowledge, but it is always only a made object. The teleology of the made
object moves away from existing ecologies, the realms of the “natural” on their own terms. It
risks ceasing to ask questions about how such ecologies maintain themselves, and it risks
ignoring questions about how our made objects will change them. The other kind of object
that becomes distinguished, here, is the stable and self-contained object that exists before
mediation. That object has not been made discrete from the whole of the genetic
environment, the context of the organism, or the context of a larger ecology. The original in
vitro bacterial culture, in this context, is a black box in that it is not a readable text, but it has
ostensible effects on the texts that become objects of knowledge and go on to have real,
ecological effects in the world.
The next chapter, after reviewing the arguments that came before this consideration
of synthetic biology in a digital episteme, returns to and extends the implications of gene
sequence media, epistemically digital mediations of DNA to which I have gestured here.
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Specifically, the chapter suggests several productive questions that scholars in STS and
genetic engineering, preferably together, should ask about a digital episteme’s contribution to
the co-constitution of the “made” and “found” genetic world. These questions contribute to
ongoing critiques of a technoscientific orientation in terms of the ostensible goals of science
and technology in terms of both knowledge-making and policy-making (Kuzma, 2009;
Mackenzie et al., 2013; Rabinow, 2012, 2013). I ultimately can offer no solution to the
problems that some of these questions derive from (though all of these questions should not
necessarily be framed negatively, and should instead be considered productive tensions). All
of the issues I outline do, however, support one definitive stance that I argue at this
dissertation’s conclusion: perspectives in the humanities, especially STS perspectives
informed by media theory and technical communication, should strive to work
collaboratively with perspectives in the sciences to make philosophical conversation and
reflection a more naturalized aspect of day-to-day practices in the technosciences. The
converse of that stance is also true and perhaps even more important: working scientists in
high-stake technoscientific fields like synthetic biology should seek conversation and
collaboration with perspectives in the humanities.
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Chapter 5: Conclusion

Figure 16. XKCD Comic. (XKCD, Randall Munroe, “Lego/659,” xkcd.com)

I began this dissertation by claiming that media function to co-produce our world. I
then described two primarily epistemological assumptions that manifest in many of our
(re)mediations and entail a third ethical assumption: the world can be broken down into (1)
discrete and (2) functional, non-semantic pieces, and (3) these pieces are to be manipulated. I
called this set of assumptions, which together become an orientation towards knowledge and
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knowledge production, a digital episteme. I described a digital episteme as pre-dating what
we now know as the “digital age” and as being part of its conditions of possibility. A digital
episteme privileges media forms and practices which render and store information in
numerical, semantically undifferentiated states (e.g. the database) to be reconfigured and
manipulated by a syntax-bound control mechanism (e.g. software) later.
Epistemically digital apparatuses without automated software, such as flag telegraphy
or LEGO bricks, rely on the affordances of material media which can render information
discrete and manipulable, and they require the human user as a control mechanism, thus
constraining (and empowering) that user's actions via digital logic. Though a digital episteme
did not determine the advent of our current wholesale remediation into software-dependent,
electronic and automated digital systems of recording, storing, and accessing data, a digital
episteme thrives among, reproduces, and co-constitutes these systems. A digital episteme, as
a true episteme in the Foucauldian sense, limits what “counts” as data and what can enter the
realm of the known—only certain kinds of statements are possible in its logic.
A digital episteme can have two distinct (and converse) effects on the subject
operating in and by the digital apparatus. The first is the erasure of the subject: by limiting
the semantic slippage, or changeability of meaning, of all parts in the system, the subject
position (as distinguished by human experience and interpretation) is rendered obsolete and
even undesirable. Human experience and interpretation, at the level of function in a digital
episteme, is noise. Human interaction with an epistemically digital system must operate
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within the syntactical parameters of that system. The power of a digital episteme is that it
produces and is produced by objects; objectivity is one of its highest values.
The second, converse, effect of a digital episteme is the primary agency of the
subject. If we take a perspective that sees the subject as “programmer,” or even, in some
cases, of the subject as “software,” a digital episteme gives the subject position absolute
control over the system. A digital episteme reduces objects to manipulable, unmeaning
pieces, so the world that emerges from those pieces is entirely at the whim of the subject
position that deploys the control system to (re)configure them.
The ways in which we have come to mediate epistemically digital assumptions about
the world have likewise shaped and been shaped by our conception of what it is to know
something. Where some approaches to knowledge may try to separate knowing from
practice, science from techne, or knowledge from technology, one contemporary conception
of knowledge holds that in order to know we must shape. According to a digital episteme, in
order to know we must affect: break down, (re)build, (re)arrange, design, and make. A digital
episteme's orientation to knowledge, then, is necessarily technoscientific. I refer to this
technoscientific orientation as a digital episteme's “maker ethic.”
After so describing a digital episteme, I then move to two case studies of media which
animate and are animated by a digital episteme. The first, a media history LEGO bricks, is an
example of how a digital episteme in easily phenomenologically accessible form like plastic
toys can translate into empowering play. A digital episteme's affordances, I observe, resonate
well with our beliefs about how children learn and how we should educate them, particularly
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at early ages. Those beliefs began to develop in the mid-nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries and still persist today. LEGO's patent and advertising history also serve to illustrate
the fact that even a toy that operates by the seemingly “open” affordances of a digital
episteme can still become driven by semantic and functional intention to the point that
openness is lost and meaning or semantic purpose, here a predetermined narrative, is
privileged. Such tendencies, in the case of LEGO, are market-driven. A further look at
current LEGO's recent branding and marketing for education reveals that the LEGO Group
intentionally embraces the maker ethic enabled by the bricks' epistemically digital
affordances. Indeed, LEGO Education makes the maker ethic an explicit part of its corporate
ethos and directly connects that ethos with the technoscientific orientation of science,
technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) education.
The second case study, a close look at a synthetic biology lab, sees the affordances of
a digital episteme and the maker ethic's technoscientific orientation at work in a situated,
technoscientific context. In terms of synthetic biology, a digital episteme serves to
characterize and explain researchers' mediated approaches to genetic materials as well as
researchers' goals to make genetic materials into media. Specifically, the requirements of a
digital episteme are mapped onto in vitro materials with which genetic engineers work,
ostensibly to render those materials manipulable as in a truly digital system. Synthetic
biology is pursuing this particular ontological telos with varying degrees of success. My own
critique of synthetic biology in a digital episteme questions, as we always must, the
epistemological balance of synthetic biology as technoscience. Specifically, I ask whether
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genetics as a field in general has observed (without manipulating) genetic material as a set of
objects on its own terms thoroughly enough—from different perspectives and for a long
enough time—to invest so completely in one (epistemically digital) ontology. The
technoscientfic orientation of a digital episteme is not by any means the only way in which
we can engage with the genetic world, but it is becoming a preponderant one.
In the remaining pages of this concluding chapter, I return to the three general
domains identified by my literature review. I do not mean to repeat my literature review here.
Rather, I devote this space to exploring new questions and directions implied by the
argument I have made in the dissertation. The following sections are gestures towards work
that remains to be done and questions that remain to be answered. Some of these questions
are for the purpose of ongoing critique and will never be answered; they are meant to be reasked forever. I end this section (and this dissertation) with a characterization of technical
communication as a field that may offer me (and others) productive sites at which to apply
such questions in real, impactful interventions.
Media Theory
Toys as media. The idea of building toys as epistemic media and as the means of
maintenance or reproduction of a way of knowing and being is a relatively new one in the
field of media theory. Toys have mostly been considered ideologically, in terms of media
effects. A fuller consideration of building toys in general could be a productive direction for
future research. I see the consideration of toys and play as a potential link to a more playful
and open critical/cultural lens, as well. Play is a special kind of self-conscious mediation. It is
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also a mediated, “stand-in” state that extends beyond human boundaries and allows us to
consider other subject positions.
Biomedia and bio-ethics. Eugene Thacker's work on biomedia foregrounds much of
Chapter 4's reading of a digital episteme in the media of synthetic biology. Specifically,
Thacker sees in genetic sciences an assumption of equivalency between computational and
biological domains. That assumption of equivalency, in my argument, is evidence of a digital
episteme. My own consideration of synthetic biology can serve to complicate the idea of
biomedia, particularly the aspect of biomedia that he defines as the “biotechnical strand” of
bioinformatics. The DNA sequences that become BioBricks or designed sequences that Dr.
Bruno and Jesse produce might be catergorized as gene sequence media, a subset of
biomedia. One simple preliminary conclusion that can be drawn from my observations in the
Bruno lab is that the current state of normal science in biotechnical fields that produce gene
sequence media is not at the level of potential that scholars of media wish to ascribe to it, yet.
Jesse describes the experimental implantation of sequences into living bacteria as “like doing
a Mad-Lib,” and he extends the metaphor explicitly: he and Dr. Bruno know, he says, what
“part of speech” the sequence is, so they know that it works syntactically, but they have
trouble making “sentences that aren't silly—that make sense.” So although gene sequence
media are potentially powerful, part of their ongoing story will be whether the mapping-on of
a digital episteme into the world of living material is actually consistently and profitably
viable. This same issue is echoed in Mackenzie et al.'s (2013) discussion of standardization,
to which I return in the STS section below.
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Another question that remains to be more completely explored is that of the
seemingly tenuous relationship between the in vitro genetic material, the PCRed sequence
and the bacterial culture, and its textual, remediated form, the DNA sequence. My
observations in the Bruno lab uphold Latour and Woolgar's (1986) original finding that the
inscription quickly replaces the “real” material as an object of knowledge in the lab. That is,
both the culture and the prepared sequence remain self-contained objects, left to the side once
transparent mediations of those objects can be prepared and circulated. In Kittler's terms, the
sequence exists in a symbolic universe, and the genetic material exists in a
material/technological one. One odd disconnect between the original material and the
inscription is that the former is a very large population of several million molecules and/or
organisms. Everything that is done to or measured from the PCRed sequence and the
bacterial culture is done to a huge group. Measurements of effects are statistical realities.
Once the sequence or bacterium is transcribed, however, it is treated as an individual. Jesse
explained how he thinks of the genetic material itself in the lab:
I guess with organisms, it's not so much the individual cells, but it's the density of
those cells—so the shape of a graph. The shape of the graph will tell you how they
grow in a particular medium, or how they respond to whatever you're doing. With
gels [which are measurements of nucleotide sequences in suspension, not organisms],
a band represents an individual sequence, and it has a lot of copies. So the brighter it
is, the more copies there are. So this one [a very bright band] is awesome. And if you
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are wanting to get an actual sequence of it you send it to a company that does the
sequencing. And for that you want to have only one band.
A consideration of genetic sequences as compositional biomedia, then, will have to conceive
of composition in new ways as well. What does it mean to compose in a medium in which
the basic unit, the “word” is a multitude of words?
A related issue is the concept of the the “life form” (Mackenzie et al., 2013) or the
biological “body” (Thacker, 2004) in which biomedia work. According to Thacker, “[t]he
'body' in biomedia is thus always understood in two ways—as a biological body, a
biomolecular body, a species body, a patient body, and as a body that is 'compiled' through
modes of visualization, modeling, data extraction, and in silico simulation” (Thacker, 2004,
p.13). I would propose that that first set of realities, the biological body—be it a large,
complex organism like a cow or a small, simple one like a bacterium—is a space over which
media can extend its empire (Innis, 1951). Biomedia, then, open a new spatial territory for
media theory. An extension of Harold Innis's concept of time and space biases is possible
with the identification of gene sequence media. The new space is an inner space, a biospace.
Extension into biospace is markedly different from the extension across great geophysical
distance that Innis (1951) describes. Rather, it is extension into a space that is otherwise
inaccessible because of its smallness and internality. One implication of this fact, the
inaccessibility of gene sequence media to phenomenological experience, is that gene
sequence media are a new form of technical media (Kittler)—they operate outside (or, oddly,
inside) of human experience by mechanistic means.
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To continue to extend Innis and Kittler, biological time, like biospace, becomes an
entirely new, technically mediated version of time via gene sequence media. The new time
orientation resembles Kittler's conception of the digital time-bias (which is no surprise, as
gene sequence media operate within a digital episteme). Kittler (1997) argues that the data
processing affordances of digital systems make time “moveable” and able to be re-configured
in space. Are not gene sequences a new form of storage, one that contains a time-oriented
configuration? And does the design of gene sequences not re-create and/or re-configure the
temporal reality in (bio)space? Synthetic biology can be read as genetically skipping
generations by designing changes that would “naturally” take millenia of mutation and
adaptation to occur. It can also be seen as genetically altering a time stream by designing
changes or maintaining stabilities that may never have occurred otherwise.
The work I have begun with this dissertation and the questions I want for it to ask fall
into one category of Thacker's (2013) critique in “cultural bio-ethics,” which “situate[s]
science and technology in a social and/or institutional context, examining the ways in which
knowledge is produced, practices developed, and artifacts mobilized as points of mediation”
(p. 177). I have adjusted his term to a “cultural bio-ethics,” to employ the hyphen because
mine is an examination and critique that takes “ethic” to mean (good or bad) “situated
practice” rather than some kind of universal (good or evil) moral frame. (Thacker makes this
distinction by contrasting Kant's conception of moral ethic and Deleuze/Spinoza's rejection
of universal morals for an ethic of situated practice.) Object-oriented approaches are the
beginning of an answer to the seemingly intractable problem of the (human) subject position
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implied by ethic: “even when [a defined system of ethics] relate to non-human entities
(animals, plant life, crops, ecosystems, the environment), their frame of reference is the
human subject and how it affects that non-human entity” (Thacker, 2013, p.190). The
continual question must be: how can a bio-ethic be reconceived and recommunicated to
include non-human materials and entities as subjects of concern? (My ambiguous use of the
word “subject” here is intentional; I mean it simply to say “topic,” but I also mean it to imply
a subject position as in more traditional ethical critique.)
When DNA is treated as synthetic biologists treat it, DNA sequences become media.
That is, the DNA sequence standardized and packaged as a modular part of a blueprint for a
biological machine is a potentially meaning-bearing technology like a color of paint, a
collection of dits and dahs, a set of bricks, or a line of computer code. Further, DNA can be
seen as compositional material, with a strand of nucleic acid as a text, or as an information
channel, with a series of chemical reactions as a movement or process. The emergence of
biomedia allows quite literally for culture, once delegated to the realm of human text and
meaning, then extended into the environment through technology, to be inscribed in the form
of life, as life form, in biology. In practice, the biomedia of synthetic biology constantly
evoke a philosophical conflict between an unmediated reality and a mediated ideal. The
technoscience of synthetic biology, as my description of the lab in practice illustrates, begins
by establishing exemplars from the existing (though otherwise invisible) genetic world on
which to model designed objects that will function within that world. This is no video game
digital ontology; it is rather the application or insertion of a digital ontology into an existing
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material system, one that is almost entirely made of objects that exist before us, beyond us,
and through which we exist. The moment of decision at which a researcher settles upon a
certain cutting off point for a given sequence, then, marks a point of contact between those
two worlds—the point at which a medium is produced to “extend” us (McLuhan) further into
one aspect of that realm, the realm of living material.
Science and Technology Studies
LEGO's alliance with technoscience. A LEGO brick might not be an obvious site of
analysis for STS scholars, but LEGO Education's promotion of technoscientific orientation
through their connection with STEM education is clearly a productive and interesting point
of departure for continued work in STS. I can imagine a large project devoted to how
educational toys frame and are framed by science which incorporates perspectives on how
science has been portrayed as and/or separated from play. Such a consideration would likely
address attitudes towards “basic science” at the institutional levels and how attitudes towards
“science for science’s sake” play out in terms of funding, status, and creativity and
innovation.
The story of the encroaching narrative/semantic determinism in LEGO's advertising
history is an interesting idea to apply to issues in STS, as well. Though we use an
epsitemically digital, “open” way of knowing and mediating genetic materials, the research
we fund in genetic engineering is very rarely open or playful in the way that the theories of
constructionist pedagogy described in Chapter 3 describe open play in the interest of learning
and knowledge-making. Few, if any, research laboratories are devoted to sitting with the box
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of blocks and seeing what we come up with. Much more typically, a given lab is funded to
pursue a very narrow research agenda, usually doing research on only one organism and
genome, in pursuit of one or two very specific and “applied” products. The Bruno lab is no
exception: they are looking at one organism and two different potential applications. Does
specialized research determine what kind of bricks we have and what we can make? LEGO's
“open” side and the argument for open-ended toys and open-ended play is potentially an
interesting argument for open, accessible, and robust data sets, as well as data diversity.
(Such an argument is, of course, assuming the warrant that prolific data production is “good,”
which raises another set of ethical and epistemological issues to consider.)
Synthetic biology in the context of genetic engineering. Genetic engineering will
continue to be a content area of interest for STS because of its complicated status as what
STS scholars call a “wicked problem” (Kittel & Webber, 1973). The wicked problem was
originally introduced in planning literature as a kind of problem that requires policy or
planning even though the issue itself hasn’t reached a definable point of stasis. Wicked
problems require (ethical) action in spite of a seeming impossibility in determining what a
“good” action is, due to the issue’s complicated and multiple interrelated contexts. My own
interest in synthetic biology is in the context of knowledge-making. I intend to continue to
watch how a digital episteme manifests (or doesn't) in synthetic biology as a field of
possibility for knowledge, limiting (or not) the material, pre-discursive, “natural” genetic
objects it purports to describe. Mackenzie et al.'s (2013) study of standardization in
BioBricks' mission identifies the limitations of media in terms of “regimes of engagement”:
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“As [researchers] classify, construct, and identify life through a well-defined locus or site—a
gene, a DNA restriction site, and a set of protein-related measurements—they simultaneously
amplify the regimes of engagement” (p. 704). A digital episteme's regime of engagement is
the discrete and non-semantic: the regime of the database. It is also, ultimately, technocractic
and instrumental (Mickunas & Pilotta, 1998). What potential ways of genetic knowing exist
outside of this regime? What does a “holistic genetics” look like, epistemologically?
Another related issue is the disconnect, recognizable even to the researchers being
observed, between the material and the frame being used to conceptualize/mediate it (this is a
re-statement, in different terms, of a similar problem I've just described in the media theory
section). Again, Mackenzie et al. point to this crux by pointing out how BioBricks has thus
far failed to fulfill many of its idealistic goals:
Despite the pragmatic, real-world justification of standardized assembly, BioBricks
effectively ran into the limits of biological ideas about modularity in biology.
BioBricks as a form of life, as a way of bringing engineering to bear on biology, were
meant to take something from the life forms—their modularity—and turn it to
intentional ends by crafting modules that have purpose and function determined by
humans rather than other living things. In practice, it seemed to be more challenging
than originally anticipated to construct modules to work under any biological
conditions. (Mackenzie et al., 2013, p. 711)
Mackenzie et al. (2013) describe a major disconnect between the digital way of thinking and
doing and what actually succeeds in the lab. Life forms, in the realm of the obdurate, pre-
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mediated real, do not necessarily operate according to modularizable standards: “the essential
thing a standard needs—an unchanging attribute—is, it seems, precisely what the biological
essentially lacks … processes of standardization seek to bootstrap on the very thing—
engagements or 'agent-environment dependencies'—that elude fixity. … Large-scale, dataintensive, information system-reliant biologies such as genomics, proteomics, and synthetic
biology exacerbate the difficulties of locating fixed attributes in living multiples” (Mackenzie
et al., 2013, p. 703). The challenges of the concept in practice, manifest as well in Jesse's
“Mad Lib” effect as I described it above, is yet another argument for an object-oriented
approach to “original” material that can continue to develop in future work.
Even so, “[t]hese heavily equipped and computationally sophisticated enterprises
invest heavily in standards” (Mackenzie et al., 2013, p. 704). The economic and institutional
rewards that synthetic biologists stand to gain are great enough to outweigh the challenges.
The promise of a product that mimics breast milk in baby formula or a bacterium that
produces a viable replacement for gasoline is too great to abandon. Such discoveries promise
public recognition and maintenance the mythos of salvation in science, not to mention
material gain in the form of grant funding and patent rights. Moreover, I would argue that a
way of thinking of the world in blocks permeates the field's ways of knowing and being too
completely to be abandoned. The question of how to see outside of an episteme is a
pragmatically unanswerable one; it would probably mean the dissolution of synthetic biology
as a science.
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Other scholars, most notably Paul Rabinow (1996, 2012) and Jennifer Kuzma (2009),
observe the larger institutional contexts in which synthetic biology operates and make the
link between economic impetus and policy. Rabinow sees policy and funding as two of the
three main contextual elements that have fostered the growth of synthetic biology (the first, I
should note, is access to media afforded with a digital episteme):
The main elements that contributed to the [genetic engineering/genomic
biotechnology] industry's initial appearance and the shape it has taken since …
include: (a) the greatly enhanced technical ability to “recombine,” “engineer,” or
simply “manipulate” DNA and other molecules [access to media informed by a
digital episteme], (b) a regulatory environment that encouraged the rapid application
of research to applied problems … (c) the eventual dovetailing of governmentally
funded research with venture capital looking for investments to form an expanded
base for molecular biological research and development. (Rabinow, 1996, p. 19)
Though the industry may have benefited from an encouraging regulatory environment,
Kuzma and others conduct research to inform regulatory policy related to synthetic biology's
emerging technologies. Working with model cases in nanotechnology and biotechnology,
Kuzma (2009) identifies potential areas that regulatory oversight must address: biosecurity,
biosafety, intellectual property, and ethics. She ultimately maintains that there is no “one-size
fits all solution” to the problem of designing policy to regulate synthetic biology (Kuzma,
2009, p. 2).
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One potential productive reaction to the wicked problem of a technoscience like
synthetic biology is to break down walls between the humanities and hard science silos well
before such technologies come into public consideration and policy's purview. That is,
scholars in fields like communication, ethics, public policy, economics, and anthropology
should collaborate with genetic engineers, molecular biologists, and experts in applied
sciences in the context of the academy to look at technologies as whole systems, or
ecologies. To this end, centers dedicated to such collaboration (with additional goals of
community outreach and public dialogue) are beginning to appear. North Carolina State
University's Center for Genetic Engineering and Society (GES), which is funded and slated
to begin operations in 2014 and headed by Jennifer Kuzma (an STS scholar) and Fred Gould
(a genetic engineer and entomologist) is one early example. The success of such centers
remains to be seen, however. Paul Rabinow and Gaymon Bennet's 2012 book, Designing
Human Practices: An Experiment with Synthetic Biology, describes the authors' experiences
in helping to create the Human Practices division of the Synthetic Biology Engineering
Research Center (Synberc), a multi-university center with headquarters at the University of
California at Berkeley, that focuses entirely on synthetic biology. The Human Practices
division of the center was what the researchers called an “anthropological experiment,” and,
according to them, it ultimately failed. In his recent reflection on the state of anthropology in
STS, Rabinow's (2013) outlook on collaborative projects such as interdisciplinary centers is
bleak, mostly because of what he sees as the hard sciences' overcommitment to Modern,
post-positivist ideals and aims. Anthropologists, according to Rabinow, are always
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participant-observers at best, not the full-fledged participants that a truly contemporary,
interdisciplinary context would allow them (or require them) to be. “[A]lthough the
practitioners of the biosciences and the human sciences involved in [Synberc] continue to
work in proximity,” he writes, “we are not actually accompanying each other” (Rabinow,
2013, p. 179). Part of the problem may be a fear of what STS scholars call “capture” of STS
perspectives (Collins, 1996; Scott, Richards & Martin, 1990). Capture happens when a claim
or a practice in a scientific field becomes publicly controversial, and stakeholders in the
public find and use STS scholarship, especially social costructivist critique, to attack the
scientific ethos. These concerns are echoed in related arguments by Latour (2004) and
Ceccarelli (2012), both of whom express anxiety about the “revealing” of science as social
practice ultimately undermining good, productive policy based on science. Another problem
is simply convincing a given group of researchers that exploring the philosophical
underpinnings of their field is even worth their time.
I see a potentially productive connection between the field of technical
communication and communities like NCSU's Center for GES and Synberc. Technical
communication as I present it here is a field in applied humanities, prepared with both critical
tools and specialized expertise in applied communication, poised to participate in
interdisciplinary communities that are forming around technosciences. The trick, of course, is
to maintain critical perspectives on how the design of communication tools co-constitutes the
very knowledge those tools produce and communicate.
Technical Communication and RoST as Critical Approaches for STS
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So far, I have asked critical questions like “how can the obdurate object gain a voice
in a discursive network?” “What would a holistic genetics look like?” and “What worlds does
wholesale investment in a digital episteme prevent us from seeing?” without offering any
answers to them. Because of my own theoretical and (anti)disciplinary commitments, I tend
to see the development of these questions as the purpose of my work. I am, I find,
“aggressively anti-disciplinary” in the way that Lawrence Grossberg (cited in Longo, 2007)
describes the larger field of critical cultural studies into which my own brand of media theory
fits. But I end with a reflection on technical communication and rhetoric of science and
technology because Chapter 4 is only a first step towards very productive future work in both
of these fields, work that will require the development of methodological approaches and
interdisciplinary relationships over time. This dissertation set out to combine perspectives in
STS and technical communication because I see technical communication methodologies as
pertinent to (and largely overlooked in) STS conversations (Ceccarelli, 2014; Maddalena &
Kelly, 2014). Technical communication also offers one pedagogical and methodological
context in which to apply the concepts developed in critical cultural critique. Scott, Longo,
and Willis (2007) argue for the inclusion of cultural studies in technical communication with
their edited volume, Critical Power Tools: Technical Communication and Cultural Studies.
Cultural-critical perspectives, they argue, “tend to privilege academic critique over ethical
action and to overlook the concrete, material exercises and connections of power” (Scott,
Longo, & Willis, 2007, p. 5). They go on to propose technical communication classrooms
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and professional contexts as sites where the intervention that cultural studies so often seems
to fall short of can actually occur.
Approaches. The field of technical communication, like many applied fields, has
always inhabited a strange space between the philosophical and the pragmatic as its
perspective and between the dynamic and the static as its object of study. On the one hand,
technical communication is concerned with texts and technologies as products of culture, or
the social, and on the other, it is concerned with the efficient arrangements of objects of
knowledge (facts) to produce very tangible results in a very real world. The academic field of
technical communication has accordingly come to integrate critical studies of discourse
communities, their values, languages, and assumptions, in the form of ethnographic
fieldwork and research to characterize praxis for the purposes of efficient implementation
and up-to-date pedagogy for professional technical communicators. The same double vision
applies to the oscillation between a focus on stability and a focus on dynamic flux, or object
and action. Technical communication is interested in texts and inscriptions as they amass
meaning in action, but it is often drawn to describe those same texts and inscriptions in terms
of how they are typified, recognizable, and stable—how they become genres. Though
rhetorical genre studies maintains that genres are dynamic textual actions (Miller, 1984),
technical communication in applied contexts often talks about and teaches genres in terms
that ossify them as objects. Scott, Longo, and Willis (2007) call this tendency the field’s
“hyperpragmatist legacy” (p.7).
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The dividing lines between action and object in one corner and between critique and
practice in the other are not distinct but always troubling. Technical communicators are
expected to critique and evaluate the ethical and epistemic action taking place in mediated
networks, name some typical genres which maintain and are maintained by those networks,
and to teach professionals how to effectively employ them. This last point is most troubling
when it comes to the study and practice of knowledge work, since communities of expertise
are known to be hyper-mediated, complex, insular, and opaque. Because of its insularity and
speed of production, states of hyper-mediation encourage the tendency for knowledge to be
driven by what is used to produce and/or contain it. Without critical consideration, we can
only see within the frames of the media we design. Without critique, as many have long
argued (e.g. Longo &Willis, 2006; Miller, 1979; Meyers, 1990; Rude, 2009; Scott, Longo
&Willis, 2007), we risk losing reflexivity and focusing entirely on the doing of knowledge
work and ignoring the question of whether the knowledge works, i.e. whether it is coherent,
good, and thorough, not to mention whether it works to produce a world we want to live in.
Lately, especially successful examples of critical applications of technical
communication are coming from the field of health communication. Christa Teston’s (2009)
work on the genres (documents as objects of knowledge maintained by distributed work) that
record and maintain best practices in cancer care and Scott Graham’s (2009) consideration of
fibromyalgia (Graham shows how the disease must be established and maintained as a stable
phenomenon/object through the relationship of multiple technological/material and rhetorical
actions) are excellent examples. Anne-Marie Mol’s (2003) The Body Multiple initially teases
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action apart from object to demonstrate how a complex matrix of activities come together to
constitute two distinct but interrelated objects: a patient and a disease. Even earlier, and from
the human-computer interaction side, Lucy Suchman’s (1987) conception of situated humanmachine cognition, of thoughts that were embodied in human and machine in concert, is an
approach that I would call an early effort in this same vein.
My own small study as it stands in Chapter 4 has served to identify a few objects for
analysis in future work. I see potential for projects in rhetorical genre studies and rhetoric of
science and technology as well as ANT-oriented work in technical communication.
Specifically, a full consideration of the way in which the inscription of a sequence becomes a
typified gene sequence medium, a “block” of genome, could be more fully developed, as
could a related consideration of the genome announcement as an emergent scientific genre
resulting from an online ecosystem of texts (Casper, 2009) and the sequence annotation itself
as, perhaps, a parascientific genre (Kelly & Miller, 2013). A consideration of these same
inscriptions in terms of rhetorical agency, especially as shaped by the institutional structures
in which it operates and the blurring of lines between what has previously been thought of as
rhetorical agent and rhetorical object (Kinsella, 2005), could also be productive. A
consideration of gene sequence media inscriptions can expand notions of agency by
analyzing the primary rhetor’s (Jesse’s) agency in the larger system. The lines between
“text,” “agent,” and “subject” have been blurred by the networked media which constitute
each of these now-indistinct nouns, as well as by poststructuralist expectations that have
evolved in the philosophies that surround them. Flat ontologies are all well and good, but
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taking up questions of agency might reveal a convenient concealment of institutionalized
power relations, ultimately disempowering human actors like Jesse while benefitting larger
structures.
Another limitation of my own perspective comes at the point of communication
between hardware, software, and database, that is, where a computer manipulates data to
produce some knowledge-bearing output, like a model—a point at which traditional
conceptions of subjectivity have no place. Many agree that computational tools must be
accounted for as agents in networks, but how do they gain a “voice” in field work-oriented
methodology? And how is the black box of the model-producing or data-analyzing machine
incorporated into the lived experience of knowing? Moreover, when approaching the
knowledge-making action of science and technoscience, at what point should and how can
pre-mediated material like a tree or a gene sequence, about which the researcher is ostensibly
learning, be seen to “speak” or participate in the system?
ANT-oriented ethnographies rely on Latourian conceptions of “the social” and are
ultimately concerned with characterizing cultures. What, then, of the central critical/ethical
question of practice (Rude, 2009)? A related but differently-oriented set of frameworks,
object-oriented ontologies (Harman 2002, 2011; Bogost, 2012), offer a means by which to
focus on practice and the obduracy of objects rather than seeing both as manifestations of
(human-centric) culture. Via object-oriented perspectives, objects, which are defined by ANT
as relatively stable sets of the relational effects of actions, are capable of actions and inertias,
themselves; a non-human or even non-sentient object is an object in isolation and can cause
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effects just as a human with human-type “intention” can. We can ask, via object-oriented
approaches, what in culture-focused ethnography might be condemned as “technologically
deterministic” questions. What does a given tool require of its user? What does a certain set
of software interfaces want? An approach with this orientation might watch what objects do
without us (observe an automated action without focusing on its cultural frame, for instance)
or what objects do to us, or to other non-human objects. For a critical/ethical scholar of
technical communication, object-oriented approaches might offer a way to describe more
starkly and directly the relationship between a discursive object (such as a line of code that
controls a machine) and a non-human ecology (like a forest), among other things.
Usability is also interesting to consider as an object-oriented approach because, if all
objects are relational effects of practices, usability tests the relational effects of networkobjects and focuses explicitly on practice. Reconsidered as an object-oriented approach,
usability research might ask: “is this set of practices perceivable—stable—enough to be
called an object?” The ontological taxonomy of usability categorizes “users” and “tasks” as
the context of practice for the designed object under study. Usability’s ways of conceiving of
the user (as a source of action in a system) and a task (as a relatively typified set of ideal
actions) provides a way of accounting for the fluid work of assemblages and to fix, or to
throw into relief, the objects that users and tasks produce or maintain. An object-oriented
method informed by usability would employ the same precise attention to technology and
human-technological interaction that usability studies employs, but with a different set of
epistemological goals. Rather than performing user and task analyses to better design objects
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(technologies), it would do so to discover objects produced and maintained by the
interactions between user, technology, and task. Often, as in the example I describe in this
dissertation, those objects fit entirely into of Daston’s (2000) category of “what is made,” and
they are also the most central objects of knowledge in the community. What happens when
we apply what looks like a praxis-oriented methodology to a set of critical research
questions? For example, what if Mol’s (2003) consideration of the body (as “multiple”
object) and atherosclerosis (as a socially and rhetorically maintained disorder/phenomenon)
saw the people who were articulating the body as “users” of the body, or the doctors and
patients as “users” of the disorder?
Longo (2007) identifies five ways in which an object can be “delimited” for a cultural
study of technical communication: as an object of discourse, an object in a cultural context,
an object in a historical context, an object as ordered (a neo-structural approach like the one I
have taken with LEGO), and finally in terms of “the relationship of the object with the one
who studies” it. This last delimitation, she says, is the most important one. The study of that
relationship is also the crucial point at which STS, technical communication, and rhetoric of
science and technology overlap. My own future work in technical communication will
continue to employ object-oriented ontologies in STS to begin to ask two kinds of questions
about two kinds of objects:
1. Questions about “made” (media) objects, how they operate as objects of knowledge,
and how power is articulated through them.
2. Questions about the tendencies and orientations of pre-existing non-human objects
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and object ecologies and how power is articulated through them (especially in
technoscientific contexts).
Future work on these kinds of questions require entry into the spaces where knowledge is
made. That is, if we are to look at (and even intervene in) “the relationship of the object with
the one who studies” it, then we must develop meaningful, collaborative relationships with
“the ones who study.”
Relationships. I have already mentioned that scholars in technical communication,
because they are at least partly explicitly invested in applied communication areas such as
document design, documentation, and usability as well as critical perspectives, might find
good opportunities for collaboration and productive relationships at interdisciplinary centers
like NCSU’s GES Center or Synberc. I also think that the work of convincing working
scientists of the value of critical tools can be done in a more organic manner on college
campuses in the form of pedagogy-focused programs at the undergraduate and masters’
levels. The idea of scientists and humantities scholars teaching together is not new; the field
of rhetoric and composition has developed a writing in the disciplines (WID) model which
embeds writing instruction in its specific (academic) situation. I for one have argued for the
integration of STS perspectives, especially considerations of the social construction of
science, in such models (Maddalena, 2013). Most of these models are arranged around firstyear writers and non-expert undergraduate writers, however.
A renewed focus on the critical aspects of rhetoric of science and technology and
technical communication perspectives and the incorporation of STS could be exceptionally
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productive in higher-level, blended teaching and research environments. I am imagining, for
example, a course oriented around a research project in which a teacher of technical writing
is a primary facilitator of the research design. The research design could then incorporate
critical questions about the role that texts and media play in the knowledge production and
disciplinary contributions of the project. Other ways in which scholars of professional and
technical communication could become embedded collaborators would be to guide
assessments of stakeholders’ positions (in the case of a wicked, technoscientific project),
considerations of media coverage of surrounding issues, and/or explore the fraught context(s)
of communicating a given project’s goals and projects to concerned or invested publics. One
final role that I can imagine for the teacher of technical communication is as an embedded
collaborator in a laboratory classroom. An ideal collaborative teaching situation would pair a
technical communication scholar with a scholar in the sciences to design assignments in
which the media objects and texts used and produced in the lab were considered as the worldmaking frames or terministic screens that critical technical communication sees them as. The
approach to a co-taught course can become a boundary object that bridges the disciplinary
divide between humanities scholar and scholar of hard science or technoscience. Each of the
projects described above would serve as an object exercise in how critical perspectives can
actively enrich the scientific endeavor.
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Appendix A
TRANSCRIPT EXERPTS FROM INTERVIEW 4/18/2013
CAM STUDIO RECORDER
What's a typical day for you in the lab?
It depends on stage I'm in on the experiment. At the moment I'm running a growing
experiment, so typically I would come in and take a sample of the culture to measure the
growth of the cells. I'm measuring optical density, which is how much light goes through,
and then I'll also filter the sample through paper and do a before and after to see how much
solids are in there.
The computers are also collecting log data all of the time. There are various probes
inside the culture, for instance this one is for oxygen, this one's heat, and others measuring
the concentration of different gases in the culture.
How do you manage the data that's coming out of the computer?
It's really simple, and it takes a while. It's mostly spreadsheets. Simple spreadsheets. I
can show you...
This file is all my data from a couple of weeks of running; it's 61 megabytes of
spreadsheet. (We wait for his small Netbook to open the file, which takes awhile.) So it's just
a bunch of columns, the time, the exhaust gases coming off... It took me some time to figure
out how to get it all together in one. Because it was two different computers, and three
different programs... it is recording into different files. Like these ones—they're all in one
program, so they're all in one file, automatically. These ones are from a different computer,
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and a different file, different program; so I sort those files into here at a different time... and
you do that manually? Yeah. Yeah I'm not a programmer, so. And here's another program,
that this data is from, here. Time is the important thing—these all have to be tracked over the
same period of time.
So, depending on the experiment, I draw interpretations from it... mostly graphs. I
would graph a certain gas changing over time.
What are the tools you use?And when I say tools, I mean lab tools and software/computing
tools.
Okay, so, I'm using the culture system which is on the bench over there. It has the
perturber, which you just saw, shaking it up every once in a while. And it's a computer that
tells it when to shake? Yeah, and the metal device next to it is the controller, so it is
programmable. It powers the stirring; it measures the gauges. There's a little pump on it. The
data from that unit has this cable that goes straight into a computer. This one over on the
other side of the bench measures the turbidity of the culture. Then there's two gas sensors that
feed into one sensor, and they measure hydrogen. That's going into one computer, but not all
in the same program.
And then what software?
So, on the laptop, where I'm measuring density, it's this software that was developed
by Dr. Bruno and his friend, so it's all in Spanish. But that's okay. And the computer's in
Spanish, too.
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And the other computer has the temperature, and all the other data. It's in English.
You can go in and make comments, make changes...export stuff. It's not that complicated.
Have you had any issues?
Some things have had me pulling my hair out, but I figured them out. Like, so, this
kind of experiment can run for several weeks, or almost a month. And, a couple of times,
that's overlapped with a change in Daylight Savings Time, and not all of the computers deal
with it the same way, and so some of the computers will suddenly be an hour off. So I have
to find the exact point in the data where the time changed, and then go back and shift
everything. How could you tell it was an hour off? Well, yeah—when I'm graphing it, I know
what I'm expecting, so I know what it should be, and I know that daylight savings time
happened, but I don't know what it did, so. The Spanish computer didn't change at all
because it's pretty old, and then the other computers did, but at different times. One of the gas
sensors, the cables get loose sometimes and start giving me negative data—like negative
concentrations of gas.
How do you interact with the different interfaces that let you actually do things with your
data?
Okay. And is this part of your regular day? It has been for a while. My genome
sequences have recently been accepted, so it's not really peer review—it's just that they make
sure everything makes sense. It's the NCBI database he navigates to NCBI on the screen It's
part of the National Library of Medicine... Okay, so to BLAST you go to the BLAST
website... and depending on whether you want to BLAST a nucleotide, a DNA sequence, or a
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protein sequence … and blastx, a translated nucleotide is technically not a sequence, so I'm
not sure what this one does... hmmm... but okay—when you go through proteins it doesn't
work as well, because there are multiple DNA sequences that code for multiple proteins, but
if you're going from a nucleotide sequence... you start with a sequence. You can upload a file
if you have a really long one, or you can just copy and paste. Let's just type something in. He
types in a series of As, Gs, Cs and Ts. I just used those letters because they're the four bases.
And then you choose a database. That's what genome you want to search. You can search
human, mouse (mouse because that's an important one in genetics—the mouse genome). I
use “other” all of the time because that's basically everything, and I'm searching a bacterium.
I specify an organism. Then I set parameters on how similar or dissimilar I want my search to
get results for. So then, once I've specified everything, it uploads the sequence and its starts
processing it. This will flash a few times while it's processing, and if you've uploaded a really
long sequence, it'll take a really long time.
While it's loading
Okay. Often times you have a sequence, and you're not sure, is this functional, at all?
Does this make protein, or anything else? Or what does it do, if it does? By BLASTing it,
you're comparing it to other sequences in other organisms that may have been better studied,
better known. If you compare across species, usually it's not that certain. The matches aren't
perfect. But you can get a clue about it. Usually when you compare across species you might
get sixty percent or less. The idea is that the sequence originated with a common ancestor,
and came to be a part of that species when the species split.
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So apparently, the thing I typed in matches a Schistosoma from Puerto Rico. It's a
parasite. He scrolls through the list of species who have matching sequences. And
Toxoplasma Gondii, of course. The cat thing. And a couple of probiotic bacteria that we have
in our gut. So this is my sequence. And this much of it is something else that matches with
the first bit of the entry. So the line means that it matches perfectly, and this dotted line is not
a perfect match. In this region, it matches perfectly.
So from 3 to about 20, it matches. So each of these is also showing where it matches.
So if you find that you have a protein or a gene and most of the matches cut off, then it's
possible that there was a mutation. Or … if there's a mutation …
So what I do next depends on what I'm doing. In the process of getting my genome
submitted to this database, they questioned a lot of the things that I had marked as a gene.
Like, um, you have a sequence, and then you have what you call annotations—like this
section of the gene codes for this protein. Aside (Protein codes for function.) So I copied all
of the annotations for this part of the genome, and then this is the whole thing in a line. So if
I zoom in, this is the genes, all of these sections, and so all of these annotations, these things
that mark genes, I copied from what others had done before me. I mean the sequences were
like 99.9% identical. And some of those annotations had problems—the ones that were
already in the database. It's not my fault! But still, I had to fix them. That's part of the way
the system works—the genome annotations get fixed bit by bit. It was a while ago since they
had submitted [that annotation], and things had changed since then.
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So depending on if there's a change in the sequence from the string I copied it from,
they might change the coding sequence, make the genes shorter, longer, so what I would do
is copy the protein and the DNA string, and BLAST them both, and see which one matched
the other strings that were already in there. And then by that I could make a pretty good
guess about which annotations were good.
Do you get authorship? Is your name in there?
Yeah. Well, in this program it has the gene name and the product of it—gene and
protein. And then, this is translations of it—the amino acids.
Do you get cited? How does your contribution get recognized?
Well, we're going to publish an updated genome announcement with the society for
microbiology. It's basically like: “we've sequenced these genomes. Here is how to find them
in the database—so the id number to search for. Here's what they do in this organism (if we
know that). And a short explanation of why we're studying them.”
When we do PCR the template that gets copied comes from the genome. So I need
genomic DNA from the cells to do that. So yeah, I have to grow bacteria, so I can have their
DNA. But I don't know which ones have the mutation I want. For PCR, it's just a small piece
of the DNA that I replicate. One important use of it is to figure out if there's a different strain.
When you've done the PCR and you’ve made a ton of copies, you can put them in a gel, and
you shine an electric field on the gel, and the bigger it is, the slower it moves through the gel,
so you can determine different strains that way. You can see which ones are bigger and
smaller. I can show you a picture of the gels.
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So this is a picture of a gel. There's a compound added to make the DNA flouresce.
This is the ladder, and you can tell which one yours is by comparing it. Electrophloresis.
So then, I've done PCR on all of these templates. So the conparison to the ladder tells you
whether it's bigger or smaller. It's a very good way to measure the size because you're
actually seeing the size of the DNA.
…What do you actually think about as the most important object that you're working with?
It depends. I guess with organisms, it's not so much the individual cells, but it's the
density of those cells—so the shape of a graph. The shape of the graph will tell you how they
grow in a particular medium, or how they respond to whatever you're doing. With gels, a
band represents an individual sequence, and it has a lot of copies. So the brighter it is, the
more copies there are. So this one (a very bright band) is awesome.
And if you are wanting to get an actual sequence of it you send it to a company that
does the sequencing. And for that you want to have only one band. Otherwise it might screw
up your experiment. When sequencing a genome, you get back a bunch of sequences of
genome, and they seem randomly copied from different places, and so having to assemple
them is hard.
So this line right here is the reference genome. It's from a strain of the same species
of the bacterium I'm working with, so I'm comparing my pieces of sequence to that reference.
So these—each of these black lines, is a chunk of the sequence. And this program has aligned
them in order with respect to the reference genome. So this is how they all overlap each
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other, so you can see the more they have overlap in that position, the more confident you are
that it's in the correct position and that it fills a function.
And in this program the colored pieces are the pieces that don't match up to the
reference. A single sequencing run will generate a thousand different sequences to match up.
Genome's like 5 million bases. It's not easy to do by hand. This program will find areas
where like 50 percent of the reads are different, and you can see which parts have more
matches. And this green part is how many reads there are in each place, so you can see how
much data you actually have to go on in each place. You can see areas where there's hardly
any or none at all.
Then the primer site. This is the company where most people buy their primers.
Primers are short chunks of DNA that go at the beginning and end of of the sequence you
want to PCR, and they make it start. They have to match perfectly, depending on what you
want to do, and they don't want to stick to anything else. So this program on this website will
analyze it in various ways. When I come to this website it's usually 20 or so bases. And then
you can use this to see if it binds to itself, if it binds to the primer at the other end... you want
it to bind only with the strand you're combining it with. So this says—these two cause this,
binding to each other, but it's unlikely to be something you need to worry about because of
the low energy of this one.

